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"Life's a pleasant institution
Let us take it as it comes."
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"A friend may well be reckoned the masterpiece of Nature"
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JJiorrwor~
" 'Tis passing strange,"the ease with which our memory fades and the friendships of college
days seem to be lost.
In this volume of "THE SP!DER,,' we have tried to give those highlights of experience and activitie of the years spent in college, tliat
in some way in the far days of the future, the mystic cords of Memory
might be gathered together; the life of the days gone by, lived over
again and the friendships of those golden days renewed.
vVe have striven, not for personal prestige or to add to the honor
of any one class, but that this volume may be a new strand in the web
which links together the dearest memories and traditions of all

"SPIDE RDOM".
"I am listening for the voices
Which I heard in days of old ."
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HE growth of Richmond College and the expansion of the institution
until the name included three colleges seemed to the trustees last June
The vote of the Board
to require a more comprehensive designation.
of Richmond"
"University
to
title
corporate
of Trustees to change the
desigimposing
more
this
was without a di senting voice. In assuming
patrons
alumni,
nation the tru -tees were not unmindful of the fact that
and the public generally would expect far more of the "University"
They did not delude themthan had been demanded of the "College".
or recent expansion would
achievement
past
that
notion
the
with
moment
a
selves for
to future plans for
reference
with
much
as
quite
was
It
sati fy public demands.
of any unfitnes
account
on
as
necessary
seemed
larger service that the change of name
of the name to cover present undertakings.
Let it also be said in all frankness that the trustees realized that the group of
three colleges under their control, viz: Richmond College, Westhampton College,
and the T. C. Williams School of Law did not measure up in all respects to the conception of a "University" held by those who have only German ideals in mind. No
successful American university does this . Rather the trustees planned to develop here
an increasing and growing group of colleges both in liberal arts and sciences and in
the vocations. The thought of a school of graduate studies was in most minds at
First of all it was proposed to develop steadily the two
least somewhat remote.
As every student
and Westhampton.
colleges of liberal arts and sciences-Richmond
knows, additional instructors were engaged in several departments this session. It is
also true that salaries were raised throughout both faculties from ten to twenty-five
per cent. For next session the curriculum will be further enlarged and strengthened
especially in the departments of philosophy, economics, sociology, english, romance
languages and Bible. The bachelor' degree from Richmond and Westhampton is
already accepted everywhere as a standard degree. The trustees will strive to make
th}s degree even more worthy and significant.
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\VESTHAMPTON

COLLEGE.

THE SUMMER SCHOOL.
Last summer for the first time the University conducted a summer school. It
was a losing venture financially , of course, but from every other viewpoint the school
was a success. It is the purpo se of the trustees to continue and to enlarge this school.
As soon as practicable the session well be made to cover twelve weeks instead of six
as at present. Then we shall have four universit y terms of approximately twelve
weeks each, and the institution will be open to al! qualified students all the year
round. Students will then be able to enter at the beginning of any quarter and also
to graduate at the end of that quarter in which degree requirements are satisfied.
Our great educational plant will be busy every day in the year.
OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.
D . R. Anderson transferred to the Department of EcoDr.
Two years ago when
nomic s, a School of Busine ss Administration was planned which should start with
freshman courses and add consecutively the other three years of work leading to ' the
Next session we shall be
degree of Bachelor of Science in Busines s Administration.
offering three years of this work and in June, 1923, we expect to confer the new
degree for the first time. This is a department which will have the constant attention
of the trustees and which is expected to grow rapidly.
SCHOOL
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THE

STADIUM.

SCHOOL OF E GINEERING.
The University now offers two years of pre-engineering tudies, but plans to
develop courses leading to degrees in civil, mechanical, electrical, and chemical engineering. At present the co-operative system in vogue at the University of Cincinnati is being studied with a view to its adaptability here. Whether this shall be introduced here or not, the Board has definitely approved proposals for a college of engineering.
DAY AND NIGHT LAW SCHOOLS.
At . the present time the T. C. Williams School of Law has only evening sessions.
It is the purpose of the trustees, however, to conduct a day law school on the Westhampton campus and to continue and further develop the successful evening school
now taught on the old college campus in Richmond. There is room for both schools
and they will supplement and strengthen each other. It is not improbable that the
School of Business Administration will develop along similar lines but no action looking to this has yet been taken.
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THOMAS

HALL

AND LAKE.

SCHOOL.
GRADUATE
As remarked earlier in this sketch, no plans have yet been endorsed by the trustees
for a graduate school, and it is certain that such an important enterprise will be approached circumspectly. At the same time it is already evident that both in Virginia
and in several other states there is a growing desire that a strong Christian institution
like the University of Richmond should undertake the higher training of men and
women who are to fill the chairs of instruction in American Christian colleges. The
work could be well begun upon an endowment of one million dollars. This would
make possible the gathering of a small but choice group of teachers in graduate studies
the liberal arts , whose coming to our University would stimulate all collegiate
studies . There are several ways in which this desirable development may come, and
in one way or another it is destined to come without great delay.
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JETER

HALL.

"So many , and so many and such glee,
The memories of Jasper Hall to me."
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REFECTORY.

"That all-softening, overpowering knell
Dinner Bell."
The tocsin of the soul-The

"Home-made dishes that drive one from home."
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"Knowledge
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is power." ·
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~enior Qtla1s1
Officers of the Class of 1921 .
Marvin Lucien Skaggs . . .... . .......
Peter Earnest Brame ...................

. ........

......
.

......

. ... Presid ent
Vice -Pre sident

.. . .. . ... • . .. . Secretary
Kenneth Edison Burke . .. ................
Treasur er
...
Robert Courtney Mottley ...........................
Annual R epresentati ve
Ralph Jay Kirby ..... . .... . ... .. ... .......
Robert Franklin Edwards .... . ..... .. .. . .. .. ... . ... .... Hi storian
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HE life of the college student, like th at of the world, is characterized
by struggle from beginning to end, bringing with it at its conclusion
proof of what has been achieved during the contest. So with the Class
of '21, which, entering the sacred walls of this institution on September
27th, 1917, when civilization \ms contending for existence with the
grim realities of war which threatened to becloud the progress of mankind and imperil the advancement of learning . The class has thus
had to experience many vicissitudes, and has been compelled to exert
its greatest efforts to maintain its equilibrium against the surging tide of the times.
A war is always followed , by a period of reconstruction and the relation of this reconstruction to our institution has been profoundly noticeable. The Class of '21 has
been vitally connected with every movement which the College has made during this
period. The class has been loyal to the institution from the time that its members
arrived on the campus filled with trepidation, tremor, and fear until they bade farewell
to Alma lvlater. Of the seventy-five men who constituted the original class many
have fallen by the wayside while others returning from their country's service partly
filled the vacancies this made, until thirty linked together by the bonds of love and
friendship accentuated by trials throughout which they have passed now compose the
Class of '21. Our · class has contributed to every phase of college activities in its
four-year sojourn here. Athletics in every branch, literary activities , social life and
scholarship have felt the force of the personality of the class. High moral ideals have
always been cherished by the Class of '21; and especially has it been active in effecting
a better understanding among the students in the University until we have come to
regard each other as members of one great family united in common brotherhood.
Thus, while accumulating the "academic moss", we feel that as we have contributed
or rather invested our efforts: we have received from the influence of the high ideals,
and association of friends, and accumulating of knowledge, a hundred fold for our
investment. And now that we are about to receive the parchments which are to·kens
of our labor we shall, therefore, soon emerge from the sacred walls of Alma Mater to
join in the march of civilization along the ever-widening paths of human progress continuing the development of those God-given faculties until we shall have rendered the
greatest possible service to humanity and to God.
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Senior Class.
LLEWELLYN

COLUMBUS

NORTHEN.

"LE,v".
Emmerton, Va .
Applicant for M.A . Degree.
B.A. Richmond College; President Junior Class; President Athletic Association '18-'19;
Capta-in
Y. M. C. A.; Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society; Varsity Baseball '16-'17-'18-'19-'21;
Baseball Team '19; Vice-President Varity Club '17-'18; Treasurer Varsity Club .'16-'17; Student
Senate Representative Senior Class; Ministerial Association.

"Lew", as he is called on the campus, is a slender, blue-eyed specimen who came
to us from the Frog District of orthern
eek via Chatham Training School. After
careful thought and many attempts at books, "Lew" fully · convinced himself that
while books are good companions, the fair ones are better, and consequently Mrs .
Northen made her appearance. However "Lew" concluded that "college is a place
of broader learning", and has accordingly not contented himself with a B-A. Degree
of Old R.C. and is back with us this year seeking an M.A. Degree . He is a progressive college man, a fair student, a baseball player of merit, a loyal "Spider" and
a jolly good fellow, whose influence on college activities in general has been wholesome
and inspiring.
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FRA

Senior Class.
K BENTLEY,

JR.

"BUZZARD".

Tampa, Fla.
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
tative of Sophomore Cla s; Sec'y
Kappa Alpha; Historian Freshman Class; Annual Represen
Assistant Manager Football
Society;
Literary
Rho
Sigma
Mu
Club;
Y. M. C. A. 'l 7-'18; Glee
Senate '20; Cotillion
Student
Sec'y
1;
'19-'20-'2
Senate
Student
'19, r.Ianager '20; Varsity Club;
Club; Key 16; Managers Club.
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but Florida is pretty close
luck.
Be that as it may, here's wishing you bon voyage and good
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ALEXANDER

Senior Class.
HuGO
BLA
"CHIC".
Richmond, Va.

KINGSHIP.

Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Omricon Delta Kappa; Tau Kappa Alpha; President Special Class '15;
Ministerial Association; Varsity Baseball '15-'16-'20-'21;
Captain Baseball '20; President Varsity
Club '19-'20; Post Commander American Legion; John Marshall Club; Philogian Literary Society; Y. M. C. A. Presjdent '20-'21; Student Senate '20-'21.

In "Hugo", "Hugh", or "Chick", by whatever name you may know him, we
have a man. A man who stands out from all others in service to his Alma Mater,
in service to his fellow man. It was in the fall of 1914 that -he entered the University of Richmond, making his debut with Richmond College at the new and now
present site, as a member of the Special Class. This class was composed of a number
of men who did not have the required number of credits to become a member of the
Freshman Class, an almost vagabond-like brotherhood in which were found athletes,
actors, managers, and writers, who never expected to realize the experiences of Seniordom. And now ,Ye are about to send forth "Hugo", an ex-president of this class, a
sole survivor, ,vho under difficulties a plenty, not only quaffed the draughts of bookwisdom, but tasted willing, zealously those of service. When Mexico stirred up an
argument with Uncle Sam, "Hugh" left school and went with his regiment down
"on the border" to investigate. When the United States entered the European conflict, "Hugh" became an officer and served in this capacity until the armistice . On
the football team it was "Hugh" that steadied the workings of this Dobson machine.
On the baseball team behind the bat it was "Cap" always with his "head up", who
piloted his team through a most successful season .
"In the many games of life, that one. . . . . . . . . . . ...
Where what he most doth value must be won:
\tVhom neither shape of , danger can dismay;
r or thought of tender happiness betray";
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Senior Class .
STOVER HOGE BOWLES.
"STOKIE".

Richmond, Va.
Applicant for B .A. Degree.
American

Legion.

"Knowledge this man prizes best". Despite the ease with which all the my tic
and intricate species of learning are overcome by the ingeniou youth there is one
whom his most potent efforts has failed to subjugate to the slighte t degree. But
however, the contest i not yet over and if Stover's faithful allies, "Perseverance" and
"\Vork", are as adamant as we give them credit for being, then victory is assured at
some future date in the sublime state also. Stover is a son of old "John 1\/larshall"
in more respects than one, for the irresistible call of the "Bar" has been heeded and
he plans to follow in the footsteps of the illu trious jurist as his profession . Success
is a sured if he succeeds in showering as much honor upon the man as he has upon
the high school from which he came . Good luck to you old man, for well you
deserve the best that fame and fortune could possibly bestow and may you enjoy
an ample amount of both .
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Senior Class.
PETER

EARNEST
"PETE"

Flat Run, Orange
Applicant

BRA

1E.

.

Co ., Va.

for B .A . Degree.

Sec 'y Philologian
Literar y Society ' 19; Pa rl. Critic 'l 9-'20; Re co rding Sec'y Y. M. C. A.
'19-'20; Ass't Sec'y Ministerial Association '19-'20; Ass't Bus. Mgr. Collegian '19-'20; Piedmont
Club; Delegate to Blue Ridge "Y" Conference '18; President Ministerial
Association '20-'21;
Vice-President
Senior Clas8 '2 1; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet '20.

Here is a man who has done " -hat few men can. He has combined classes, ministry and love and has been successful in all three. How he did it we are unable to
understand.
Our minds are filled with wonder and our hearts with admiration.
"Peter", our hats are off to you. Brame came to us from the Piedmont section of
the State. During the four years he has spent here he has developed into a full-grown
"Spider".
He stands foursquare and his personality wins the respect and admiration
of all with whom he comes in contact. When it comes to the fair sex "Peter" believes
in specializing.
He says that "A bird in the hand is worth two in a bush" . His
favorite haunt is Rio Vista. From all indications he has about attained his objective .
l\llay happiness, peace and prosperity be added to his progress. "Peter" has been an
active worker not only in his studies but al o in those things which contribute to
college spirit and life on the campus. When he leaves us this June the University
will send forth a man equipped tO fight and conquer in the battles of life. May
success and honor be yours in your life work is our parting word.
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Senior Class.
BERN ARD ANDREW
BRANN .
"B.A ."
Village, Va.
Applica n t for B .A. Degree.
Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society; lntersociety
alists Club; Pre-Med Club; Y. M . C. A.

Debate;

President

of Tidewater

Club;

r atur-

Bernard comes to us from Village, which he insists is the first of the village species.
This Village stands in the northern neck of Virginia in the midst of amphidious and
ichthyic creatures and with such neighbors "B.A ." began his study of Biology.
ow,
not only is he quite an expert in the dissection of frogs and dog fish, but reproduces
them on paper with surpassing accuracy . Chemistry, another of his favorite studies,
occupies much of his pastime, but his skill in the manipulation of "hot air" towers
high above all other requirements . He is a person who leaves us to guess his inner
feelings toward the sex "divinely fair".
Those little pink letters, however, which
from time to time find their way into Box 11, will probably at last convince this
scientist that "the heart is the chemical laboratory of life", and that experiments in
this laboratory are the most important of all. Bernard is a measure of Brann, whose
true worth and unusual ability one does not appreciate until after intimate acquaintance . Just where all his scientific attainments will ultimately lead him, whether into
teaching or medicine, we dare not predict. We are sure that his genteel character,
determined will, and complacent nature will win for him highest success whatever
the field of his choice .
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Senior Class.
ROBERT

STEPTOE

BRISTOW.

"BOB".

Urbanna, Va.
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Phi Gamma Delta; Vice-Pre ident Student Gov. Association '20-'21; Manager Tennis '20'21; Tennis Team '19-'20; Pre sident Chatham Training School Club; Tidewater Club; Y. M.
C. A.; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet.

At first we thought he must be a Mason for he fitted so well the saying, "A
~1ason won't tell", but now that all the facts are known we can better understand
"Bob's" ability to keep a secret. It is the effect of early associations - he was born
and bred by the oyster beds of Urbanna . Urbanna!
Oysters! What a thrill this
combination gives one. Those who appreciate the significance of these two words little
splendid record made by him who, when a boy, made his departure from
wonder at ~!-:c:
the :i.<appahannock River in order to vanquish the world. Overcoming his first academic encounter at Chatham, he has ever since stood forth as an active alumnus of
that institution.
His early achievements, however , have not prevented Bob from
taking a keen interest in the tennis activities of the University-in
fact he is an extennis manager. As a climax to his college career Robert attained in his Senior year
the honor, which is itself an indication of the good will of his fellow students for
him, of Vice-President of the Student Government Association . A man of varied activities and interests, we find him to be a good natured friend and a hard-working,
conscientious student.
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Senior Cla s.
ETH EDISON BURKE.
"KE i ".

Richmond, Va.
Applicant for B.A. Deg,ree.
Assistant Editor of the "Messenger" '20-'21; Associate Editor of "The Collegian" '18-'20;
Philologian Literary Society, Vice-Pres id ent '19; lntersociety Debate '20; Greek Club; John Marshall Club; Tarheel Club; Ministerial Association; Ass't Secretary Student Council '19-'20;
Sec'y Senior Class; Y. M. C. A. Cab in et '19-'20 .

"Kenneth has uch a wonderful personality."
'Twas a fair one who said this.
One thing that helps make this personality is "Ken's" good-natured smile. "It sticketh closer than a brother." We think it must be caused by the overwhelming supply
of jokes and witty stories he carries around with him. Did you ever ride the car
with those urban students and hear a chorus of laughter?
\Veil, "Ken" is most
likely the cause. He's just entertaining.
'Tis said some fair ones will weep for
those pleasant incidents next year. Jut wit isn't all the qualities exhibited by "Ken".
He has lots of others, "that make the man''; congeniality, courage, unselfishness and
bu~y to do the other fellow a favor. Kenneth's one ambition is to harangue the crowd.
A "dyed in the wool" Philologian, he is often heard enumerating the advantages of
his society . vVhen it comes to debating and oratory he is right there. The fellows
recognize his loyalty when they elected him to the presidency of the society for the
Spring term. The literary society isn't the only place one finds Kenneth's interest.
In fact, they cover the campus. Though a town student he has held office in the
Y. M. C. A. Student Council and on the "::\Iessenger" and "Collegian" Staffs. He
is quite familiar "ith all parts of the campu , too, e pecially the outh side,-which
is quite natural since "Ken'' comes from the south side of Richmond where he is well
known as a p2tron of the Richmond Petersburg car line. \Ve predict a long and
u eful life for him.
"--the best is yet to be
The last of life for which the first was made".
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Senior Class .
ROBERT

FRA

KLI
CAVERLEE.
"BoB".
"CAV".
Huntington, W . Va.

Applicant for B .A. Degree.
Tri Phi; Omricon Delta Kappa; Tau Kappa Alpha; Annual Repre eatative Freshman
Class; Repre entative to National Convention 1. P. A.; Philogian Literary Society; Literary
Critic '20; Hall Debater '19; lntersociety Debate '17; Intercollegiate Debate '19; President of
Sophomore Class; Mini terial Association, Sec'y 18; Varsity Football Squad '16-'17; Varsity
Football Team '18-'19; A sociate Editor of "Spider"; Associate Editor of "The Me seager";
Repre entative to S. I. C. '16; Class Ba eball '20; Editor-in-Chief of "Spider" '21.

Out of the mountain and fre h from the coal fields of West Virgi nia came
"Bob", launching himself into the turmoil of civilization, the rawest of raw prod ucts.
He belongs to what may be termed the old school, entering in the fall of '16, when
the Sophomores were at their height in their "system" of training "Rats". The "system" of the benevolent father in "The Ordeal of Richard Feverel", had nothing on
the "System" of those ophs in benevolence. In fact it has proven its worth. So
effective was this "System" that our present Editor of this year's "Spider" has been
enabled to win numerous honors and many laurels in practically all branches of college
activities. It eems that he \Yas unusually ucces ful in new fields, and before the
end of hi ophomore year he had taken unto himself the pre ent :\lrs . Caverlee, "to
honor and obey", for better or for worse. In pite of this last handicap and besides
being pastor of The Fairmount Ave . Baptist Church of Richmond, he has found time
to serve Old Red and Blue both on the athletic field and in literary activities . At
the end, on the football team, he won the much sought for "R". On two occasions
he represented his Alma 1\!Iater on debating teams, win ning fame as a debater and
an orator. We like his freckled face and beaming smile- If there are any more of
tho e mountaineers like "Bob", we would like to have them. Renown is your "Bob",
for
"Fame hath crowned with her success,
The selfsame gifts that you pos ess."
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Senior Class.
ROBERT

FRANKL! T EDWARDS.
"Eo."
Isle of Wight, Va.

Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Philologian Literary Society, President (Fa ll Term) '20; Sergeant-at-Arms (\ii/inter Term)
'21; Chaplain (W inter Term) '19; Secretary Debating and Forensic Council '20-'21; Tau
Kappa Alpha; Y. M . C. A.; Member Intercollegiate Debating Team '19; Associate Editor of
" Messenger" '20 -'2 1; President Isle of Wight Club '19; Tidewater Club; Historian Senior Class.

He hails from Isle of Wight, a staunch and full blooded Vrginian . He seldom
says ckar ! skky ! or ghirl, but he holds Virginia on his heart. He is not a Jasper
preacher but a future Jasper lawyer , a reformer to clean up politics. He moves slowly ,
always with the same placid stride; he is .a symbol of impressive dignity. He has a
large vision and it is focou ed on the White House. Ah! Who is the Mrs.?
ow,
it is hard to tell. He is a sly duck with the ladies; you can never spot him; "he
loves them all", and some day he will commit the deed-he will win his case. Oh
well he'll say it. The Philologian Literary Society has never had a more _loyal
member; he has the real pep of a "Phil", and sings while others sleep. He loves
his U. of R. and has backed her every activity with all he had. He has a vvay all
of his own of "Passing" the professor, but withal a good fellow and a typical lawyer.
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Senior Class.

WILLIAM

J. FRA KLIN .

"FRA

K" .

Vl esthampton, Va.
Applicant for B.S. Degree.
American Legion; Piedmont Club; Cross Country Team .

Behold a fellow ,Yhuse only regret in leaving school is that penmanship is not
a required subject in the cot-l.ege curriculum.
Proverbs were not meant to guide
his actions. "Early to bed and early to rise" is out of place in his program of school
life; hence, "Haste makes waste" has no meaning for him as he leaves home three
minutes before clas time. Has that lVIath helped him calculate the least time in
which he can run half a mile? May we hope that he will publish his formula for
cheerfulness, so that the world may profit by his chemistry? May he attain succes,
in accordance with his height.
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Senior Class .
GARLAND GRAY.
"PECK"

.

Waverly, Va .
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Phi Kappa Sigma; Manager Baseball '21; Assistant Manager Baseball ' 19; Associate Editor
"Collegian" '18-'19; Senior Baseball Team; ,Varsity Club; Cotillion nub; Tidewater Club.

memories that word recalls In the fall of '17 this golden-haired
"Peck''-what
chap for sook the town of \Vaverly and into our midst he came, a willowy youngster,
tall, compunctive, and dogmatic . Now he is a man, he has proved it in more ways
that one. It is indubitable and incontestable that he is one of the prominent and
responsible figures of our realm. Garland's love paths have been strewn with roses,
although thorns have been somewhat painfully evident at times. He is· an active
exponent of the adage about true love never running smooth. Several fair one of
his acquaintance have confidentially told us that with the ladies he is a t yra nt, exacting
and hard to please, a master ,-" but we like him just the same", they coo. Perchance
his secrets of success are his strong personalit y, the "gift of gab", and a well-dressed
Greentree exterior. There is no doubt that he also .consults a "Taylor" frequently.
'·Peck's" "old lady" earnestly informs us that "Peck" possesses a remarkable antipathy
for soap, but we scarcely credit this for nearl y half his expen e account i charged to
toilet articles. Three characteristics he is noted for locally; as one of the inmates of
the most untidy room on the campus, as a second Oldfield at the steering wheel, and
as the premier individual and number one man in the line at the cafeteria. He is an
ardent sportsman, following all the sporting world, but he is intensely interested in
the grand old game of baseball. Secretly, with a elect few, he shows that he is an
adept in the fascinating aesthetic art of African golf . Gray i genuine , very frank and
determined.
He' a regular fellow ;The gold in his soul
Is all that is yellow.
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DEN -. IS WILSO
HARTZ.
"Dr K".
Waverly, Va.
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Phi Delta Omega; Omicron Delta Kappa; Dramatic Club; Publicity Manager '19-'21;
Glee Club '16-'17-'20-'21; President '19-'20 College Quartette '19-:21; Mu Sigma Rho Literary
Society; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet '20-'21; Secretary Sophomore Class; Treasurer Student Council
'16-'17; Tidewater Club, Secretary '15-'16; Treasurer '19-'20; Class Basketball '19-'21; Annaul
Representative Over eas Club; Busines Manager of "Collegian" '20-'21; Vice-President Cotillion Club.

A crop of hair standing erect over a forehead bulging with crammed knowledge;
a half wistful, half laughing smile radiating from a diminutive figure and lo--he is
our'n. Enter "Dinks"· Dennis was at Richmond in 1917 when America declared
war. With him there was no problem: he simply volunteered; stepped from college
to trench. But luckilv all of the bullets went over his head and "Dinks" lived where
taller men perished. · So back he came in '19 to Alma Mater.
Strange to say
"Dink's" frame encloses a deep bass voice. In a little while he was on the college
quartet; then became president of the Glee Club and put across several good concerts.
During his Senior year he was Business Manager of the "Collegian". With arduous
toil our "Dinks" wrung the necessary shekels from Broad Street merchants for advertisements- o half of the glory of the "Collegian's" success goes to him. For some
time "Dinks" has been at work on his new novel, a love story called "The Ransom
of Hearts".
Present indications point to its near completion . If past achievements
point to future successes, Dinky Boy, you've no need to fear. Best of luck, old-timer,
we're with yuh 'till the stars burn out.
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WILLIAM BURE

JOHNSON

.

"JOHNNY".

Lillington,

1 .

C.

Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society, Vice-President '20, President '21; Y. M. C. A.; "Collegian"
Editorial Staff '28-'21; Manager Volley Ball '21; Glee Club; Mini terial Association.

"Johnnie" comes to us from the University of North Carolina, a Tarheel student
but one who was soon born into "Spiderdom" and when he had once set his foot
on that sacred soil he made his pledge that of all the "wavings" on earth, that "Old
Red and Blue" should wave the highest . "W." has proven a loyal Spider in all the
activities. Everyone in the Mu Sigs has learned to love "W. B." and realize that
he is a man who is always ready and willing to serve. He is well known in college
as well as in the city as a great B. Y . P. U . worker and we feel sure that he will
fit in well with his work as a preacher. Yes. I almost forgot to ay that he belongs
to the body known as the "Jaspers" but he does not mind being called one. "Johnnie's" abilities are by no means limited to ecclesiastical realms. When the Glee Club
is mentioned his name flashes to one's mind as a remarkable black-face artist. His
impersonations of the colored "Bruddern" are among the highest lights of Glee Club
activities-another
in tance of this Spider's interest in all phases of college life.
"Johnnie", we feel that we are bettered by having had this brief association with you
and we feel sure you ·will continue to "climb even though the rocks be rugged". We
are wishing for you great success in your work and may this brief stay be but the
beginning of many years of service.
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HER~IA1

AUBREY FORD.

"]IT".
"Bun".
\Vaverly, Va.
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Phi Kappa Sigma; President of Sophomore Clas; Manager Basketball '20; A sistant Manager '19; Varsity Club; Cheer Leader 'I 9-'20; College Quartette '19-'20-'2 I ; Glee Club '17-'20'21; Repre entative Student \'olunteer Convention; Tidewater Club; Annual Representative '19;
Vice-Pre ident '20; Student enate '21; American Legion; State Convention American Legion ' 19;
Class Ba sketball '19; Clas Baseball '19-'21; Cotillion Club '17-'21, President '21; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet '20; Omicron Delta Kappa; Key 16; Dramatic Club.

"Bud" is an all-round good fellow; a regular guy. His many honors and achievements rest lightly upon him; he has participated in nearly every pha e and activity of
college life; he possesses that pep, energy, and enterprise that eventually makes succe s
tuck it tail, grovel , and crawl to one. "Jit" is a man, physically, mentally, and
morally. A psycho-analysis reveal his philosophy to be: "live, and let live", provided
it is on the level. His romances thus far have been mostly Gray; 'tis a wonder he
remains so faithful in the midst of all his social activities and local vampings . Part
of the charm of his personality may emanate from his profound ability as a singer of
note, or notes. " Hair-trigger" has indulged in English clas es until he has developed
a voluminous vocabulary and a spontaneou capacity of silver speech that excites awe,
reverence and env\ ' a it crescendoes from the commonplace to the ublime. He is a
scholar, philosoph;r , dreamer-at
the same time he is a promulgator of the doctrine of
common-sense. Ford is comparable to a diamond; a jewel friend, a shining light,
a valuable posse. sion, popular, sought after by men-and
women . He is many-sided,
and a gem. When occasion demands he is hard; ask anyone who ha aroused hi ire
or encountered his wrath. He is polished to an astute degree and resembles a Beau
Brummel in manner and dre ss. He has perseverance and pluck, initiative and integrity, pu h and personality, backed by the code of a Virginia gentleman . We wish
him joy and happiness in the attainment of his life's goal, whatever it may be.
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1

ELSO

MOFFET FOX.
"REDDY".

Penola, Va .
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
ociety, SecrePresident Junior Class; Treasurer Y. M. C. A. '19; Mu igma Rho Literary
tary '19, Critic '20, Treasurer '21, Pre ident (Fall Term) '21; Glee Club '17-'21; RepresentaClub;
ttve Student Volunteer Convention De Moines '20; Assistant Librarian 'J 9; Tidwater
Representative Y. M. C. A. Conference; U. of Va.; Choir Leader Chapel '19-'21.

elson has been
Here is a man whom ·we all honor and to whom all honor i due.
with us during the last four years as a real friend and at all times a lover of old
"R. C ." There is not an activity which anyone has ever undertaken for the betterment of the College that he has not joined and helped with all his might. A preacher
when Uncle Sam needed real "red-blooded" men "Reddy" wa there to
-yes-but
serve . Just get him to tell you about his experiences as a corporal with the "Wop "
of • ew York. However he returned to us as soon as ncle Sam could release him
to continue his college work. He has been president of his class, literary society, and
prominent in all college activities, but he is especially noted for his singing. Who of
us has not heard with great enjoyment his solos at Vesper , in the Glee Club and
elson is not only popular among the boys but also with \Veston other occasions?
Before the present waiters were installed gids were always glad to ee
hampton.
him coming for they knew that 'ere long the call to meals would be ounded and a
good chance to return books to the library would be afforded. However we who
know him best believe that there is another more special reason for ome of hi trip
elson's theory has always been, "Look after the little thing - if
across the lake.
you would succeed", and upon this theory he has succeeded while in College, and
we predict for him great success in his chosen field. l\1ay happines and succes crown
elson, is our wish.
your efforts,
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RALPH JAY KIRBY.
"RALPH"

.

Richmond, Va .
Applicant for B .A. Degree .
Ministerial Association; Piedmont Club; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet '18-'20; Assistant Secretary
of Mini terial A _sociation ' 18-' 19; Business Manager of the "R" Book; Treasurer Junior Class
'19-'20; Annual Representative Piedmont Club; Secretary of Missions '20; A. R. S. C. '20-'21.

"Quiet but sound to the core" is our verdict on "Ralph".
He goe about his
bu iness unas umingly but maintains his post. To appreciate "Ralph" one must
know him. Friendliness is one of his principal virtue . He is your pal every time
you need one.
or is this friendline s limited to the masculine sex. He ha always
been vulnerable to Cuid ' arrows. His motto is, "it is not well that a man should
be alone " . We judge that the physicians have advised him to abide on high ground
as much as pos ible for heart "Trouble", for we notice that tendency in him. Of
course, being a minister , it was natural that he should select Church Hill-because
he has that ld(e)a.
"Ralph" is a good port and a true friend to all who know him
and \\·e extend to him our be t wishes as he goes out for a life of service.
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RUSH LOVING.
WILLIAM

"Rustt".
Richmond, Va.
Applicant for B.A. Degree .
John Marshall Club; Y. M. C. A.; Ministerial Association; Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society
of
'20 , Critic '2 1; Student Senate '19-'21, Secretary '21; Treasurer
'18-'21, Sergeant-at-Arms
Piedmont Club '20; Chaplain American Legion '20; Commander '21; Assistant Business Manager of "The Messenger" '19-'20; Business Manager of "The Messenger" '21; Laboratory Assistant in Ph ys ics '19-'21; Managers Club '2 1; Writers Club; Track Team.

"Rush" is f'irst of all a true pal, a jolly friend, a capital fellow, and a loyal Spider.
His ambition is to do all things well. He has so many accomplishments that this
appears to be an enorm ous task , but he gets a,vay with it. He is a skillful soldier.
At the end of his Freshman year he left us and went to help Uncle Sam win the war.
He is a legislator and
He enlisted as a private and came back to us as a lieutenant.
won for him the
Senate
Student
the
of
member
a
as
jurist of ability . His services
He showed that he was qualified as a
commendation of all his fellow students.
He is profinancier by the way he put across the business end of the "l\1essenger".
with the ·
resounded
often
have
hall
Sig
Mu
the
of
walls
The
speaker.
a
as
iicient
deep voice of this polished orator. He also finds time for athletics . He easily holds
his own in track work. Space would not permit us to tell of all his attainments but
somt: of his other titles are teacher, preacher, naturalist and even electrician when
"Rush" spends much of his time in meditation.
one is needed at \N e thampton.
"Wonderer at all he meets; wonderer chiefly at himself; who can tell who he is?"
Some say there is nothing in · .ame but when we see him on · the other side of the
lake we know his last two name are not amiss. Our best wishes and hopes shall
follow you, "Old Spider", as you prepare to labor in the fields of China.
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\VTLLIA~I AMBROSE McGEE, JR.
"l\tIAc".
Richmond, Va.
Applicant B.S. Medicine.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Omega Up ilon Phi; Cotillion Club; John Mar hall Club; Pre-Med.
Club; Laboratory Assi tant in Chemistry; 1st Lieutenant Co. C R. C. Battallon; 2nd Lieutenant
U. S. A. American Legion; Interfraternity Council.

William Ambrose, to simplify matters we call him "l\!Iac". A man who is more
of a gentleman than a scholar, but whose untiring efforts have and will give him a
worthy place among students. "Mac" was in a hurr y to get to his profession so he
left us to enter the Medical College where with numerous other Spiders he is
weaving another happy Web. Those of us who know him best will remember him
because of his enthusiasm and earnestne ~s. No matter how small the job, "l\!Iac's"
whole soul was in it until it was completed. His talents from the beginning seem
to lean toward the scientific field and in his third year he assisted in the chemical
laboratory, and the fact that he remained in thi position for a year without any
great explosions gives evidence to his poor profit that some day "Mac" will be back
as an eminent physician. "lVIac's" military career though brief was successful. After
leaving the S. A. T. C. he became an instructing officer at Johns Hopkins from where
came many flattering reports of our embryonic Doctor. He is sensitive but forgiving
and always ready to be a friend. He never sought popularity, but rather tried to
prove a good and faithful friend. He has a vision of service and the ability to achieve .
Spidcrdom is proud to claim him as her own and bids him , .Forward.
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BERNARD

ELWOOD

MITCHELL.

''l\IITCH".

Bestland, Va.
Applicant for B.A . Degree.
Philologian Literary Society; Ministerial
Club.

A sociation; Tiedwater

Club; Y. M. C. A.; Glee

This "Theolog" is the. best from Bestland, Va . As a timid rat he participated in
the l.:hristening of t he Stadium in 191-+,and that event seems to have made a vivid
impression upon him, for shortly thereafter his desire to shine in college life waned
and he left . Like a wise man he decided to return and this time he tayed two
years, but his ambition lured him on, and he tried the "Jasper's Paradise", Louisville
Se1uinary. "Hou e Beautiful" could offer no attraction equal to those he had left
behind so he came back for a degree. His motives are mysterious and hard to fathom.
\,Ve wondered why he left and came back, why he " ·as so absorbed in B. Y. P. U.
,vork, why he spent so much time practicing quartete , and why he tried o hard to
comb his fast thinning locks into the semblance of a full suite of hair; but now,
thanks to a Sunday afternoon stroll on Boulevard , we have seen the reason for some
of these thing , and we wish him luck. " fi tch" and Jasper Hall are inseparable and
his "Staccato" chuckle is one of the familiar sounds of A section . We wish we could
bequeath t hat jolly laugh to those who follow, but we can leave them only the record
of a good student, a loyal Spider and a true friend.
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COURTNEY
MOTTLEY.
"lV[oTT".
Roanoke , Va.

Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Phi Kappa Sigma; Varsity Club; Mu Sigma Rho; Southwest Va. Club; Vice-President '19,
President '21; Y. M. C. A.; Varsity Basketball Team '18-'19-'20-'21; Captain Varsity Basketball
Team '19-'20-'21; Track Squad '20; Class Baseball '20; Rat Commod9re '19; Cotillion Club;
American Legion; Treasurer Senior Class '21; Writers Club; Key 16; Dramatic Club.

He came to u in '17.
ot the smooth, polished Adonis type of today, but rather
a "Motley" array of dazzling color which truly astonished his Jeter Hall companions.
Tall of stature, pleasing manners and a haberdashery and · clothing scheme which
would make the exalted Bird of Paradise look like a James River mud turtle just
arising from a deep dive. This was "Mott" of '17. Today we see him the acknowledged leader of the Saturday night pack, bound for We sthampton.
With what
appalling ease does this ambitious youth place himself high in the confidence of the
"Fair Ones"! With what astounding dexterity does he extricate him elf from the
swirling maelstrom of double-dealing attentions! Yea! verily "Mot t" is a ladies man.
But who would be so bold as to claim officially the capture of such· a prize. You
can't fool all of them all of the time, but "Little Flash" comes as near a is humanly
possible. Recently the rumor has come in that the "Timbered-Lake" regions (not
those of the great northwest, however), are looked upon by him as the real object
of all his future efforts. 'Tis a great business Son, but don't overcapitalize. All
joking aside though, "Mott" is a genuinely good fellow, a hard worker and a loyal
friend. Possessing as he does the abiiity to make a good impression upon all with
\.vhom he comes in contact, and having that knack of continually growing in your
favor as the days go by, he will eventually gain success which is due an honest, upright,
liberty-loving American. "You're headed right 'lVIott' , just watch the compass; be
Captain of Your Ship, and remember 'Full Speed Ahead', is your motto".
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RA

DOLPH

WI

FRED

CKOLS.

Chatham, Va.
Applicant for B.A . Degree.
Varsity Club Football Squad '17-' J 9; \' arsity Football Team '20; Basketball Squad '18;
in '20; Manager Track '21; Managers Club; Philologian Literary
Class Basketball-Champions
Society; Sergeant-at-Arms '18; Secretary '19; Piedmont Club; Y. M. C. A.; American Legion.

"He believed Spider Life was a measure to be filled rather than a cup to be
uckols, who claims the flattering photo herewith, is every
R. Winfred
emptied".
inch of his six feet two inches a Spider, an honor not carelessly conferred but honestly
achieved . The elongated Pittsylvanian has reaped much from hi four-) ear sojourn
in Spiderdom since turning his back on Climax High School and all because he scato one branch of activitie had any monopoly on his time
tered his seed broadcast.
and efforts; however "N uck" cut his biggest figure in athletic , classes always being
excepted. On the gridiron he fought for and won the coveted "R" by sheer grit and
perseverance which la ted four years and which demonstrated a stick-to-it-iveness
that apparently foretells his future in the game of life. , uckol also "politiced" his
way into the position of Manager of Track and made just the man for the attempt
by piderdom to put track back on the Red and Blue map. On the grid he was a
veritable bag of t ricks, hard but clean. K uckols was not -addicted to crossing the
bridge except to visit his sister because he had a contract to occup) a certain seat in
the " ixtr-passenger electric" which carried him to West End. Thi was often and
when he wanted an extra ride " uck" would accidentally on purpose forget omething for which he would have to return the next night, and so on. It is feared
that sometime she will refuse to give up the forgotten and then--.

.
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THOMAS

LORRAI

TE RUFFIN.

"ToM".
Richmond, Va.
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Phi Kappa Sigma; Cotillion Club; Piedmont Club; Y. M. C. A.; American Legion; Honor
Roll Class Baseball.

Iever was a Spider
Actions of men are the best interpretation of their thoughts.
Once set to a
more enthused or more energetic in any undertaking than "Torn".
task one may rest a ured that it will terminate successfully. Coming from McGuires
we found "Tom" rather shy and modest but his four years . at Richmond has girded
him with Cyclopean personality and now his counsel is craved at all times. It is said
that the cheerful live longest in life, and after it, in our regards. We believe it and
''Tom'' will always remain in our esteem as a man of sterling qualities, and a man
whose friendship is to be cherished. A companion and buddy to be desired and a
living example of precision. Manners are the final and perfect flower of noble character, hence we find Tom as a man of the highest character and a man whom we
are all proud to know.
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CLARE

CE HILL SALES.
"C . H ."
Nathalie, Va.

Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Phi Kappa Sigma; President Freshman Class; Cotillion Club; Ba eball Squad 'l 8-'20;
Piedmont Club; Phi lologian Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.; Assistant 1anager of Basketball
'20; Cen or Philologian Literary Society '20; ecretary Piedmont Club '20; American Legion;
Clas Basketball; Class Baseball; Student enate '2 1; Manager Basketball '2 1; President Philologian Literary Society 21; Key " 16"; Varsity Club.

Experience makes us wise. We gain justice, judgment, " ·ith years or else years
are in vain. And the years of "C. H." have not proven migratory. They have raised
him to the ethereal realm of profundity and he oars above in the lofty plane with
the coterie of wise men. His jocularity and repartee have been unequalled in Spiderdom. The combination of sagacity and wit has clas ed ale with the great. And
with his winsome personality he becomes even more eminent. Tennis player of noted
fame, either during the day, or-later.
We are told that once he played a love set
but when approached concerning these deeds of valor he modestly refuses to commit
himself. '';\Iy secrets are my own," and he has many, we are led to believe. Having
known "C. H." we are convinced of the old aphorism that sincerity is the first characteristic of all men in any way heroic. His sincerity has won the respect and love
of all. vVe know that uccess will cro\1·n his achievements and bring honor to hi
Alma Mater.
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ROBERT

JR.

LEE SEWARD,
"BOBBIE".

Isle of Wight, Va.
Applicant for B .A. Degree.
Y. M. C. A.; Phi Delta
Wight Club.

Omega;

Philologian

Literary

Society; Tidewater

Club;

Isle of

Behold this husky youth from Isle of Wight, this genial, warm-natured, cordial,
sagacious friend of all college men regardless of class. While engaged in friendly
administrations to certain Rats, Robert had the misfortune to fall in an open manhole, rendering him "hors de combat" for several days.. He has a remarkable affinity
for Math. I; so much did he enjoy it that he even indulged in the subject in the first
U. of R. summer school. It was at this time that he displayed unsuspected talent in
teaching young ladies to swim in the Westhampton Lake. He, himself, is some day
going to be quite a piscatorial emulator. Seward is young, and his friends predict
that when he attains his full growth he will be a fair-sized man. His gustatory
capacity is notably <leficient for he only consumes a minimum of fifteen rolls for
supper-his lightest meal. As a ladies' man and a courting expert, analysis proves
him embryonic, but earnest. He believes in localizing and focusing his affections on
one "l\tlrs." at a time , another instance of his steadfast integrity. As a musician he
has wonderful technique as a Victrola manipulator.
As local statistician he is our
sage, for he can name events , players, scores, and records by the season. Robert,
fare thee well! We believe in you,· we are glad to have known you, we hope our
friendship shall not cease. Here's wishing you success in life; may the future keep
the smile upon your visage and the joy in your heart.
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MARVIN

LUCIAN

SKAGGS.

"SKAGGIE".

Pennington Gap, Va .
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society, Secretary '19, Vice-President '20, President '21; President
of Senior Class '21; President of Glee Club '21; Vice-President Y. M. C. A.; Vice-President
Junior Class; South West Va. Club; American Legion; Rep re entative to Student Volunteer
Convention; Greek Club; Varity Baseball '18-'21; A sociate Editor of "Me senger " '20-'21.

"Let's go, gang . All out for the Y. l\tl. C. A." No, that resonant call is not the
wild challenge of a northern caribou bellowing in the darkness; "Skagg " is merely
reminding the campus that it is Thursday night and alma t eight o'clock.
To matter
what the season, day or hour, if there is some college activity scheduled you can depend
on it that Marvin L. will be omewhere. in the vicinity ready to take part therein. As
a pitcher thi s Spider has carved his name high in the Baseball Hall of Fame of Richmond. In the Glee Club, as a comedian as well as a songster, his succe s has been
pronounced; indeed, Freshmen listening with closed ears to the music of his gurgling
voice gaze up in wonder and admiration at thi , the result of a college education .
Perhaps the high altitude of "Skagg's" natal clime accounts in ome degree for the
manner in which he has risen in the realm of collegiate honors as 1Yell as in the
estimation of those who know him. After a fine record for his first three years on
the campus, in which he was al ways guided by the highest motives and purposes, he
attains still greater laurels in hi$ fourth year as President of the lVIu Sigma Rho Literary Society, President of the Senior Class and President of the Glee Club, it appears
that the strain of responsibility has affected his heart, for although he speaks little
of his ailment the regularity of his visits to "The Retreat for the Sick" is most alarming. The treatment wh ich he is receiving there, however, seems to agree with him
"heartily".
"Skaggie" is.a good student, and the Unive.1 ity knows that in him it ha~
a man whose lot must be success.
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CHURCHILL

SPE

CER.

" B U RLEY".

Richm ond, Va .
Applicant for B.A. De gree.
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Football Squad ' 16-'20; Varsity Football ' 17-' 19; Richmond Academy
Club; Piedmont Club; Cotillion Club; Varsit y Track ' 17-' 19-'20-'2 1; Captain Track '2 1; Varsity
Club, President '20; Overseas C lub ; Vice-President Athletic Association ' 19, Pre sident '20; Captain Junior Basketball Team; Captain Senior Ba sketball Team; A ssista t~iness
Manager
"Spi der " '19-'20; Bu sine ss Manager "S pider" '2 1; Managers Club.

They say that a name doesn't mean anythin g, but years ago th e Old Richmond
Academ y turned out a product bearing the name s Churchill and Spencer. However ,
with the advent of this prospective Spider to the web, these state smanlike and poetic
names faded and this quiet versati le fellow became just "Burle y" . At a first glance
we would my "Tacit urn to the nth degree", but when his dazzling smile breaks forth
we are bound to love him. To associate with " Burle y" and to know him intimately
we know that he possesses the crowni ng virtues of a successful li fe in college or out,
Consistency and Steadiness. He has given his best for his Alma :Mater and a more
loyal Spider could not be fou nd on th e field or in the class room. On the athletic field ,
he has made records that will live, winning his " R" in football and track . In the
half mile, mile and two mile his opponents only have one view and that is "Burley"
finishing ahead of the field. And Oh Boy ! in class baseball w hen he busts 'em loose
down to second! Then the business management of thi s year's "Spider" is upon
his shoulders. And from the frequent trips across the city we are forced to think
that behind that quiet exterior th ere is- oh well , she has brown eyes, too. As you
leave this campus, "Bur ley", our best wishes follow you, and may you leave the
imprint of your life in the business world as you have in College.
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GEORGE CEPHAS VENABLE.
"PARSON"

.

Rockford, N. C.
President of Tar Reel Club '20; Leader Student Prayer Meeting '20; Reporter Ministers
'21.
Conference '20; Y. M. C. A.; Ministerial Association; Annual Representative Tarheel Club,

Venable hails from the "Old North State", and is a "Tarheel" through and
through. He is one of that host of stalwart "down-homers" who seek their fortunes
amid other climes than those of their native habitat. "Parson" is a prince of a fellow
and those of us who know him intimately know that a more constant, a more sincere
and a warmer heart never beat within a human breast. A truer friend could not
be found. A ·"Jasper", yes, and one who is an honor to his cho en work. When it
comes to the fair sex, "Parson" seems to be a little bashful. However, "time is a
sure cure for all ills", and we have no fear as to the final outcome . It appears that
he is so wrapped up in his work that he does not take time to indulge in the illusions
of life. His motto is, "Do right and fear no man; don't write and fear no ,Yoman".
We bespeak for him success and happiness in his work wherever he goes.
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Senior Class .
ALPHONSE

EWART

"A. E."

WELSH .

"FoN".

Bedford, Va.
Applicant for B .A. Degree.
Ministerial Association;
Literary Society.

Chatham

Training

School Club; Y. M. C. A.; Mu Sigma Rho

"Fon" is the victim of fortunate circumstances, some say, and those of us who
have visited his picturesque _mountain home and have roamed the mountain forests,
following the streams in search of speckled trout and loading our shoulders with
bags of finest chestnuts, agree that his life bespeaks his boyhood surroundings.
His
intense love for nature i no doubt a quality which Bedford County, Va ., with her
natural beauties, places in the souls of all her youth . · Who knows but "Fon's" close
contact with the lofty and majestic peaks of Otter or hemispheric shaped Apple; his
silent conversations with the clear infant cataracts, or nightly observance of the
heavenly orbs, which seem almost to touch the lofty crests, have spoken, to him, the
Divine Oracle, namely, to go forth and tell the "Glad Tidings" in foreign lands,
for he has been a very worthy member of the Volunteer Band and expects to become
a missionary to South America when he has completed his course here and a course in
Theology. "Fon" has studies under the leadership of men of note at Roanoke College,
Stetson University, Richmond College, and The Baptist Theological Seminary at
Louisville. He seems to have believed in the theory, "Drink deep or taste not the
Pyriean Spring". His splendid life and determination to serve will win for him a
notable success, even in foreign fields, and both the praise of men and the blessings
of God.
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Senior Class.
EDWARD

BACO

WILLI

GHAM.

"Eo".
Richmond, Va.
Applicant for B.A. Degree.
Phi Gamma Delta; Omicron Delta Kappa; Tau Kappa Alpha; Mu Sigma Rho Literary
Soci-ety; Virginia State Intercollegiate Oratorical . Medal '20; I ntersociety Debate '18; Debating
and Forensic Council; Treasurer Sophomore Class; Student Senate '18-'20; President Student
Government '21; President John Marshall Club '18; Football Squad ' I 9; Varsity Football '20;
Associate Editor "Messenger" ' 19-'20; Editor-in-Chief·"Messenger"
'20-'2 1; Vice-President Y. M.
C. A. '19 -'20; Class Orator 'Zl ; Ministerial Association; Varsity Club; vVriters Club.

To see and know "Ed" now, one could hardly believe that it been only four years
since our Student Government President of '21 breeezd in on our campus a typical
John Marshallite.
In fact. unless whispered in your ear, you would never know that
he had been to John }lar hall. It seems as if there were a number of never-tiring,
painstaking. error-adjusting Sophomores, that took great precaution and great delight
in meting out capital punishment for his numerous defects and short-comings.
To
this early education he owes much. In 1918 "E d" went to Platt sburg seeking to do
hi "bit" as all other loval Americans.
He came out a first rate "shavetail" with
the making of a fine offi~er. But with the advent of peace, he gave up his military
a pirations and turned hi e) es once more toward Alma l\Iater.
Here with diligent
brain he has worked persistentl y and earnestly in his chosen field, that of the ministry.
and has found time to pile up honors for himself both on the athletic and in the literary fields. "Ed" was one of the most versatile men on the campus, like<l by all,
-ivith a ho::t of friends that relu ctantl y let him go, ~•et send him forth to
"S tan<l up to life and play the manYou can if you'll but think you can;
The great were once as you.
You envy them their proud success?
'Twas one with gif ts that you possesL
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ERE this class history written as it should be we fear that a new epoch
would be reached in the manufacture of class histories. While prudence
forbids the concoction of a realistic chronicle yet it would be no
harm to suggest some of the things that usuall y do not creep in. This
class of two and twenty has had its fun and has lived in clover for at
least two years of its existence. The first year was indeed a lean one.
=F~ But hone tl y we've made it up since. Perhaps, in making it up, we
shall have many sins to answer for when we come up for our degree.
We have slept through many a lecture, tayed out late when necessary, played African
golf when other amu ements were lacking and lots of other things. We have tried
everything once and when it was something we shouldn't have done we tried it again,
and yet again. But that is human and therefore characteristic of '22.
And now in lighter vein. We have much to be thankful for and much to be
thanked for. We are extremely modest but we must candidly admit that we are
all to the velvet. We started during the war and if we were judged by our class
meetings one would say we had never gotten out of it. But the clas is unique in
that respect. The experiences of that year can not be unden-alued and are not by
any Junior. We have seen radical changes in many college policie and have played
no small part in their consummation . Hazing died out with our aches and pains of
We have seen our college become a niversity and applaud its
Freshman training.
steady and wholesome growth . It can be truthfully aid that no class has had such
a range of varying conditions and we have grown and become better college men on
that account. As for the individual members we ha ve more than our share of foursquare college men . In scholar ship we are among the best; in athletic3 we are near
the top; in literary work we are pre-eminent; in the scc:al line- but everyone know
about that.

Ask Westhampton.

And so with the clo e of our third year we give thank s that we are Juniors, will
be Seniors, and hope to be graduates . As we said bdcre we are mode t and have
carefully avoided any suggestion of boasting. In spite cf schob:stic failures at times,
to show we're good sports, we'll tip our glasses to the profs of all our cla ses and
wish we could do it all over again. Perhaps \\"e shall. \Vh o know · ?
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REUBEN EDWARD ALLEY.
Petersburg, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Philologian Literary Society; Y. M. C. A. Ministerial Association; Masonic Club, Pres.

ROBERT

STEPHENSON ATKI S.
"Bos."
\Vineson, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Treasurer of Student Government, '20; Collegian Staff, ' I 9-'20 Circulation Manager, '21; Y.
M. C. A. Cabinet, '19; Isle of Wight Club,
Vice-President:
Philologian Literary Society;
Tidewater Club; Championship Class Baseball, '20; Class Basketball, '21; Annual Repre entative Junior
Class; Cotillion Club;
Dramatic Club: Managers' Club; Assistant
Business Manager of Spider, '21.

ROBERT S. BOOKER.
"Boa."
Naruna, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Secy' Ministerial Union, '20;., Vice-President, '21;
Annual Repr _e entative, C. T. S. Club, '20;
Glee Club; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, '21.

OTWAY

KYLE BURNETTE.
"O. K."

Leisville, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Piedmont Club; Y. M. C. A. Chatham Training
School Club; Hall Manager Philologian Literty Society;
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CECIL

GENTRY CARTER.
Gate City, Va .

B. A.

COURSE.

I:ootball -Squad, '20; Philologian Literary Society; Y . .M. C. A. Cabinet; Ministerial Association; Southwest Virginia Club.

R. M. COPEN HA VER.
.

"COPPIE."

Bristol, Tenn.
COURSE.

COMMERCIAL

Phi Kappa Sigma; Football, '18;
ginia Club; Philologian Literary
oke Club; Basketball Squad,
Club; Ass't Advertising Mgr.
Orchestra.

BOSWELL

Southwest VirSociety. Roan'18; Cotillion
Collegian, '18;

UTZ DAVENPORT.

"Bus."
Richmond, Va.

B. A. COURSE.
Phi Delta Omega; Tau Kappa Alpha; Debating
and Forensic Council; Dramatic Club; Cotillion Club; Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society;
Sec'y, '20; Inter-Society Debate, '19; InterCollegiate Debate, '20; President Naturalists'
Club '20; Messenger Staff, '19-'20; Collegian
Staff, '19; Student Ass' t in Biology '21 ; John
Marshall Club; Writers' Club.

PAUL HEDLEY
"P.

DAVIS.

H."

Paces, Va.
B. S. Medicine.
Y. M. C. A.; Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society;
Associate Editor Messenger; Piedmont Club;
Pre-Med Club .
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THOMAS

SANDFORD DUNAWAY.
"TOM."

Smithfield, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Kappa Sigma; Glee Club; Tidewater Club;
Isle of Wight Club; Y. M. C. A.; Mu Sigma
Rho Literary Society.

ROBERT EDWARD

GARST.

"Bos."

Richmond, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Kappa Alpha; Sec'y Sophomore Class; Student
Gov't Representative Junior Class; Junior
Class Historian; Assistant Editor Collegian;
Reporters' Club; Track Squad, '19-'20; Key,
'16; Cotillion Club; Mu Sigma Rho Literary
Society; Inter-Fraternity
Council; President
vVriters' Club.

EDWARD WHERRY GRAY.
"Eo."

Richmond, Va.
B. S. MEDICINE.
Sec'y and Treasurer r aturalists'
Roll.

WILLIAM

ELDRIDGE

Club; Honor

HATCHER.

"BlLL."

Blue Mountain, Mi s.
B. A. COURSE.
Lambda Chi Alpha; Philologian Literary Society; Best Readers' Medal, _'19; Be t Declaim•
er's Medal, '20; Treasurer, '19-'20; Hall Debater, '20; As ociate Editor Messenger, '19'21; Tennis Team, '20; Secy' Student Gov't
Association, '21; Dramatic Club; Business
Manager Board of Editors of Collegian, '21;
As istant Business Manager Spider; South•
west Virginia Club; Managers' Club; Class
Basketball Team, '21; Y. M. C. A.; Reporters' Club.
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WILLIAM

TYLER HAYNES.
"TYLER."

Richmond, Va.
B. S. COURSE.
Phi Gamma Delta; Sec'y Freshman Class; Cotillion Club; Y . M. C. A.; Annual Representative Sophomore Class; John 1ar hall Club;
Pre-Med. Club.

EMMETT

CLIFFORD

HARRISON.

"HARRY."

Farnum, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Kappa Sigma; Scrub Football Squad; Manager
Junior Basketball; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Ass't
Bus. Manager Collegian;
Ministerial Association; Tidewater Club; Dramatic Club; Mu
Sigma Rho Literary Society.

WILLIAM

CAREY HENDERSON
ew Canton, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Buckingham Club; C. T. S. Club Sec'y '21;
Philologian Literary Society; Censor, ' 19; Naturalists' Club; Ministerial Association.
1

OSCAR LEE HITE.
Virginia, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Sec'y
Philologian Literary Society; Assistant Business Manager Messenger, '21; Cross Country
Team; Track Squad.
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CHE

G YE 1 G HUI.
"HwE."
Canton, China.
B. A. COURSE.
Y. M. C. A. Philologian Literary Society; Glee
Club; Chinese Students' Club, President.

WAVERLl'

1

EDWARD

JO

ES, JR.

"JONSIE."

Newport
ews, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Kappa Sigma; Omicron Delta Kappa; President Sophomore Class; Vice-President Freshman Class; Football Team, '18; Varsity Team
Football, '19-'20; Varsity Baseball Team, 'l 9'20; Captain Baseball, '21 ; Class Basketball,
Team '21; Y. M. C. A.; Reporters Club.
CHARLES FRANKLl r LEEK.
"Doc."
Baltimore. Md.
B. A. COURSE.
Omicron Delta Kappa; Editor-In-Chief
Collegian, '21; A si tant Editor Collegian, '20; Athletic Editor Spider, '20-'21; Business Manger of Messenger, '20; Assistant Football Manager, '20; Manager, '21 ; Freshman Rrepresentative Student Senate, '19; Treasurer Y.
M. C. A., '19; Cabinet, '20-'21; Philologian
Literary Society; Chaplain, '19; Critic, '20;
Hall Manager, '21; Annual Representative C.
T. Club, '19; Class Baseball Team, '20; Managers' Club, '20-'21; Ministerial Association.

R BERT THOR

TON MAR H, JR.
"Bou."
Richmond, Va.
B. A. Coi:RsE.
Tri Phi; Sec'y Junior Class; Glee Club; Dramatic Club; Philologian Literary Society; Critic, '21; Editor-in-Chief
of Messenger, '21;
Writers' Club.
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SAMUEL ROY ORRELL.
"JASPER."

.

Richmond , Va.
B. A. CocR~E.
Theta Chi; Sophomore Repre entative Student
Senate; Ministerial Association; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet, '18; Treasurer C. T. S. Club; Treasurer Junior Class.

GIWRGE

CLIFTON

PATTERSON.

"PAT."

Richmond, Va.

n. A.

CuURSE.

Tri Phi; Philologian Literary Society; Dramatic Club; Varsity Club; Varsity Baseball, ' 19;
Class Baseball, '20; Y. M. C. A.; John Marsha ll Club; Ministerial Association.

BEVERAGE TATE QUILLEN.
Gate City, Va.

B. A.

COURSE.

Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society; Southwest Virginia Club; Y. M. C. A.

AUGUSTU

BARTON

RUDD.

Richmond, Va.
B. S. ENGINEERING.
John Marshall Club; Mu Sigma Rho Literary
Society; Tennis Squad; Lab. As i tam in Physics.
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STREET

RICHARP

SADLER.

''DICK.n

Laneview, Va.
Phi Gamma Delta; Ministerial Association; Y.
M. C. A. Sec'y and Cabinet, '21; Football
Squad, ' 17-'20; Glee Club; Philologian Lit'2 1; Tidewater
erary Society, Treasurer,
Club.

GORDO'N

ALBERT

SMITH.

" SMITHY."

Alta Vista, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Phi Gamma Delta; Treasurer C. T. S. Club,
'20; Manager Tennis, '20; Press Representative, C. T. S. Club, '20; Vice-President Junior Class; Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society;
Reader 's Medal. '20; Sports Editor Collegian,
'21 ; Man agers' Club.

DEWEY

GEORGE

STEVE

S.

"STEVE.""

Nace, Va.
A. COURSE.
Pbilologian Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.; Ministerial Association; Treasurer Southwest Virginia Club, '2 1.
B.

RICHARD

CHANNING

WALDEN.

"DICK."

Richmond, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Phi Kappa Sigma; President Junior Class; Historian Sophomore Class; Class Basketball
Team, '20; Glee Club; Cotillion Club; John
Marshall Club; Varsity Baseball, '20; Track
Squad, '20; Varsity Club; College Quartette,
'20-'21.
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L. WHITE.
Richmond, Va.

WILBUR

B. A.
Ministerial
ics.

COURSE.

Lab. Assi stant in Phys-

Association;

JOHN HARRY WILLIS.

Phi

Gamma

Lignum, Va.
B. s. COURSE.
Delta; Piedmont Club;

Y. M. C.

A.

WILLIAM

WOODFIN.

CLARENCE
''MONK."

Ashland,

B. S.
Pre-Med . Club;

Va.

COURSE.

Naturalists'

Club.
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Albert Macon Smith ..................................
Bee Stockton ...................

. ........

J oho A. Hillsman ............................

. .......

Vice-President

.. ......

Secretary

Robert Archer Williams ..............................

Treasurer

Henry Ware Riley ....................................

Historian

David Edgar "\Vood, Jr ...........................

Student Senate

James Thomas Tucker .....................
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President

Annual Representative
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ITH a sense of relief-with
the misconception that we had left all of
our hardships with the passing of our "rat" year-we, the Class of '23,
light-heartedly returned to college last fall. We felt that we had experienced all of the unpleasantnesses of college life in our first year, but
we were to learn that we had a task ahead of us that would test our
strength.
Upon our arrival we found conditions quite different from ,.,vhat we
had expected. We had suddenly grown from a college to a Universityin name at least-and
it wag up to us to have a big part in becoming a university in
reality. We found problems confronting us on every side; more exacting requirements
in the classroom; a large number of student activities in a comparatively small student
body; and a proper spirit to be generated on the campus.
It is with ·a little pride and a certain degree of satisfaction that we retrospect on
our record so far. In scholarship we hold our own with practically as many on the
Honor Roll as the combined number from all the other classes and with a good average for the remainder of the class. In college activities we have played a big part,
having had a large number of men vitally interested in athletics, literary societies,
college publications, dramatic clubs and glee club. It is, however, in the complete
abolition of hazing that we have made our greatest achievement. Appreciating the
fact that the proper spirit did not exist, and feeling that this was a result, to a certain
extent, of the "s trained relati0ns" existing between the first two classes, we decided
to do away with the <!Ancient R egime" . "\Ve cannot help seeing that there has been
a marked improvement in the attitude of all of the students.

In conclusion, we feel that the problems confronting us are not for any single
class or that any single class should claim any honor in any attainments, but we
should combine in our efforts to make our University a dominant force in the educational world.
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B. A'i DERSO • .

HENRY

"ANDY."

Fork

Rio Vista, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
a ion Club; Overseas Club.

WILLIAM

NORRIS

BEEHLER.

"BILLY."

Baltimore, Md.
B. A. COURSE.
ociTau Kappa Alpha; Philologian Literary
Inter-Society
Debate;
ety; Inter-Collegiate
Debate; History Club; Ministerial A sociarion; Maryland Club; Y. M. C. A.

SAMUEL

H. BE NETT.

" BENNY."

Montgomery, Ala.
B. A. COURSE.
Freshman
Theta Chi; Vice-President
Ass't Manager Baseball, '21.

Cla

FOREST BARKER.
"Doc."
Mendota, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Ministrial Association; Glee Club; Philologian
Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.; Southwest
Virginia Club.
ABRAHAM

CURTIS

VA 1 CE BISHOP.
HBISH."

Inman, S. C.
B. A. COURSE.
Philologian Literary Society; Sec'y, '20; InterSociety Debate. '20; Inter-Class Debate, '20;
Track Squad, '20; Football Squad; Cross
Country Team; Improvement in Debate Medal Inter-Society Declaimer. '21.
RICHARD

ALFRED BOWEN.
"DICK."

Richmond, Va.
B. S. MEDICINE.
Naturali ts' Club .
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JAMES R. JOHNSON .
Richmond. Va.

B.

s. COURSE.

Histor y Club; Tau Kappa Alpha; Mu Sigma
Rho Literary Society; Inter-Collegiate
De bate; Ministerial Association; Y. M. C. A.

ALLEN BURTON

CLARK.

"A. B."

Richmond, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society; Glee Club;
Y. M. C. A.; Hi story Club; Writers' Club.
GRAHAM

ASHTO'N

CARL TO

"CARLTIE."

Center Cross, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Chatham Training School Club; Annual Representative, '2; Varsity Club Class Baseball,
'20; Tidewater Club; Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society; Kappa Sigma; Varsity Basketball,
'20-'21; Track Squad, '20; Football, 'l9; Varsity Football Squad, '20; Y. M . C. A.

John

RUSSELL D. DRINKARD
Richmond. Va.
B. S. COURSE.
Marshall Club.

HOWARD
H. DAVIS.
Cumberland, Md.
B. A. COURSE.
Mu Sigma Rho Literary
Society; Dramatic
Club; Y. M. C. A.; Ministerial Association;
History Club.
ADDISON

McGTJIRE

DUVAL

"DUVY."

Rhodesville, Va .
B. S. MEDICINE.
Pi Kappa Alpha; Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society; Pre-Med. Club; Y. M. C. A.; Piedmont Club; Class Basketball, '20-'21; Class
Base Ball, '20; Cotillion Club; Manager Class
Base Ball Team;
Inter-Fraternity
Council,
'20-'21.
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WILLIAM

ELLYSON,

JR.

''BILL.,,

Richmond. Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Phi Gamma Delta; Mu Sigma Rho; Y. M . C.
A.; Cotillion Club; John Marshall Club; Debating and Forensic Council; Key 16; Football
Squad, '20.

WILLIAM

ARTHUR

EVANS.

"CHIC."

Richmond. Va.

B. S.

COURSE.

Kappa Sigma; John Marshall Club; Y. M. C.
A.; "Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society.

GEORGE D. EUBANK.
Richmond. Va.

B. A.
Ministerial

Association;

JOSEPH

DEGREE .

Overseas

Club.

BERKLEY GORDON.
Richmond, Va.

B.

s.

COURSE.

Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.;
John Marshall High School Club.

BENJAMIN

THOMAS

GUNTER.

"BEN."

Kappa Alpha;
Club.

Accomac, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Tidewater
C_lub; Eastern

JAMES

Shore

B. GUTHRIE.
"JIMMIE."

John Marshall
Society.
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Richmond, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Club; Mu Sigma

Rho Literary

Pre-Med.

EDWARD C. HELD.
Richmond, Va.
B. S. MEDICINE.
Club; John Marshall Club.

RAYMOND LEE HIGHTOWER.
South Hill, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Philologian Literary Society; Ministerial
ciation; Y. M. C. A.

Asso-

JOH'N A. HILLSMAN.
"JOHNNIE."

Richmond, Va .
B. s. MEDICINE.
Kappa Sigma; Sec'y Sophomore Class; Key, 16;
Football Squad, '20.

JOSEPH WARREN HUNDLEY.
Richmond, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
John Marshall Club; Mu Sigma Rho Literary
Society.

EDGAR M. JOHNSON.
"E. M."

Maryville, Tenn.

B.

s.

COURSE.

Phi Gamma Delta; Football Squad, '20; Freshman Track Squad; John Marshall Club; Alien
Club; Y. M. C. A.
WARREN G. KEITH.
Upton, Ky.
B ~ A. COURSE.
Tau Kappa Alpha; Philologian Literary Society;
Inter-Society Debate; Inter-Collegiate Debate;
Dramatic Club; Writers' Club.
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LUTI::IER WILBUR KERSEY.
Richmond, Va.

B. A.

COURSE.

MAPP.

WILLIAM

RALPH

"SENATOR."

Va.

Wardtown,

B. A.

COURSE.

P.hilologian Literary Society; Y. M. C. A.; Min•
isterial Association; · Eastern Shore Club.

BEN CLYDE McCARY ..
' "MAC."

Alberene, Va.

B. A.

COURSE.

Class . Basketball; Mu Sigma Rho Literary
ciety; Piedmont Club; Y. M. C. A.
GEORGE

SINCLAIR

So-

MITCHEL.

"MITCH."

Richmond, Va.

B. A.

COURSE.

Club;

Kappa Alpha; Cotillion
'20; Key, '16.

DUNCAN

ELBERT

Scrub Football,

MURRAY.

"D. E."

Fitzgerald,
Ministerial

B. A.
Association;

BRANSOM

Ga.

COURSE.

Y. M. C. A.

LEE MOZINGO.
"MOSES."

Ministerial
. Club.
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B. A.
Association;

COURSE.

Y. M. C. A.; Piedmont

CLAUDE

1

LrNWOOD

EALE.

"COCHINEAL."

Va.

Saluda,

COURSE.

PRE-MED,

Tidewater Club; Y. M. C. A.; Pre-Medic
Honor Roll.
CHAUNCEY

Club;

NEWTON.

WAYLAND
"CHANCY."

Graham,

B. A.

Va.

COURSE.

Pi Kappa Alpha; Philologian Literary Societ y;
Class Track, '20; Associate Editor Messenger; Sec'y Philologian Literary Society; Southwe t Virginia Club.
WALDO

HENDERSO r

PRICE.

"\,VALDO."

Va.

Blacksburg,

B. A.

COURSE.

News Editor;
Kappa Sigma; Inter-Collegiate
Philologian Literary Society; Southwest Virginia Club; Glee Club; Y. M. C. A.
ROBERT

PRICE.

TYLER
''TIGE."'

Blackburg,

B. A.

Va.

COURSE.

Kappa Sigma; Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society;
Varsity Football, ' 19-'20; Captain Elect of
Football Team; Track Squad; Captain Freshman Basket Ball team; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet;
Glee Club; Key, '16; Varsity Club Trea . urer,
outhwe t Virginia Club;
'21; History Club;
Cotillion Club.
JAMES

CHAPMAN

REPA

S.

"RIP."

Richland s, Va.

B. S.

MEDICINE.

Club; Pre-Medic

Theta Chi; Southwest Virginia
Club.

HARRY

WALKER

RIDDLE.

"HARRY ."

Roanoke, \'a.

B. A. CouR

E.

As soc iation; Glee
Ministerial
Sigma;
Kappa
Club; Fork Union Club;
Club; Dramatic
Southwest Virginia Club; Phil ologial' Literary
Society; Y. M. C. A.
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MARION

W. RANSOME.
"RAT.,.,

Hampton, Va.
PRE-MED.

COURSE.

Phi Gamma Delta; Key, '16;
Glee Club; Tidewater Club.

Cotillion Club;

HENRY WARE RILEY.
Wellford, S. C.
B. A. COURSE .
Council;
Phi Kappa Sigma; Inter-Fraternity
Assistant Manager Ba ketball, '21; Football
Squad, '20; Cla s Historian, '21; Philologian
Literary Society, Sec'y, '21; Y. M. C. A.;
College Orchestra.
EDWARD

BOISSEAU

ROBERTSO'N.

"ROBBIE."

Theta

Danville, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Chi; Cotillion Club; Key, '16.

~. ROY- SAUNDERS.
"ROY.1'
Norfolk, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Tri Phi; Inter-Society Orator, '20; Collegian
Staff; Sophomore Basketba!l, '20; Dramatic
Club, '20; President Dramatic Club, '21; President Reporter ' Club; Treasurer C. T. S.
Club; Y. M. C. A.; Philologian Literary Society; Tidewater Club.

Philologian
Club.

L. C. SCHOCHET.
Richmond, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Literary Society; John

Marshall

MACO1 SMITH.
"AL."
Richmond, Va.
B. S. MEDICINE.
Sophomore Class i
Alpha; . President
Kappa
Freshman Historian; Pre-Medic Club; John
Marshall Club; Mu Sigma Pho Literary Society; Sophomore Basketball Team; Key, '16;
Cotillion Club; Y. M. C. A.; Track Squad;
Football Squad, '20; Dramatic Club, '21.
ALBERT

•
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LEWELLYN

BENJAMIN

SMITH.

"SMITHY."

South Hill, Va.
B. S. COURSE.
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Piedmont Club;
Club; Y. M. C. A

VINCENT

Cotillion

OLIVER SMITH.
"SMITHY."

Alta Vista, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Phi Delta Omega; Y. M. C. A.; Mu Sigma
Rho Literary Society; Track Squad; Basketball Squad.

CLYDE ALLEN SPICER.
Hanover, Va.
B. A. COURSE.

Mu Sigma
Treasurer,

BEE STOCKTON.
Richmond, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Rho Literary Society; Reporter,
Vice-President, Sophomore Class.

JOHN GARLAND TARRANT.
"TARRY."

King vVilliam, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society; Tau Kappa
Alpha; Inter-Collegiate Debate; Track Squad.
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TH URMAN BEALE TO\VILL.
"CAESA R."

Irvin gton, Va.

B. A.

COURSE.

Tri Phi ; Football Var sity Team, ' 19-'20; Ba sketba ll Varsity, '20-'2 1; Varsity Ba seball, ' 19'20; Vice-President Athletic Association; Philolog ian Literar y Society; Chatham Training
~chool Club; Varsity Club; Track Team;
Ministerial Association; Dramatic Club.
TUCKER.

JAMES THOMAS
"

" JIMMIE.

Richm ond, Va.
B. A . COURSE.
Theta Chi; Mana ger Freshman Ba seball; Ass't
Manager Track; Ke y, ' 16 ; Sophomore Annual
Student GovernReprese ntative; Treasurer,
ment ; Cotillion Club, Sec'y and Trea surer;
J nter-Fraternity Counci l ; John Mar shall Club;
Ove rseas Club.
WILLIAM

TOLBERT

\'ANDEVER.

"VAN."

Hamp stead, Md .
B. A. COURSE.
\' . M. C'. A.; Ministerial Association; Track
Te am, '20; Varsity Football Squad, '20.
GUS1.'AVE

HIDE N \VESCOTT .

"Gus.JJ
Painter , \/ a.

B. A. COURSE.
Cotillion Club.

Phi Delta Omega;
f-JE.NRY

PARMORE

WHITE.

"PETE."

Cold Hill , Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Y. M. C. A.; Buckingham Club; Annual Repre~entative; Philolo gian Literary Society; Parli mentary Critic, '2 J.
LAWRENCE

MlLES WHTTEHURSE.
" WIIIT

Y."

Richmond, Va.
B. A . COURSE.
Fres hm an Repre sentative Student Senate.
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WILLIAMS.

ARCHER

ROBERT

''SKINNY."

Richmond, Va.
COURSE.

PRE-MED,

Kappa Sigma; Football Squad, '19-'20; Cla~s
Basketball, '20-'2 1; Captain Freshman Baseball, '20; Varity Track Team, '20; Treasurer, Sophomore Class; Tidewater Club; Varsity Club.
WILSON.

JOHN SCOTT

s."

"J.

Richmond, \'a.
B. A. COURSE.
Hi~torv Club, \'ice-Pre sident, '2 1.
DAVID

WOOD,

EDGAR

JR.

"Doc."
Charlottsville, Va.
B. A. COURSE.
Sec'y Freshman Cla~~; Vice-President Mu Sigma
Rh o Literary Society, '21; Critic, '20; Sec'y,
Mini~terial Association, '21; Student Senate,
'21; \'. M . C. A.
J. CHUNG.

PETER
11

PETE."

Shantung, China.

Tengchow,

B. S.

COURSE.

J\liniHerial Association;
Club; Chinese Club.

HERBERT

Y. M . C. A.;

Glee

RA::-IDOLPH HUTCHI::-ISON.
'

1

MtKE."

Richmond, Va.
B. A. CouRSE.
Phi Delta Omega; John Marshall
lion Club; Track Squad, '20.
FELIX

ELMER

Club;

Cotil-

EDJ\IUNDS.

"JASPER."

Danville, Va.
8. A. COURSE.
Phi Delta Omega ; Y. M. C. A.; Mu Sigma Rh 'l
Society; Cotillion Club; Football
Literary
Squad, '20; Tarheel Club; Inter-Soci ety D ebater, '20.
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FRESH;\IAN

HISTORIAN
J. C. FR .\Y,

TREASURER
T. E. GILBERT.
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CLASS

OFFICERS.

REPRESE , TATIVE
STUDE T SENATE
]. C. BRISTOW.
PRESIDENT
Y. M. HODGES .
SECRETARY
\Y. R. GLADDING.

ANNUAL REPRE ENTATIVE
S. \V. \VHITEHURST.

VICE-PRESIDE
J. H. MILLER

T
.
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HE beginni~g of the session 1920-21 found Richmond College of the

University of Richmond invaded by a company of Freshmen over one
hundred strong; the largest class in the history of the institution. After
one of the "hottest political campaigns" ever launched forth on this
campus we met for organization . Perhaps one of the reasons why this
campaign was so exciting was because of the fact that we could have
all the meeting we wanted to have right here on the campus unmolested by our former disturber, the "Sophs". Perhaps because of this
fact more of the members of the class aspired to the positions of officers. At any
rate we had several candidates for the everal positions, and they used several means
to get men to vote for them; at least this was true of some of them while others were
not as much concerned.
This excitement being over, we began to take an active part in all phases of college
life. In fact our activities date back to those first few nights when, in anwser to the
hideous cry "Rats out" , we came forth hesitatingly, "slowly but hurriedly" and participated in several track events, oratorical contest, and rendered
Such strains as would have shocked our mothers;
surprised our friends and horrified others.
In all branches of athletics we were vvell represented. In football four of our
class made the Varsity and one fortunate fellow is today wearing a letter , which
shows hi ability as well as his love for old Red and Blue.
In basketball six from the class played on the Varsity team and two made their
letter, showing that we are not lacking in this branch.
We have had only one incident to
Teither are we lacking in track material.
determine this fact. This was the Marathon race which took place in the 26th
of February. This race covered a distance of five miles and eight men were elected
to represent the University, three of whom were from our class.
We cannot tell who among us will be the baseball star or whether we will have
a single man on the team; but jugding from other sports we are expecting several.
Our members are taking an active part in literary work. Of the six men chose
to represent the University in the debate with Trinity College three are Freshmen.
But our chief accomplishment is yet to be told.
Oh! ye fatal night, the twenty-eighth of January, 1921, when the "Rats" of both
Westhampton and Richmond Colleges sallied forth with a smile on every face and
fear in every heart. For had not every "Soph" in school told us the di re result if we
But, miracles upon miracles, after we had had a
became obstinate on our return.
\\'Onderful time and arrived at Stop 30, closed together with the idea that "in union
there is trength", we were surrounded with darkness and nothing but darkness.
NOT A "SOPH" WAS IN SIGHT . Wait! there is still the Bridge. But still
we arrived at the bridge we were still all one. Notice, all
greater miracles-when
men, this is the first class in the history of the school to pa s the bridge unmolested.
Will wonders never cease?
There is still another distinction due the Cla s of '2-1-. This is the first Freshman
class in the new University of Richmond, and we, the members of this clas , are
doing our be t to .make this year a memorable one in the annals of the college.
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1Jr
rrsqmau (!Hass
OFFICERS
Y. l\l. Hodges .......................................
President
J. H. : \Liller .....................................
Vice-P;e ident
\V. R. Gladding ......................................
Secretary
T. E. Gilbert ... . ..............................
......
Treasurer
]. C. Fray ...........
. .......................
. ......
Historian
J. C. Bri tow .. . ............
. .. Student Government Representative
S. W. Whitehurst ................
, ........
Annual Representative

MEMBERS
Addington, L. C.
Alderson, T. M.
Allen, J. J.
Andrews, R. W.
Atkins, G. G.
Austin, A. M.
Ball, W. L.
Berlinghoff, S.
Berger, H. S.
Bethel, R. C.
Blanks, J. B.
Bonham, P. 'vV.
Booker, -Bradshaw, J. B .
Brann, W. C.
Bristow, J. C.
Bristow, S. \V.
Broaddus, J.
Brown, F. A.
Bryant , E. R.
Bund y, P. J.
Caldwell, R. W.
Carlton, G. A.
Chu, I. F.
Clay, C. 1\1.
Cocke, E. C.
Cohen, I.
Cohen, P.
Coleman, J. P.
Cook, G. F.
Crowder, W. J.
Deaner, I. C.
Dekle, T. A.
Dudley, P. K.
Duling. I. B.
Durham, J. S.

Eastwood, A. J.
Edwards, H. H.
Ellett, J. W.
Feng, B. C.
Flournoy, -Frazier, W. D.
Fray, J. C.
Freedley, G . R.
Gard, A. W.
Gayle, S.
George, L. D.
Gilbert, T. E.
Gladding, W. R.
Gordon, T. B.
Hall , L. R.
Harahan, -Harmon. A. M.
Harris, R. L.
Harri, T. A.
Harrison, E. A.
Harwell, M. H .
Healy, E. C.
Healy, F. F.
Henson, C. W.
Herman, H. l\I.
Hod ges, Y. M .
Hoff, L . P.
Hooker, E. A.
Isenhour, F. S.
Jacobs, L. L.
Jehne, T. R.
J ester, P.
Jeter, G. R.
Johnson, H. S.
Johnson, S. W.
Keefe, W.R.

Klevesahl, A. A.
LeckY, J. D.
Lewis, R. E.
Lush, L . C.
Lutz, J. l\l.
Lynch, D. P .
l\Iahaner, W. L.
~lann, R. L.
~IcCall, l\I. H.
l\IcCastor, J. T.
l\IcNeill, W. A.
l\Iiller, C. W.
l\Iiller, F. S.
:\Liller, J. H.
l\Jiller. P. H.
l\Ioodv, A. R.
:'.\food)·, B. H.
ewton, R. T.
g, .
olde, F. W.
Tottingham, F. A.
Paau, J. A.
Parker, L. A.
Pas amaneck, E.
Pendleton, G. F.
Perry, F.
Pettus, W. H.
Phippins, L. :\I.
Prince, J.
Puryear, E. H.
Ramsey, R. W.
Ramsey, E. M.
Ratcliffe, D. T.
Reese, R. R.
Richardson, W. A.
Richardson, \V. G.

Riffe, H. :u.
Rifkin, I.
Robins, H.
Rosenthal, :\I.
Rucker, \V. H.
Ruggieri, P. W.
adler, J. P.
Sale, ~I. R.
Scribner, W. E.
Seawell, ~I. H.
Seward, J. R.
mith, L. l\l.
nead, E. H.
nead, E. S.
Snead, C. 1 .
Snyder, R. D.
Southward, W. R.
Street, W. D.
Thompon, C. C.
Townsend, W. T.
Tredway, C. M.
Trevillian, J. W.
Turner,
. R.
Weaver, l\I. A.
Whitehurst, S. W.
Whitted, H. S.
Wilkins, D. :\1.
Williams, J. C.
Williams, W. W.
Winder, K.
Witten, R. A.
Woodhouse, H. W.
Wright , H. A.
Yuen, S. D.
Ziegler, W. A.
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. .............
\V. R. Shands ............
H. G. Fitzpatrick .....................
. ...........
W. Shepherd Drewry ......
...
.....................
R. A. O'Brien
Virgil R. Goode ....................................
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Assistant Editor
. .......
A sistant Business Manager
Senior Class Representative
Junior Class Representative
Fraternities
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\Villiam Ridley Shands ..........
\V. R. Broaddu ...........
Virgil Rarmond

.. ..........

........

.. ...................
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Goode ................................

Secretary

Geo. C. Richwine ...............................
William
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.. Pre ident

Shepherd Drewry .. ........

. .... Treasurer
.....

.....

....

.....

Historian

1lli.atory§.enior 1£amQlla.a.n
ISTOR Y ha s been aptly defined as "a record of all that man has done,
or thought, or felt since the beginning of time". But wherein does
the above apply to the Class of '21 of the T. C. "\iVilliams Law School?
Ah! now that is qu:te easy to anS\\·er. Have we not ventured from
the contentment of the laity into the great realm of law, which, if it
possesses boundaries, they have not as vet been limited? Have we not
liste ned to the mighty McNeil, and diligently recorded the theories
of contracts and common law: wondering all the time whether he was
summmg up the whereabouts of some lost tribe, or merely talking for his health?
And has not the clear-minded Tucker picked the Constitution of the United States
to pieces until it seemed mere mraningless words? So aptly has he done this that
we in unison have asked, "what manner of man were the framers of this momentous
Again , have we not ,,.,·aited for the ever-tardy Moore, to listen to the
document"?
"ifs and ands and the but-fors" of real property explained in the most judicious style
Likewise have we
till we have wondered whether a man can ever own anything?
not in our minds traveled over the billowy seas to the jungles of Africa in search of
big game to the snowy regions of Alaska in quest of gold; built magnificent palaces
to surpass the world's best and doughty castles the tops of which stay hidden in the
clouds and play hide and ~eek with the , tars, while the untiring Chichester roams
unfettered over the pastures of evidence? And finally , have we not slumbered peaceably while the friendly Barnett has tried to interpret some confusing clause of the
bankruptcy statute, only to be awakened by, "You, see, now is that clear"? Yea, all
these things have " ·e done and countless more. What then have we thought. We
have dreamed that some day we would meet the noble knight, who is the keeper of
the great key to the door through vvhich we shall pass into the regions where dwelis
the law, and its mysteries will be made manifest unto us. We have also thought
that we will practice more economy than law when we first leave these halls to take
up the battle of Justice. It seems a hopeless task to attempt to express our various
feelings during our two years as a unit. We have become as one large family of
brothers, with at least one feeling the same, that we are all deeply indebted to the
in titution and our profe ssors who have labored iong and earnestly with us and whom
we are about to leave. \Ve depart with towering hopes and ambition. Our fondest
hope is that we may prove worthy of the trust that has been placed in us and that in
Herewith we close a ·page of
the coming struggles ,,-e will not be found wanting.
history, peculiarly dear to the Class of '21 of the Williams Law School. We came,
we saw, we conquered. But let's on to the next page.
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FRA 1 K SYER BARRETT.
"IKKY."
_ Tewport

News, Va.

Applicant for LL.B.
Delta

Theta

Phi Law

Fraternit y ; Phi Kappa Sigma;

Law School Debating

Society.

Oo's there?
A m_an that's too good to be lo t yon,
A man that is 'andled and made,
A man that will pay what he cost you,
In learning the others their trade."
Frank graduated from the Virginia Military Ins-titute, but he soon decided that
only in law could his brain find sufficient exercise and his power of eloquence a
source of outlet. Therefore he came to us two years ago and began his career as
an embryo lawyer. He is a living example of a man who is efficient in his work,
who plays with a vim and who has made lasting friends. We admit our failure in
trying to solve the question of why he is always so serious mincied. We wonder if
he is puzzling over the contents of Blackstone or composing verses to "My Lady".
The girls "across the lake" believe that it is the latter and blame him for not taking
advantage of the opportunities afforded by co-ordination . Are we to suppose, then,
that he is getting knowledge and light from "Real Property", and "Evidence", that
does not lie intead, of the light that lies in woman's eyes? Yet regardless of that
the class wishes you nothing but success in your chosen profession .
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Senior Law Clas .
FRA

KLI 1 COKER
"COKER

BAUGH.

."

Carson, Va.
Applicant
Tri

for LL.B.

Phi; Cotillion Club; Tidewater Club; Philologian
dent Debating Society; Master Masons Club.

Literary

Society; Tucker

Club;

Presi-

Baugh is a man's man; chews, smokes, swear., loves moon hine, 'n everything. A
man's man, we say, in spite of the fact that a fair damsel in the \·icinity of Carson
claims his equity of redemption and calls him, " .My Franklin
ugar". "Coker" can't
keep the ladies from falling for him an) more than he can the flies from slipping on
that part of his cranium no longer covered by his curly lock . \Nith hi upply of
jokes he i. ever ready to draw forth from others miles that are only matched by his
own. To all these other charms add the power of a salesma n, that sold bathing uits
to Eskimo tribes and we have Franklin Coker Baugh.
Yet he studies ( when not
writing letters, selling real estate, sleeping or "shooting a line"), and each clay we see
the little legal Hercules increase in strength and favor with the barristers.
Lot of
laymen even think he wrote "Blackstone" or "Equity" or something.
But with it
all "Coker'', you are a taunch and loyal friend and the kind of a fellow we hope one
day to hear called "Yer Honer".
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MAX

BERMA
"MAX".

Richmond, Va.
Applicant for BL.B.
When Berman leaned over the rail and waved farewell to Czar Nicholas and
his ballet harem there wa
had called.

great WPeping.

But already the spirit of Ben Franklin

A short time later, the story runneth, Max was seen walking the streets

of Philadelphia with books under each arm while he scanned the pages of another.
Then after a long time came Kerensky and with his commission sent Berman to Richmond.

The Place with its great store of southern hospitality claimed .

A shining

light in Equity and a no lesser grand in Pleading, we look forward to his gaining
power that one day will wrest the country of the Great White Bear from the Bolshevists an,! lead it in the paths of clear "Spider" thinking.
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WILEY

RICHARD
"DrcK".

BROADDUS,

JR.

"SKINNY".

\Ve ~t Point, Va .
.Applicant for LL.B.
Football Squad, '16-'17; Football
Pi Kappa P.lpha; Delt• The,a Phi; r'micr0n D It~ r,appa;
Team, '19-'20; Captain Var~ity Team, '.0; BaEeball Squad, '15-'17; Captain Class Basketball Champi on•, '16; Executive Commit ee of Athletic Association, '17-'18; Athletic RepSenior
Vice-President
Student B:idy, '20-'21; Presi Jent Junior Law Class.
resentative
Law ClaEs.
He is, at the same time, a rather silent
J\01v here we ], ave a manv s;ded man!

one, for "Dick'' has the happy faculty of thinking several times before he speaks.
Consequently, we conclude that is true, for how, otherwise, can you account for the
He seems to seriously bear the responsibility of his .
accuracy of his every statement?
to fulfill the duty of an advocate, particularly
striving
en'r
is
and
adopted profess:on
that of coumeling the ignorant . Why just before examination~, some of his classmates acquire enough knowledge from him to insure their passing, which they would
not otherwise have clone. It seems strange that one who seems to care so little for
frivolity should be so attractive in the s;ght of the fair. We shall not forget how,
when at one of the football contests "Dick'' played his usual consistent game, a
charming young lady embraced her companion and mid, "Why he exceeds every
mortal thing upon th :s dull earth dwelling" . It was overheard, so she bravely said,
"I don't care, I wish that he had heard it too". It was during Leap Year, so there
is a reason to belien'. that he did hear, later on. Every activity in the school bears
the impress of "Dick's" per sonality and forcefulness. He is one who will be at home
in the world of a ~:airs, as 11·ell as in the world of society.
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JOSEPH

JAMES DAVIS.
Fentress, Va.

Applicant for LL .B.
Debating

Society.

\Ve shall not soon forget that September day when Davis came into our mid t.
Lik.e the caterpillar under the warm rays of the spring un is transformed into a
beautiful butterfly, so has Davis burst forth into a real "Spider". His hearty greeting,
warm handclasp, and cheerful smile, so familiar to his classmates, has won for him
the true friendship of all with whom he has come in contact. As he steps into the
future be leaves behind many happy memories of the time spent in the Law School
and carries with him our best wishes for success and happiness .
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E. W. DICKI
SO r.
Richmond, Va .
Applicant for LL.B. Degree.
This embryonic barrister came into our midst in eptember, 1919. Having won
the coveted "Sheep skin" and inspired by the succe sful pa t, he entered college and
announced himself a candidate for the LL.B. degree . The ociability of this young
man has won for him many lasting friends not only among his classmates but all with
whom he has come in contact. "Dick" furnished the ambrosia for many of the fair
sex, who have fallen victims of hi bewitching eyes or enchanting voice. Ofttimes
when there is a "goose egg" re ponse to the roll call of this young gent, which is
quite often, he may be seen with some fair damsel, patr.)lling the thoroughfares of
our metropolis in quest of something more intere ting than a lecture on the "status
of husband and wife", or "fee tail with possibility of issue extincc".
Beware, fair
damsels, for many may be called, but only one can be chosen. To this noble young
"Spider" we convey our heartiest wishes a he sets sail upon the unknown sea of the
future.
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WILLIAM

SHEPHERD

DREWF.EY.

"SHEP".

Norfolk, Va.
Applicant for LL.B. Degree .
Tri Phi;

Cotillion Club; Debating

Society; Tu cker Club; Historian

Senior and Junior Classes;

A sociate Editor "Spide r."

The Ocean City and Virginia are responsible for this. There were threats of
injunct;ons to restrain such beings running at large till all fears were allayed by his
congenial spirit and abundance of wit. Then came thanks to the gods for sending
such a one to be a "Spider" . The legal ability - of this wandering Shepherd of the
·-::

Seashore, thriving on moonshine, damsels and green bathing suits, is demonstrated by
the ease with which he always disentangles himself from the meshes of Dan Cupid
without leaving even the scar of a single breach. Of cou,se we remember how
"Shep" strolled around singing, "A Bachelor Foreve( . But, Oh, ye faithless ones!
how can we believe him? We find tbe boy constantly treading that path which
wind~ along the lake and leads to "Westhampton Court", wherein the Fairy Princess
and Prince Charming, alias "Shep", reign supreme . Ob , well he is young, yet, and
there is plenty of time, for one so generous, broad of mind, and warm of heart, is
booked for nothing less than a bright future in the realms of love and law.
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HENRY

GRATTAN
"FITZ"

FITZPATRICK.
.

Richmond , Va.
Applicant for LL.B. Degree.
Tuker

Club; Treasurer

Junior Clas,

'20; Ass't Bus. Mgr. "Spider."

Some might say that "Fitz" was lucky, but his friends, and they are legion, know
that the secret of his success is that "Tenacity of purpose, that singlenes of intent"
which is a dominant characteristic of his nature. This tenacity of purpose "Fitz"
applies to his daily tasks as well as to his work in chool. His earnest efforts are
directed to the immediate work before him and have won for him a position of
responsibility, the respect of his superiors and the esteem and admiration of his ubordinates. This same characteristic predominates in his work at school. The thoroughness with which his studies are dige ted enables him to quickly gra p the fundamentals of his subjects and ee clearly the underlying principles that sustain them.
Convincing himself of the soundness of hi views, he never allows himself to be
swayed by the expediency of the moment.
"Who with a courage of un haken root
In honor's field advancing from hi foot,
Plants it upon the line that justice draw
And will prevail or peri h in her cau~e;
His portion in the good that Heaven bestows.
'Tis to the virtues of such men, man owe~
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CLAUDE

:MATI
GARDNER.
vVoodlawn, Va.

Applicant for LL.B. Degree .
Sigma Rho Sigma Nu Phi;

Circeronian

Literary

Society, President.

This young legalite came into our mid t announcing himself a candidate for LL.B.
''He is not too sober nor neither too gay, but just a real good fellow in every way."
.When quite an infant, Gardner demonstrated the natural talent of interweaving
phrases that would defeat a "Webster".
As the momentum of time throbbed on and
the flower of youth blossomed into manhood, this stalwart son of the Old Dominion
i seen marching on with ever-increasing vigor to the high portals of fame, only
attained by the faithful.
"Gardie" is now a full-fledged attorney, having passed
the bar in December.
In June he will expedence the full realization of being a
Bachelor of Laws, and we extend to him a glad hand as he steps out into the great
unknown to achieve the success that is held in store for him and of which he is so
worthily due.
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VIRGIL

RAYMOND

GOODE.

"V . G."
Richmond, Va.
Applicant for LL.B. Degree.
Tri

Junior Class;
Society; Vice-President
Phi; o ·elta Theta Phi; Tucker Club; Debating
Sec'y, ~enior Class; Assistant Editor, Collegian, '20-'2 1 ; Cotillion Club; A ssociate Editor
of "Sp ider. "

~ 1lariner, student, writer, politician, lover, and a Virginia gentleman, with a little
o·f the devil thrown in ,-s uch is Virgil Raymond Goode. How one small body can
hold so many varied emotions is a myster y. Hi s very air makes one dream of southern
shores, a sky all full of stars, a big moon , with cooing couple basking in the moonlight, and the waves rolling here and there, while to one dainty southern beauty he
.lines out a plea that would draw the verdict of an y jury. Honest , he is irresistible.
This is vouched for by his victims. Rena , Elizabeth, "Toodles", and dozens of others.
Ask them . To make successes has become his habt. Among his fellows he is a
_leader and that congenial manner of his makes them all friends. In fact , in everything, love, classes or what not , "V. G." surpa~ses mediocrity and stands forth a
scintillating star of brilliancy . Here's luck to you, "V. G .": may the gods be
praised for sending you to us, for you are a man among men.
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JESSE

MABREY

JOH

SON .

"JOHNNIE".

New Canton, Va.
Sigma Nu Phi; Debating Society.

The objection i overruled and "Johnnie" is allowed to testify that he is an infant
of the year 1900.
smile.

No one has ever seen Johnson loafing but he does take time to

And if all indications be true his first cause is won in Bartin Heighths.

is fully aware that "pleading is not talking.

He

He is possessed with all the embodi-

ments and characteristics that go to make up a _sociable, genial and amiable fellow.
The dominant idea of his mind is that Liberty, Equality and Justice shall rule supreme.
We predict for him success in the legal profession and look forward to his election
as the next Commonwealth Attorney of Buckingham County. Haec meminis e juvabit.
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OSCAR EUGENE

LOWRY.

Richmond, Va.
Applicant for LL.B. Degree.
Debating

Sodety;

Tucker Club.

The faithful delineation, reproduied above, speaks eloquently of the many graces
of feature embodied in the subject of our sketch.

However, no mere camera, con•

structed by human hands, could possibly portray in their full, the wealth of wit and
. humor, the depth of that spirit of true friendship, nor the immeasureable breadth of
ability, and indomitable perseverance possessed by him.

Standing fearlessly for the

right at all times, firm in his conviction, yet willing to give to others the benefit of
the doubt, his past history has been, and is, an incentive for those who know him to
follow in his footsteps . As a matter of personal history we learn that Oscar Eugene
Lowry first saw the light of day in Louisville , Ky. , on the first of December in the
year eighteen ninety•eight, and from the du ty files of the Weather

Bureau we find

on that day the sun shone with an unwonted brilliance, while the softest zephyrs from
the hill whispered promise of a future American, whose record of achievement would
stand peer to that of any of her proud sons.
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NATHA

LUB

"CURLY"

ER.

.

Richmond, Va .
Applicant for LL.B. Degree.
"Nathan Lubner" i what the parson said when he moistened the black curly
locks of the rn1iling baby boy a little over a score of years ago. But all that in the
frozen north too long ago for "Curly" to remember. Since then he has sailed the
seven seas with Bob Evans and the Great White Fleet, followed the stage with
"Di?(ie Trotters" . studied law with the Class of '21. Such has been the life of this
most \·er atile young man. Richmond now claims the distinction of having given
him an accent, and he says "Youall " as well as the rest of us. Dr. Chick. says:
"Every insurance agent is not an agent", but that does not apply to athan Lubner,
future lawyer and "Creator of Estates".
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J. l\IANHART.
"l\IANLY".
Richmond. Va.

FRANK

Applicant

for LL.B .

"Still water runs deep." \Ve are sure this is written in the stars for Frank :.\-Ianhart . He reminds us of one of those still pools, into which if you drop the tiniest
pebble it causes a ripple. So with Frank. The smallest in ight into his character
brings forth ripples of manliness, goodness and truth.
He came to u from John
Marshall High School with a trail brightened by steadines , hard work, and popularity among his fellow students.
That famous jurist, John :\Iarshall , has been
picked by Frank as his ideal , and that he possesses the same logical reasoning power
has been evidenced on more than one occasion during the past two years, when he
has come to the assistance of some bewildered classmate who was unable to determine
whether "X's" offer to go to Pittsburgh was for a unilateral or ebilateral contract
or whether "X" intended the consequence of his act when he shot at a stump and
killed "Y". We predict wonderful things for one who has built so firmly and surely
and upward past, and look forward with joy to the day when we shall hail him as
"Judge Manhart".
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JAMES

C. POLLARD.

"JI 1".
Richmond, Va .
Law Course.
The Howitzers
call him?
"Jim"

call him "Captain";

Only time can answer.

we call him "Jim".

It took many year

What

will the world

of married life to convince

that he needed a knowledge of law as well as others of his family , so now

we find him each day delving into shelf after shelf of dusty manuscripts endeavoring
to add to tho e gifts already given him by the great god, Mars, probation officer for
juveniles at home and elsewhere.
frequent

drills, and the "Captain"

No wonder we hear the Howitzers
himself complain of the dreadful

office work connected to the great honor.

talk . of the
amount

Each day we find that "Jim" Pollard has

a great supply of knowledge on tap, which, however, he tries to force on no one.
fact, if modesty be a fault, then "Captain"

Pollard

In

is about the faultiest of men.

We wish you success, "Jim", that a Virginian of your type so richly deserves.
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GEORGE

C . RICH\VI

E.

"RICH".

Richmond, Va .
Applicant for LL.B. Degree.
Debating

Society; Tucker

Club;

Treasurer

of Senior Class.

A synonym of studiousness is George Richwine , not according to \Veb ter, but
according to his record at John l\Iarshall
School.

High and at the T. C. \Villiam

Law

Of all students who "tote" a ponderous code for mental ballast, "Rich"

is one of the greatest hustler . It is not easy to "ay which is the more difficult task,
"moving a court", "quashing an indictment" , or "getting an LL.B. Degree", but
judging from the progress made with his studies by thi young legalite , he will be
able to do one and all.

Aside from his record as a diligent student he makes a host

of friends wherever he goes, and all soon realize the good port and congenial companion he i . Paraphrasing the rule of equity, it may be said, "\Vhatever 'Rich' sets
out to do is done".
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L. Al\ I P ON.

ROBERT
''

Ai\1" .

Richmond,

Va .

Applicant for LL.B . Degree.
Sig ma .:'/u Phi.
11

am" and the sphinx are first cousin . Of course, the sphinx is lot older, but
that has nothing to do \\"ith making II am" Jes potent.
Even the ringing laughter
at the expense of an 11 old -hor e-Charlie" victim doe not change hi cool, elf-concerned exp re ion . Hi e) e scan the i;age of his book while the others give way
to merriment . He know more about Bankruptcy than the man who made it, even
if he does ask a few que. tion . \Vith it all he i a lion with the ladies, and like his
ancestor of old, his strength lie. in his hair. Our best wishes go \vith you, 11 am",
and may )OU always give to law and your clients that same thoughtful consideration
that ha marked your work a a tudent.
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WILLIAYI

RIDLEY

SHA

DS.

"BILL".
Kappa

Sigma; Delta Theta Phi.; Debating
ident Senior Law Class; Ass't Editor

Society; Tucker Club; Sec'y, Class, 'J 9-'20;
"Spider", '21; Cotillion Club.

Pres-

Artist in many ways! Warm-aired politician! War-time ensign! Jack-leg lawyer Brass-tongued orator, and an enthusiastic lover: all are personified in ''Bill"
Shands , who, like the law giver of old, first appeared among the bull rushes of Southampton. In his early days he cast his lot among the "Indians", where he sat in many
secluded pow-wows. Later aspiring to don the long robe and sit upon the "woolsac"., he discarded his chieftan's blanket and entered the meshes of "Spiderdom".
Along the trails he accumulated a curious and marvelous store of enthusiasm and
energy, so well typified by his eternal "new idea". Leader of his class, editor of the
"Law Spider", and president of the Class of '21, are just a few of the honors "Bill"
has managed to scrape together, and still the story remains unfinished. But, like all
great men, "Bill" has his weaknesses. A pretty girl simply knocks him cold. A
come-hither look, a pair of hazel eyes, rose-bud lips, a dimple, a vamp curl-it's
all
the same to Bill. He tlops and flops! But you'll learn, Bill, in spite of your silvery
threads . And may you find the one girl, as fair as you can draw her, as charming
as you can imagine, to welcome yo1· after the days of legal strife to a love-nest of
warmth and happiness.
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JAMES

NEAL WRIGHT .
Richmond, Va.
Applicant for LL.B. Degree.

Sigma Phi Epsilon;

Delta Theta

Phi.

"I'd rather be (W)right than Pre ident". Who said that anyway? But it
doesn't make any difference, for " Ieal" claims the distinction of being a charter
member of the " Ro) al Order of Rolled Bed Slat ". This we deem a concession to
human frailty. We have heard that he descended from the Wise Men of the East,
otherwise how can we account for his remarkable sense of direction that enables him
to locate the Law School once a month? Yet when his "Frau" complains of the
School keeping him away, we can but agree with her that these little wrongs don't
make the little ( W) rights at home any better.
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3Juninrlaw ®tfirrrs
James T. Knight .....

Bernard Maho n . ......
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. .........

. . . ..................

Mamie E . Dunkum ...................
.. . ........

. .. . Vice-President

.. ..........

James D. Brady .. . ...............

Alfred O'Brien

President

. ...............................

. ....

. .. . .......
. ...............

Secretary

.. . . . Treasurer
. ....

. Historian

LI · R

Junior 1£awQHassJlistnrn
As something of a tortious affair, the Class of '22 is generally considered to be
lacking in either general or specific intent.

The whys, why nots, but ifs and where-

fores of the subject have given us a sort of a corkscrew idea of life, in which our
own ideas seem to the professors to be void ab initio.

But as Sir Roger de Coverly

so aptly suggests, "A great deal may be said o~ both sides of a question", and when
we look at the "other" side of our class, certain interesting things stand out .

Ours

is the first Law class to be enrolled in the T. C. Williams Law School of the U niversity of Richmond.

Added to this dignified privilege the Class of "22 is the first one

to study under the three-year plan, and in concurrence with this new era in the Law
School, the class has entered into various social activities with the idea of being more
useful to each other and to the University of Richmond.
life, ours is highly flavored .

If variety is the spice of

We have everything from women to Republicans, and

yet with all our diverging ideas of law and politics we hope to return to normalcy
in time to meet Boaty on the rostrum in June, 1922 .
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3funtnr14antQ.lla1n1
EDWARD S. ANDERSO

,

Richmond , Va .
" Within that volume lies th e myst ery of
myst eries."

F. M. CLEVINGER ,
Grund y, Va.
" I hav e no mo cking s or argum ents; I witness and wa it. "

FRA K WHITE

COLO TA,

Parksley , Va.
" Th e haf>f>
J' combin ation of fortuitou s circumstances."

JAMES RuSSELL EARLY,
Celt , Va .
"' Tis not il' hat a man does w hich exalts
him , but what a man wo uld do."
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GUSTAV A. FEIL,
Blackstone , Va.

"I awoke one 111ormng and found myself
famous."

LUTHER E. F LLER,
Council, Va.
"But with
comes ."

the

morning

cool rl'jlection

ABRAHAM H01IER,
Richmond , Va .
"A gentleman 11urs that lo1:es to hl'ar himself talk, a11d will saJ1 more in a minute
than he will stand in a month . .'

JAMES THOMAS

K IGHT.

Franklin, Va.
"Neither rhyme nor reason can express how
much."
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I
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MAMIE E. DUNKUM ,
Richmond , Va.
" Wh ere wom en an ', th e bett er thmgs are
impli ed if not spoken. "

BERNARD WEBB MAHON,
Bowling, Green, Va.
" All men d esire to be immortal."

EDWARD T. MILLER,
Richmond , Va.
" W e must tak e th e curr ent wh en it serves
or lose our ve ntur e."

WI

STO

MONT AGUE ,

Richmond, Va.

"A thought is oft en original , though yoµ.
h~vl' utt ered it a hundred times. "
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CHARLES A. NUTTYE,
Richmond , Va.
"By

all that's good and glorious, lf'l these
describe the und escribabl e."

,

ROBERT ALFRED O'BRIE
B.A., 11.A.
Appomattox, Va.
" I am a part of all I have met."

PERRY A TDREWS OZLI

'

Dundas , Va.
"Toil

is the true knight's pastime."

JANE BROW

RA SO ,

Richm ond , Va.

/

other but n u·o 11wn's reason,
I think him so, because I th ink him so."

"l have

110
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,

j 'YlES L. ROBINSO
Richmond, Va.
" Rich with th e spoils of Nature ."

. JOSE PH WILLIAM STARRETT,
Richmond, Va.

"T fu, reward of a thing well done 1s to
have done it ."

EMMETT F. TOPPING, JR.,
Amburg, Va .

"'God's in His heaven,
All's right with th e wor ld ."

B. H. TURLINGTON,
Melfa. Va.
"Brm :ery never goes out of fashion.'"
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LESLIE VAN LIEW,
Richmond, Va.
"On w hat strange stuff ambition feeds."

JAMES HORACE WHITE,
Gold Hill, Va.
"Tru.e humility , th e highest virtue, mother
of them all."

JAMES BAGBY WOMBLE,
Chester, Va.
"Circumstances alter cases."

WYTHE HARRISON WOOLFOLK,
Richmond, Va.
"I would rath er be right than President."
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DELTA

THETA

PHI

FRATERNITY

Founded at Baldwin

niversity, 1900.

Jefferson Senate.
Established at University of Richmond, 1912.
Colors: Green and White.
Publicatien:
FRATRES

"1 he Paper Book".
IN FACULTATE.

Jas. H. Barnett, Jr., B.S., LL.B.

J. Randolph Tucker B.A., LL.B.

T. Justin ~Ioore, B.A., LL.B.
FRATRES

S. J. Adams
A . E . Baker
F. S. Barrett

J. D. Brady
W. R. Broaddus, Jr.

IN

UNIYERSITE.

B. W . :\Iahon

R. B. Gayle
V. R. Goode
f. E. Graves

C. E . Maurice
R . A. O'Brien
\Vm. R. Shand5,

J. T. Hurst
]. T. Knight
FRATRES

]. N. Wright
IN

URBE.

Richard Beale

E. B. Dunford
]. ]. Dunford

W.W.

]. B. Duval

H. S. Ylann
W . D. Miller

R. C . Duval, Jr.
Andrew Ellis

R. C. L. Moncure
W. L. O'Flaherty

G . G. Garland

R. 0. Palmer

J. Vaughan Gary
Herbert Harris
E. B. Hazelgrove

A. T. Pitt
John Garland Pollard
Dave E. Satterfield, Jr.

A. D. Livesa~·

Hugh L. Timmons

W. C. Anderson
Beverly

R. A. Brock
Sherlock Bronson
W . H. Cardwell
G . L. Chumley
G. G . Clark
E. S. DesPortes
C. M. Dozier

F. G. Louthan
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ENATES .

ACTIVE

. .. .. . . ... Cl evela nd Law School
1 or thw e tern U nivers ity
. ......•.

....

. . ........

R ann ey ....

Gigmore . . .. . ..............
. .........

Cooley

. . .. .......
.........

Day

.. . .....

Lurton

Cornell U niversity

.. ... .. D e Paul University
outh Dakota

.. ... . . ... ... ... Univer ity of
.. ....

....

.....

.. . .. . . . ... Chattanooga

.. .......

.........

. .. ... .. . U niversity of i\linne ota
niversity
.... .... We tern R eserve

.. ....

.. ...........

:\litchel'

D etr oit College of Law

........

... . .. .....

. ............

Harlan

niversity

.. Dickinson

.....•

. .. .. ... ·....

. .............

Finch ........
Warvelle

. ....

. ....

. .....

Holme

College of Law

Clui tianc_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . niversity of :'.\lichigan
. St. Paul College of Law
. .......
... ......
Ramsey .. . ........
. ....

-1'lar hall .................

. ... .. Ohio

. .. . .. . .. .. . . .....

.....

niversity

U nivers ity of Pennsylvania

Von l\!Ioschzi sker ....................
\Vhite

Torthern

....

.. Georgetown

niversi ty

U niversity of Richmond
Jeffer on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........
U niversity of Southe rn California
.
.
..
...
.
..
.
Field . . . . . . . ............
Fordham

Fuller ..............................

. Creighton U niversi ty

. ........

Bryan ....................

. Washington

.. .....................

Benton .....

Dead.\ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ......

C hase ..........

.....

.......

John Adams
Hosmer

. ... ... .. . Kan sas City Law School

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .....

P itney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . .. . .. . .. . ...

Gib on ..........

. .. .. Bosto n U niver it y

. .. . .. . ...
. .........

. ..................

Brewer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........
Sam Hou ston . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. .. ....
McKinley

..........................

Le e .........
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... ....................

niversity

Atlanta Law School

. ... ... .....
. . .....

U niversity

niversity of Oregon

... . .. ,· .. .. .. Ohio State

Wayne . . ...............
Snyder

U niversity

ew Jer sey Law School
University of D etroit
University of Pittsburgh
University of Kan sas

. University of T exas
John Marshall Law School
University of Virginia

fnr ~nurrnnr(!Huh
IDurkrr

iVIotto: W e Ran Tu cker's Old Man for Gov ernor.
Fbwers: Fun eral De sign for Mr. Trinkle .
OFFIC

ERS .

Vir gil R . Goode , Chairman
Mi ss Mami e E. Dunkum, Secretar y.
EX ECUTIV E COMMITT

EE .

Franklin C. Baugh
William H . Woolfolk

\ Villiam R . Shands
R. Alfred O'Brien
M EMBERS.

W. E. Andrews
A. E. Baker
F . S. Barrett
G. 0 . Beale

H . L. Car ter
F. M. Cleavinger
L. M . Curtis
H . P . Davis
E. W. Dickinson

E. L. Deraime
W. S. Drewre y
H. G. Fit zpatrick
A. S. Ganzert
R. B. Gayle
J. T . Hur st
J. M. Johnson
J. L. Landrum
0 . E. Lowr y, Jr.

Nathan Lubner

F. J. Manhart
R . P. Martin
C . E. Mauri ce
F. T . McConn ell
C. P.. Nutt yr
G . E. Pollock
G. C . Richwin e

J. L. Robin son

W . L. Robinson
E. B. Rush
F. W. Smith
J. W . Snead
F. E. Topping
B. T. Turlington
Leslie Van Liew
S. E . Watts
J. N. Wr ight
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~igma Nu J4i
Founded at National University Law School, 1912.
Jefferson Davis Chapter.
Established at University of Richmond in 1921.
Colors:

Purple and Gold.

Flower:

vVhite Carnation.

FRATRES IN UNTVERSITE.

G. A. Feil

J.

A. L. Ganzert

R. P. Martin

C. M. Gardner

W. L. Robinson
ACTIVE

F. W. Smith

CHAPTERS.

ational University Law School

Joseph H. Choate.................
Galvan

vV. Craig ...........

Jefferson Davis ......

R. L. Sampson

M. Johnson

.. ......

University Southern California

... ..................

University of Richmond

Nathan Green ............................
Alexander Hamilton ... . .................
Charles E. Hughes ........................
Abraham Lincoln ....................
William H. Taft .........................

Cumberland University
Hamilton College of Law
Georgetown University
Chicago-Kent College of Law
Detroit College of Law
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F. NI. DOBSO
Athletic Director
Athletics have lead the way in the broadening policies of
the University.
Practically every man of the school is reached
by mass athletics or the major sport ~, and knows the value of
clean sportsmanship.
F. M. Dob on has made possible the success of athletics, by unceasing effort to reach the highest standard. He is giving his personal touch to all branches of sport.
Personally coaching all major sports and conducting the mass
athletic he is doing what very few head coaches of Universities ever do.
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Red and Blue.

M EMBER 3.

Blankin gs hip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
Jone s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vice-Preside11t
Kleve sa hl . . ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer
Price ...........................

OFFICER,.

'- A. Zeigler , H. A. Robin s, R. C. Walden,
H . B. Hand y, H . L. Ca rter , H . C. Spe:icer, \\' . E. Jon es, R. F. Cave rlee , R. A. O'B rien , ~
s, R. C. Motley, T. B. Towell, M.
Broaddu
.
R
W.
Blankingship,
.
H
A.
Bethel,
C.
.
R
Nuckols,
\V.
G. A. Car lton, R. A. Williams, R.
, R. S. Booker, E. \Villingham,
hl
vesa
Kle
A.
A.
Turlington,
B.
Price,
T.
R.
son,
Patter
L. Skaggs, H . A. Ford, E. H . Snead , G. C.
F. Be ntley, C. Fray.

H. A.
E.
A. A .
R . T.

vV.

Co lors:

lJar.aity Qlluh

0

<

;.)

Cl

r.n
..J
..J

<

a:l
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0

I..,

C:.,
0
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A

Bethel, C.

Carter, L . T .
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Broaddus, L. E.

Willingham, C .

Ziegler, L. H.

Booker, R. G.

Towill, Q . B.

Price, L . G.

Spencer, F . B.

Nuckols, R. T .

Kleyesahl, R. G.

Robins, R. E.

Shead, F. B.

Jones, R. H.

Churchman, Ass't Coach
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S,tati.attr.s
of 1920 ~ribiron @Jra.son
W. Richard Broaddus ... . . .. .......
. ..............
.. ... Captain
Frank Bentley, Jr . . .... . .........................
.. .. . Ma nager
Frank :\I. Dobson ... . .......
. .. . ......
. ..... . ...... Head Coach
Charlie Churchman ... . .... . ...................
. . Assistant Coach
WINNERS

OF R's

AND PosrTIO

rs.

W.R. Broaddus (Captain) .. . .. Left E nd
Harry Carter .........
. .... Left Tackle
A. A. Klevesahl ..... . .. . .. . Left Guard
R. S. Booker. ......
. .......
Left Guard
E. B. Willingham . . ...........
. Center
Ralph Bethel ... . .............
. Center
Tyler Price ( Captain Elect) . Right Guard
R. Winfred
uckols .......
Richt Tackle
Hubel Robine ..........
. .. . . Right End
Waverly E . Jones.Quarter Back and Half
Thurman B. Towill .......
Quarter Back
William F. Ziegler . . . . . . . . . . Half Back
Hobson Snead . . ......
. ...... Full Back
HCSTILITTES

Date
October
October
October
October
October
-ovember
ovember
November

AND PLACE

OF BATTLES.

Elevens
Opponents Spider
2-Lynchburg
College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
27
9-Catholic U niversitv . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
10
16-Hampde n-Sidney ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
28
23-Davidson
....... ...... ......... . 7
0
30-W illiam and Ma ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
13
6-Virginia
Tech . . .. .. ..........
. . . 21
0
13-Wake Forest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
20
25-Randolph-:VIacon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
62

+9
"~IYTHICAL"

STANDING

OF SPIDERS
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AND OPPONENTS

Elevens
Wo n
Spiders : ..............
. ......
. .......
.. .. 6
Davidson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Hampden-Sidney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
William and Mary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +
Virginia Tech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Catholic "U" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Wake Forest . . . . ....................
. .... 2
Lynchburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l
Randolph-Macon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Gridiron
Richmond
Washi ngton
Richmond
R ichmond
Norfo lk
R ichmond
R ichmond
Richmond

Lost
2
3
4

5
6

5
6
4
6

.

P . C.
.750
.625
.500
.444
.400
.286
.250
.200
.1 +3

irrapttulattonof 111
ootball
By CHAS.

F. LEEK.

LA YI G for the first time as representatives of The
niversity of
Richmond and their initial easorr as non-competitors for the Eastern
Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic Association championship, although engaging members of that organization, and incidently a schedule dictated
by a broadening-out policy, the Spider football eleven, under the sixth
eason of the Dobson coaching 5ystem, branched out into a larger intercollegiate field, completing an eight-garl}e card in capital fashion. In
the display of their skill and prowess the Red and Blue machine suffered only one decisive setback, that coming at the hand of Virginia Tech while
David on College, of the Old
orth State, carried back a 7 to O killing after one
of the prettiest and cleanest contests ever witnessed in the local football arena. Overbalancing the losses were triumphs over Lynchburg College, Catholic University,
Hampden-Sidney College, \Villiam and :\Iary College, \Vake Forest College, and
Randolph-;\Iacon
ollege.
Aside from the shift, in which Kleve ahl and T uckols figured, with the exception
of occasional substitutions, the line remained intact throughout.
In the backfield,
however, so long as Snead was at halfback Jones and Towill alternated at quarter
and Towill and nead alternated at halfback; and not until near the dose of the
season did Coach Dohson succeed in combining his back field in such manner as to
produce the maximum strength.
He then had in Jones and Ziegler at halfback
positions two ripping chargers with Snead at full, a skilled transporter of the pigskin,
Towill operating at quarter and taking his turn kirting end .
In thi s quartet Richmond had an exceptionally versatile backeld, there being two
brainy quarters in Jone5 and Towill; two accurate drop kickers in Ziegler and Towill;
three forward passers in Jone , Ziegler and Towill ; besides having Snead who in all
probability will uccecd Captain Broaddus next year in the punting department.
Early season contests were played in weather rather warm for football, which
militated greatly against the pigskin art. In fact the weather conditions on the da}
of the Wake Forest battle were the only truly conducive conditions for football the
whole fall and the way the Red and Blue ripped through the Old Gold and Black
only goes to suggest what might have been under favorable circumstances .
.
Little trouble was experienced by the Dob onites in 11·inning the sea on's opening
game from Lynchburg College, 27 to 0. Ziegler scored the first touchdown of the
season and otherwise distinguished himself as did Carter and Broaddus in charging
across the line. Jones registered the longest run of the day, which was for 29 yards.
Arnold of Lynchburg was the outstanding Hilltopper.
After having been rushed off their feet for the first ten minutes of play by Catholic
Univer ity th e week after in Washington , in which the Washingtonians scored a
seven-point lead, the indomitable will of the Spiders asserted itself in keeping the
Red and Blue goal from being crossed again and in pushing the ball to within three
yards of goal where, holl'ever, a ne,v backfield failed to penetrate the trong Catholic
defense. Here Towill ·tried for a drop kick but Langhan blocked, whereupon 1Iurphy
assayed to punt out of danger but missed the spiraling OYal, the ball going behind the
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line where Broaddus recovered, in a free cramble, for a touchdow n. On the next
kickoff Catholic "U" punted immediately and another "steam roller" began on Spiders'
35-yard line which stopped on the home team's 18-yard line. Towill then dropped
back 12 yard and with airtight defense before him toed the oval through the middle
of the uprights for three points and the deciding units. Only three minutes remained
of the game yet this was long enough for the Red and Blue to plant the ball on the
carlet' 3-yard line when the whistle blew.
Richmond's 28 to O score over her hereditary foes, the Hampden- idney Tiger ,
was not a satisfactory as the decisive count indicates. Having won her two previous
conte ts and recognizing in the 1 iger a weaker eleven the Red and Blu e was handicapped by a noticeable overconfidence, which was not sluffed off but after Jones
skirted end for 21 yards late in the first half, a real offensive started.
A large crowd of fans was treated to one of the neatest and snappie t battles ever
witnessed on the local gridiron, when the piders yielded to Davidson \Vild cat 7 to 0.
A weak offen e, which was more than off et by an airtight defense, characterized the
Red and Blue play. The defeat was no disgrace as the Tar Heels placed on Richmond' checked field a team well balanced from end to end, with a fast but heavy
backfield; an ele\'en lithe in its every movement and skilled in the strategy of the
pigskin art, and a machine with a scrapping spirit bearing out the Wild Cat in tinct;
yet considering the character of the game it evinced a meeting of two elevens of
In this game Richmond' s supposed ly weakest point, the
porting gentlemanliness.
center of the line, proved her stro ngest, Booker, Bethel and Price doing great service,
uckols subbing making a showi ng that gai ned further recognition.
with
Norfolk and nearby Tide\\ ·ater Virginia cities gave the Spider-Indian game there
October 30th a rou ing reception; however, since William and :.\Lary had charge of
arrangements for staging the classic, the major part of the crowd had a hunch that
the Indians were to return to their " ·igwam the victors . "IVlonk" White, one of the
best halfbacks in the state, was ha! ted in his famous ?\Iarathon attempts, which was
responsible in large degree for the William hu rger 's humiliation, the team being built
around the squirming speed artist, and his failures being his team's failures. For the
time being the Indians could not accept the 13 to O defeat but the immediate opinion
of the impartial spectator~ ettled, at least for another year, the well-established fact
that the better team won, although that team was outweighed . Carter scored the
first touchdown when by herculean effort he burst through the line and blocked Close's
punt square and following up fell on the ball behind the line. The other score wa
made on a pass, Jone to Snead, which skidded over several arms before "Hobbie"
checked its flight. One other dean score was mis ed when Jone muffed Towill's
wobbling pass behind the line. The nearest the Driverites got to coring wa to the
25-yard line.
Getting warmed up slowly Richmond gave way foot by foot to Virginia Tech's
heavy machine, which outweighed the Spider twent y pounds to the man. First down
following first down as the visitors swept on, not , however , without finding a staunch
foe before them in the Red and Blue who yielded in such a manner as to cause Tech
to use four attempts for each first down, the last before the first touchdown placing
the ball on the 9-yard line. That it took five down for the Techmen to place the
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bail just on the line shows the brand of defensive ball Dobson's men were playing.
Parrish blocked blindly Broaddus ' punt on the H-yard line, the ball bounding to the
1-yard line from where it went over on two attempts. "Lybrook to Parrish" was
responsible for the other score. Old Red and Blue produced its only thrill towards
the close of the third quart er. Snead brought the kickoff back from the 5 to 33-yard
line whrn a bad pass lost 11 yards. Broaddus punted, Sutton mishandling and
Snead recovering on the -l-5. Two yards were gained but a penalty lost 15. Here
Jones assayed to forward pass but was covered by two Techmeri whom he skillfully
evaded, spiraling the ball quickl y upfield to the left where Carter gobbled it in for a
total gain of 3-J,yards.
It was on the vVake Forest game that Dobson got his strongest backfield arrangement and the Spiders held the upper hand throughout, winning 20 to 7. Supposedly
the Red and Blue was weakened in the game by the absence of Carter but again as
on one other occasion they were stronger than usual and there is no telling what would
have been the result with the veteran in.
ever before during the season, either
because of more formidable opponents or because of things not just panning out right,
did the Dobsonites exhibit the ripping line playing as in the Wake Forest contest or
the vicious backfield charging or the variety of display in maneuvers as were seen in
the semi-final battle. The whole backfield had the stuff and the line opened up holes
marvelously which as the same as saying that the seventeen men to get into the fracus
showed up better as a unit than ever before. Rabenhorst, All-Southern, All-South
Atlantic, and All-State fullback was the outstanding figure on the field due to his
"rep" and his playing.
The Spiders piled up a 62 to 7 count against Randolph-Macon in the curtain
affair Thanksgiving Day , however because the Jackets on defen e refused to charge
the line they became scattered in the secondary defense making the offense of the
Spiders lack the cleanness of the Wake Forest game in so far as opening holes was
concerned. The Jackets got a great deal of joy out of their one touchdown that confessedly riled the Red anrl Blue. Fift y-two yards were covered on two plays, the
officials handing out a penalty of 32 yards to the visitors when Randolph's long pass
bounded off the head of Diggs as Jones and Diggs pursued the pass with their backs
to the ball, there being not the slightest evidence of any violation of the rules. The
next pass, Randolph to Edmunds, for 20 yards and goal, however, would have been
good any day and anywhere.
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~tati.stir.sof 1921 ia.skrt iall ~ra.snu
Cap tain
. .. Manager
. 0iach

..... .. . .............................
R. Courtney l\Iottley ..........
. .. .. ............
Clare nce Hill ales ..... . . ... .. . ......
.. .. . .........
....
.
Frank ~I. Dobson ... .... ........
CAGE R S WHO WON

LETT E RS.

R. Courtney l\lottley ... . ... . ... Forward and Guard
William A. Ziegler .. .. ..... . .. . Forward
.. .Forward
.Fray .... . ..................
Center
G. A. Carlton ... . .............
Guard
Thurma n B. To\\'ill ...........
Guard
Ralph Bethel ..... .... .........
THE
Dates
January
January
January
January
January
January
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February
February

STORY l

BLACK A

D WHITE

-

Oppo nents Spiders
Qui nts
Court
35
24
Y. W . C. A.
15-1\Iedical College of Virginia . .......
. . 33
Charlottesville
15
niversity of Virginia ... . .......
1939
Lynchburg
20-Elks of Lynchburg ................
23
16
21
Lexington
21- \ Vashington and Lee ... . . . ........
57
Lexington
18
l\lilitary Institute .........
22-Virginia
piderdom
28
..
..
30
................
College
lon
27-E
Spiderdom
2-Church Hill A. C .... . .. .. .. . .. . .. 39
23
Norfolk
21
31
+--Park View of Norfolk .... . ........
5-J.
orfolk
3-J.
5-Rob nors of orfolk . . .............
-J.1
Spiderdom
-J.0
9- Richmond At hletic Cl ub .. .. . . .....
Spiderdom
30
................. 9
11-Hampden-Sidney
Williamsburg
20
45
12-William and l\lary ..... . ..........
30
piderdom
22
....................
1+--Wake Forest
26
39
Spiderdom
College of Virginia ........
17-;\ledical
39
Spiderdom
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
19-Randolph-l\lacon
piderdom
38
. .......
23
22-William and :'.\lary ........
Spiderdom
30
. 35
2+--Univer~ity of Virginia . ... .. ......
590

-HS
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By

CHAS.

F.

LEEK.

HERE are two alternatives at hand for the consideration and treatment of the
1921 basketball season, one, a choice to overcast the season with its customary
embellishments and the other to face and express bald facts. In choosing the
latter alternative let it be known that little pleasure, except that pleasure which
comes from frankness, is derived from admitting that as a whole the season
Nevertheless it was a disappointment that was not void
was a disappointment.
However, in the consideration of the above
of features of a glowing nature.
admission let it also be understood that handicaps other than from playing
deficiencies were faced by the Dobsonjtes.
The explanation of this statement is not intended as an alibi; Spiders do
not offer alibi, they give no quarter and ask none. But the above admission
In the first place therefore the team was
would be ambiguous without further consideration.
disappointing from the standpoint of ganies won and lost, there being but four victories by the
Red and Blue a again t fourteen defeats.
1aturally
The lack
this disappointment was contributed to by certain obvious conditions.
of an adequate playing floor was no little drawback in rounding out a team and the fact that
the Spider quint did not have on its roster one skilled basket shooter placed more than one
contest on the wrong side of the won and lost column. And then when the team was going at
it best and there were prospects of winning games, especially from rival teams that had previously beaten Richmond, the disqualification of Varsity men who failed to make the fair requirement in class work for an athlete, punctured the bubble.
However, what the team lacked in equilibrium it made up in scrap and what it lacked in
the ability to score baskets it redeemed with guarding of the first magnitude; in fact had there
been some one to produce points the guarding of the five would have been of the winning brand,
for the ability to work the ball to within strik ing distance by able floor work was a cherished
possession also.
Mo t striking examples of los es bec,1use of the basket shooting deficiency were games
with Virginia, \Vashington and Lee, Elks of Lynchburg, Park Vie,;1Norfolk, \Vake Forest, and
with the Medical College and "William and Mary in the second '¥1mes with these two teams.
At the beginning of the eason in games on the annual up-state swing the Spider team
And again
bowing , which extended to the Elon game.
made one of its best consecutive
beginning with the Wake Forest game, another spurt was made . In this series the one victory
does not typify the brand of ball the Red and Blue played, for against Wake Forest, William
and Mary, and Medical College, the Dobsonites played their opponents to a standstill and in
quint but lost because of that
the second Virginia game actually outplayed the Charlottesville
inability to rim the ball. Likewise in the second \Villiam and Mary game Richmond's scor ing
from scoring di tance wa equal to that of the Indians but the Spiders had no pla yer who could
compete with the distance shots by the Indian forwards, which won the game for the Driverites.
Possibly the season's g reate st achievement for Coach Dobson's cagers came in the final
It came in the first few
game of the season, which was with "Pop " Lannigan's Virginians.
minute of play when the Red and Blue produced a burst of spee d that overcame a 12 to l
lead which the Orange and Blue had secured with little trouble. That spurt made the boys
from Charlottesville panicky and called for three consecutive conferences on the part of the
visitors while the Richmond galleries filled the gym with a thunderous applause and the wearers
of the Red and Blue assumed an offensive station, throwing the Virginians on the defense.
Two extra period contests, both of which were won by the Spiders, are on their record, the
first being with Elon College and the second with Richmond Athletic Club, the latter contest
Beside Richmond Athletic Club and
using three extra periods before the issue was decided.
were the other victims of the Spiders.
and Randolph-Macon
Elon College, Hampden-Sidney
For the first time in the history of the U niver sity all home games were played on the
campus, the quint using the chapel hall through the generous consent of the officials. This
gave a decided impetus to basketball and with the progress now being made on the construction
of the Roger Milhiser Gymnasium, which will be second to none in the South, 1922 prospects
Likewise the seasoning of green material of this year will naturally
are exceedingly bright.
bring out men who can overcome this seaso n's handicap; in fact in Fray, a Freshman, the
Spiders have a real find.
Captain Mottley is the only man lost to the team by graduation, Zeizler being captain-elect
for next seaso n, with Carlton and Towill in all probability to return. Yet while a number of
first str ing men will be back, every place on the team, under the Dobson system, will be open
to warm competition.
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192il iasrhall @Jtatiatirs
Hugo Blan kingship .....
John Milton Newton ....
Frank M. Dobson ...........

. .......

. ......................

Captain

. ............................

Manager
. .. . Coach

. ... .. ..................

''R" MEN AND THEIR STATIONS.
Hugo Blankingship ....................................
Catcher
Hobson Snead . . .....................
. ............
..... Pitcher
Millard L. Skaggs ......
.... . .........
........
Pitcher and Fielder
F. N. Bowles ... . . .. .... . ..... ......
..... .. ......
First Baseman
Richard C. Walden .............
.. .........
..... Second Baseman
Waverly E. Jones .... ..... .... . ......
.... ..........
... Shortstop
Thurman B. Towill. .... .... ................
..... Third Baseman
Harry Carter ...........
. .......................
Center Fielder
T. B. Turlington .......
. .........................
Right Fielder
~

SCHEDULEOF CONTESTSAND RESULTS.
Time
March
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
May
May
May
May

Diamond
Spiders
Boulevard
Park
2
Boulevard Park
2
1
Boulevard Park
Petersburg
8
Stadium Field
9
Boulevard Park
4
12
Boulevard Park
- Ashland
2
Farmville
10
Williamsburg
6
Boulevard Park
5
Boulevard Park
7
3
Boulevard Park

Nines
Opp.
31-Maryland
..........
.
...
. .. . 5
State
3-Lafayette
College ..................
5
8-Richmond
(Professionals) ......
. .. . 10
10-Petersbu rg (Professionals) .........
2
1-1--Union Theological Seminary . .... .. . 6
21-Medical
College of Virginia .. . ......
5
23-Medical
College of Virginia .........
8
2--l--Ra ndolph-Macon (Champio nship) ...
7
28-Hampde n-Sidney (Championship) ... 4
I-William
and Mary (Champio nship) .. · 1
5-Hampden-Sidney
(Championship) ...
2
10-Randolph-Macon
(Championship) ...
2
12-William
and Mary (Championship) . . 1

71

58

STANDINGOF CHAMPIONSHIP IN E. V. I. A. A.
University of Richmond. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
William and Mary .........................
Randolph-1\Iacon ..... . ..... . .. .... ........
Hampden-Sidney . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

W.

L.

P . C.

5
4
2
1

1
2
4
5

.833
.666
.333
.166
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iBrtrf.a
nf Q;a1nr.a
By

EDITOR.

March 3 ; Boulevard Park:
After holding :\Iarrland
tate for five innings Richmond allowed, by loose fielding,
five run to cro s plate in next three frame . Thick-headed base running militated
against further
pider coring.
Score br innings:
Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-2
+ 3
~Id. State ...............
0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 0-5
6 2
Battery:
kaggs and Blanking hip.
April 3, Boulevard Park:
A quintet of mi cue were so distributed as to give Lafayette College a victory.
Carter, by two catches after long runs and two throws that nipped adventurous
Pennsylvanians, wa the fielding star. Thirteen putouts were flies and neither \Vaiden, Jone or Towill had a grounded chance .
Score by innings:
Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0-2
7 5
Lafayette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 0
0 0 0 0 1-5
7 4
Battery: Snead and Blankingship.
April 8, Boulevard Park:
Lee Gooch's professionals handily defeated the Spiders. Towill, Jones, Walden,
Chamblin, Bowles and Blankingship figured in three lightning double plays that
checked further Colt scoring.
April 10, Petersburg:
Walden opened up a vicious attack in Peter burg with a
fence. Towill handled seven chances flawle sly.
Score by inning · :
Richmond ......
. ........
0 2 3 0 0 0 2
Petersburg Pros ..........
. 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Battery: Ziegler, Snead, Skaggs, and Blankingship

double against left field

0 1-8
0 0-2

7
3

6
7

.

April 1+, Stadium Field:
The Spiders toyed with the Union Theological Seminary nine in a swatfest which
the Spiders won easily. Skaggs won fame with a circuit drive sending two in ahead
of him and gave his team an unpassed lead. The hit was possibly the longest seen at
Stadium Field.
April 21, Boulevard Park:
By a masterly ninth inning rally Red and Blue reached within one run of the
Iedical College's five-run lead by making t,1·0 run ; but with second and third
occupied and one out an intended bunt on a squeeze popped up to third and a double
play re ulted, giving the awbones the game .
April 23, Boulevard Park:
In every way the Spiders secured sweet revenge over the Medicos by trimming
them in a swatfest. The fourth inning was a circus with eleven Red and Blue men
batting and batting hard. Turlington's one-handed stab of a drive over first was
the feature.
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Score by innings:
Richmond ..............
2 0 0 7 0 2 0 1 x-12 1+ 5
Medical Col. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 2 1- 8 8 4
Battery: Snead and Blankingship.
April 24, Ashland:
Too much "Ben" Davis and the Ashlanders' ability to fathom the Spider
hurlers was responsible for the loss of the opening championship battle. Turlington
got the only Richmond hit. Davis fanned eleven and the Jack ets were wild on offense
and ti gh t on defense.
Score by innings:
Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0-2
1 5

R. M ........

. ......

.. .. 0 0 0 0 3 2 2 0 x-7

8 3

Battery: Skaggs, Snead, and Blankingship.
April 28, Farmville: Hampden-Sydney:
Richmond made enough runs in the second inning to cinch the game. Jones, Snead,
Turlington, and Carter led in the bombardment throughout the Death Valley combat.
May 1, Williamsburg:
Plunging into every inning for an advantage the Spiders whipped the William
and Mary Indians on their own stamping grounds. The victory was decisive, Love
being allowed to score through being ignored in attending to the final batters. Henning distinguished himself by a sensational catch of a fly.
Score by innings:
Richmond ...............
2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1-6 7 2
W. and M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1-1
6 6
Battery:
May 5, Boulevard Park: Hampden-Sydney:
Snead barely missed a hitless game, with the aid of airtight work by Bowles,
Walden, Jones, and Towill, the two hits coming in the last frame. Timely hitting
put Spiders en bases and wildness by Brennanan helped advance them materially.
May 10, Boulevard Park:
Richmond qualified to battle in the final games for the Eastern Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic Association by outclassing Randolph-l\Iacon, hitting Davis' offerings to good advantage. Bowles showed class at first, his footwork over the bag being
very clever. Snead was effective.
Score by innings:
Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1 0 2 4 0 0 0 x-7
8 3
R.-M. . .................
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0-;2 4 5
Battery: Snead and Blan kingship.
May 12, Boulevard Park:
A large crowd witnessed Richmond win undisputed claim to the championship
over William and Mary, in a spectacular contest . Both teams had come to the final
game on even term in one of the prettie t races in years. No superiority was shown.
Carter's timely double with Jones and Turlington on the paths was the deciding
factor. Snead's pitching and fielding was a masterly bit of defensive play. Skaggs
played left field. The infield failed to crack once.
Score by innings:
Richmond ...............
0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 x-3
7 2
W. and l\I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0-1
7 2
Battery: Snead and Blankingship.
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COACH

F. M.

DOBSON.

ASEBALL like track had gone back since 1917, but not nearly so far
as the latter. And Spiderdom realized as in track that the last chance
to gain a championship in the Eastern Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic
~----!!!"Association
was at hand and every effort was put forth to realize that
l ambition.
Conditions were not so bad, in o far as material was concerned,
for of past Spider teams several men _were availabk.
Carter alone
of the \\·onderful 1917 outfit with Blankingship of the 1915 and 1916
clubs were the only veterans on hand but everal players of experience reported. Of
these were Skaggs, a pitcher of 1918 and 1919; Jones and Towill, infielder , of 1919;
and Pollard and Patterson , who al o played on the team of 1919.
That the competition for places was warm can be attested to by the fact that the
two latter men , who had won letters in 1919, could not make regular places.
After a long session of tryouts the class began to show itself and from the Freshmen, Snead and Turlington gained permanent berths. Snead was especially useful
as a pitcher and his record of five victories in as many championship games stands out
as the greatest single achievement in this branch of sports since my coming to Richmond in 1913. His work in the outfield when not pitching was also of high class value.
?-"

The high light in defensive play was the work of Towill at third base. His
fielding and throwing was close to the standard set by Mac Pitt and his work in
this department played a big part in our winning the championship.
One other man's playing was noteworthy . It was that of Captain Blankingship
behind the bat. Much of Snead'~ effectiveness can be attributed to Hugo's judgment.
His throwing to bases cut off many a runner, not only stealing but napping as well.
Bla.nkingship's hitting was timely and his all-around work stamps him as one of the
best captains produced by this branch.
Skagg's pitching was inconsistent although he twirled a few excellent games. In
the last championship contest he acquitted himself well in left field.
Bowles at first and Walden at the keystone sack, both members of the Sophomore
class, showed class in their respective positions . Bowles' development especially
was noticeable.
Jones played a very good fielding game but was particularly clever at the bat and
running the bases.
Much credit is due the infield, which never "cracked" once, for its part in the
championship.
Carter's work in center was not up to the standard set by him in 1916 and the
comparison made this very perceptible. Two timely hits and several accurate throws
to the plate , however , helped greatly in the big games.
Turlington, playing right field, demonstrated a dash of speed in fielding and
was sure of his offerings.
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irutual nf 1920
IDrark
By

COACH

FRANK

M.

DOBSON .

HIS season can best be summarized as the Revival of Track and Field
Athletics at the Oniversit y of Richmond, after having been put aside
for several reasons, several of which could not be controlled by the
coach, athletic association, or student body. During the war period
this form of inter-collegiate sport was at a standstill and for that
reason alone, the Varsity team of 1920 fell below the standard of
previous teams and made it a herculean task to develop a creditable
squad . HmYever, because of the way the candidates applied themselves,
,f their performances in face of the noted handicaps, the 1920 track
.
teams · vvere the most remarkable that I have ever coached.
To begin with the winter term, we were unable to derive any benefits from indoor ·
work, since the city armories were not available. This put us back further, for it
meant that in order to maintain the records of our past teams in the Eastern Virginia
Intercollegiate Athletic Association meets we would have to cover the entire program
in the spring. And since it was to be our last chance to compete for the track trophy
against the teams of the association, who combined total points had never equalled
ours , we were particularly anxious to keep a clean slate.
So far as veterans were concerned we could boast of only one and only one man
who had earned a track letter, or who had ever been a member of a previous track
squad. Captain "Burley" Spencer with his fine record for faithfulness and ability,
was all that was left of the great track teams of 1916 and 1917.
The rest is a story of what can be done by long, hard hours of work in which
the compulsory track program for Freshmen showed up to great advantage. With
the beginning of the spring term the class work for Freshmen was started and the
records show that more than one hundred and thrity men took part in the class work
and the elimination contests for places on the Varsity.
Two events were taught each week and at the end of each week trials and finals
for the college championship, took place, the first five men in each event competing
further for places on the Varsity. The Freshmen, with the advantage of personal
coaching and compulsory work, were able to win the college championship and in the
·
tables that follow, the score by classes and individuals will be found.
These events aroused enthusiasm, developed a fine class spirit, and served another
great purpose in being the means of developing the track team of 1920, a nucleus
for future years.
Only a few marks made were creditable but the competition was keen. The
college meet lasted for several weeks and gave each contestant an opportunity to
show his best. The Freshmen met Fork Union Military Academy in a dual meet
and made an excellent showing against "Mac" Pitt's Cadets. The first year men
won by a small margin after a hard struggle, the score being 42 to 39. The prep
school boys showed the effects of Coacb Pitt's efforts and the University is fortunate
to get several of these clever athletes.
Following these games came the season's climax, the Championship Meet of the
E. V. I. · A. A., which was held at Stadium Field. A perfect track in every respect
gave the men a chance to do themselves justice . Five · colleges were represented and
the largest number of. entries in any association meet were present.
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The score shows that we \\·ere shut out of only two events of the fourteen and
that in most of them we scored heavily.
Three individual stars. so far as scoring was concerned, were brought out in the
meet. Smith, of Hampden-Sidney, duplicated Liggan 's feat of 1917 by winning the
century, furlong, and quarter; ho\\ ever, he did not approach the marks of the former
Spider captain in any event. Following this closely was the triple win of Captain
Spencer of the Spiders whose victory in the two-mile, one-mile and half-mile events
will stand for a long time. In the field events Clo e of William and 'Iary won the
shot put and discus. His shot fell 3 1-2 feet short of Durham's record while his di cus
throw of 1 JO feet 3 inches was the outstanding field performance.
Sullivan of
Roanoke approached note with a fairly good throw of the javelin.
With Carlton, pole vault winner; "\Villiams, first in the "lows"; Towill, a successful field events man; and Spencer, the Spiders' high point man, all in camp plus
all the other point winners, with few exceptions, the 1921 prospects are bright.
Since this meet was the last to be staged by E . V. I. A. A. it is interesting to
note the records held by former Spiders: Lee Liggan-100- yd. dash, 10 1-5; 200-yd.
dash. 21 1-5; +-1-0-yd. dash, 5-l-. Cliff Goode-broad
jump, 20 feet 4 1-2 inches.
Walter Durham-120-)d.
hurdles, 16-l--5, and shot put 39 feet 6 1-2 inches.
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DUAL

MEET

WITH

CADETS.

This meet was a close as the score indicates, and brought the 440 run into the
limelight by making that event the deciding factor. It was a beautiful run, Brann
leading until near the fini h when A. M. Smith by a burst of speed slipped by and
Richmond came up to tie Brann for second.

(F.), R. A. Williams (R. ), Thompson (F .). 11%.
100 Yard-Wolf
220 Yard-\iVolf (F .), R. A. Williams ( R. ), Thompson (F .) . 26¼.
HO Yard-A. :\I. Smith ( R.) , Brann (R.) and Richardson tied second. 6-1-.
(F.), Price (R.), Bishop (R.). 2 :34¼.
880 Yard-Parker
One ~\Lile-Price (R.), Cosby (F.), V. 0. Smith (R .) . 5:30.
.:VI. Smith ( R. ), Murry (R.), Wilkins (F.) . 21%.
Low Hurdles-A.
(120)
(F .), :'.\lurray (R.), Fray (F.) . 18 ft . 2~i in.
Broad Jump-Wolf
(F .), 0. C. Jone s (R .), Tarrent (R.). 5 ft.
Running High Jump-Siegfried
( R. ), Weeks (R .), Bishop ( R .). 35 ft. 4% in.
Shot Put-Wolf
(F.)-Fo rk Union after each name.
(R.)-Richmond;
F.
. .... . .. . .... . ........
Wolf . ........
A. M. Smith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
, ... .............. 5
Price . .. . .........
Williams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Murray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Siegfried . 7 . . • . • • . • • . . . • . • . • . . . . . • . . • S
Parker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Cosby . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Thompson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Bra1nm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Bishop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Wilkins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Fray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Tarrent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
V. 0 . Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

s
5

s
3
3

5

5

s

20
10
8
6
6

5
3

3
3

2
2

1

2
2
1
1
1

1

-1-2
Officials- Director , Coach Dobson.
Timer, Spencer.
Judges, Blankingship and Bro adus .
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Jun 11.;rllrnir
Qlounrtl
KAPPA ALPHA
R. E. Garst.

PHI KAPPA SIGMA
H. W . Riley.
PHI GAMMA DELTA
R. S. Bristow.
KAPPA SIGMA
R. T. Price.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
A. lVI. Duval.
SIGMA PHI EPSILO
L.B. Smith.
THETA CHI.
J. T. Tuck<:r.
LAMBDA CHl ALPHA
P. B. McDaniel.
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",.,.,.,c:,;71
ca.• .. v,.

l\lpqa
1Kappa
ACTIVE

Washington and Lee University
University of Georgia
Wafford College
Emory University
Randolph-Macon College
University of Richmond
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Southwestern University
University of Texas
University of Tennessee
Davidson College
University of North Carolina
Vanderbilt University
Tulane University
Centre College
University of the South
University of Alabama
Uouisiana State University
William Jewel College
College of William and Mary
Westminster College
Transylvania University
University of Missouri
University of Virginia
State University of Kentucky
Mercer University

CHAPTERS.

Johns Hopkins University
Millsaps College
George Washington University
University of California
Leland Stanford University
Georgia School of Technology
Hampden-Sidney College
University of West Virginia
Trinity College
North Carolina State College
Missouri School of Mines
Bethany College
College of Charleston
Georgetown College
Delaware College
University of Florida
University of Oklahoma
Washington University
Drury College
Maryland State College
Southern Methodist University
Saint John's College
University of Arkansas
Oglethorpe University
Oklahoma A. and M. College
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KAPPA
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ALPHA

il(appaAlpqa
Founded at \ Vashington and Lee niversity December 21, 1865.
Eta Chapter Establi hed at niver of Richmond in 1870.
Flowers: i'.\iagnolia and Red Rose.
Colors: Crimson and Gold.
Publication: "Kappa Alpha Journal".
FRATRES

I r FACULTATE.

H. H. Seay, B.A., Ph.D .
R. C. Astrop, B.A.
C. ~I. Chichester, B.A., LL.B .

W . A. Harris, 1 1.A., Ph .D.
H.B. Handy, B.A., M.A.
J. H . Barnett, Jr., B.A., LLD.
FRATRES

Frank Bentley, Jr.
R. E. Garst
B. T. Gunter, Jr.
A. M. Smith
l\Iitchell
G.
Pledge:

I,

COLLEGIO.

C . l\I. Tredway
\V . A. l\lc r eill
S. L. Flournoy
R. W. Andrews
F. S. :Miller

J.

C. Fray
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1KappaJ\lpqa
M. Addison
Geo. Ainslee
C. B. Antrim
W. A. Bagley
H. B. Baker
R. 1. Baker
T. M. Barber
C. W. Beale
\V. \V. Beverly
K. S. Blackwell
\V. H. Blair
L. F. Blanton
J. B. Blunt
]. H. Bocock
J. M. Bo sieux
Bruce Bowe
C. C. Bowe
H. S. Bowe
M. C. Bowling
D. Q. Bridge
E. S. Bronson
A. B. Mroock
I. C. Bruce
A. S. Buford
C. R. Burnett
E. P. Buxton
T. B. Byrd
]. B. Cabell
I. E. Campbell
L. B. Cann
C. P. Carr
S. H. Carter
H. Cary
Jame Caskie
- J. A. C. Chandler
G. L. Chumbley
M. A. Cogbill
P. H. Cogbill
]. A. Coke, Jr.
C. C. Coleman
E. P. Conquest
F. W. Corley
A. B. Cosby
G. P. Craighill
M. B. Craven
G. H. Culberson
E. S. Currie
S. Cutchins
A. E. Donnan
H. E. Doyle
F. W. Duke
W. D. Duke
H. G. Dunn
L. H. Enslow
D. J. Fatherly
J. M. H. Fitgzerald
P. \V. Fore
T. D. Gibson
R. E. Glover
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FRATRES IN URBE.
T. C. Gordan
P. s. Grant
B. J. Gray
Julian Gunn
E. M. Gwathn,cy
H. H. Gwathmey
R. R. Gwathmey
\V. P. Cwathmey
J. A. Hagan
J. M. Hagan
R. L. Harris
J. S. Harrison
A. L. Hart
John Hart, Jr.
A. L. Hawse
W. H. Higgins
A.H. Hill
G. W. Hodgson
C. E. Holderby
J. F . Howison
P. \V. Howle
P. M. Hundlev
J. M. Hurt
•
S. R. Hurt
J. M. Hutcheson
N. Ingram
S. L. Ingram
H. C. Irby
H. A. Jacob
\V. B. Jerman
F. S. Johns
D. B. Jona
A. S. Jones
J. McK. Judkins
A. A. M. Keith
B. S. Lackland
E. C. Laird
\V. Lancaster
\V. W. LaPrade
C. B. Lathrop
C. P. Lathrop
\V. Lawton, Jr.
Robert Lee
P. D. Lipscomb
C. M. Luck
C. B. Luck
R. M. Mavbee
\V. A. Mehegan
T. W. Midyette
R. W. Miles
C. G. Miller
H. R. Miller, Jr.
T. N. Mi ll er, Jr.
R. F. Miller
Tames Moncure
R. L. Montague
J. N. orris
C. P. Moss
Tnhn Movler
Edward McCarthy

F. P. McConnell
F. T. Norvell
W. L. O'Flaherty
R. M. Page
H. C. Parrish
W. J. Parrish
J. B. Patton, Jr.
J. D. Patton, Jr.
C. D. L. Perkins
J. T. Pharr
A. T. Pitt
N. H. Pitt
]. G. Porter
]. G. Potts
J. M. Potts
Reginald Potts
E. D. Price
F. H. Redwood
\V. S. Robertson
E. L. Roden
Douglas Roden
D. H. Rucker
Edward Ryland
W.W.
Sale
E. A. Saunder , Jr.
G. W. Sawin
R. E. Scales
H. C. Schmidt
M. C. Seldon
A. M . Sh ipp
G. G. Smith
H. H. Smith
E. \V. Spencer
]. L. Stern
C. ~'. Stevens
G. W. Stevens, Jr.
H. Stockdell, Jr.
T. ]. Stubbs, Jr.
f. B. Swartout
R. C. Taylor
D. W. Waddey
J. S. Walker
J. E. Warriner, Jr.
H. E. Weiseger
T. S. Wheelwr ight
C. E. Whitmore
1. C. \Vhitner
G. B. Wickham
]. T . Wightman
]. G. Williams
R. W. Williams
C. K. Willis, Jr.
C. R. Wi nfree
T. T. Winfree
C. E. Wingo
T. F. Witt
F. T. Wood
F. C. \Voodward
Coleman Wortham

Jqi 1Knppn
@,igmn
ACTIVE

Alpha ...............
Delta

. . . ......

.....................

Epsilon .................
Zeta ........

. .......

. .........

. ... . .........

Io ta ....

. ....

. ......

. ... . ... . Wahington
. ..........
. ....

. ......

. ........

. University of Pennsylvania

.. .............
. ................

Eta .....
Mu .....

CHAPTERS .

. .......

. .................

. .. Frank lin and Marshall College

. ............

. . . .. . ........

and Jefferson College

... .. . Dicker on College

. .........

. .........

.. ..........

U niversity of Virgi nia

. . .. .... Columbia U niversity

. . .. .....

. ... . ... Tulane University

Rho . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . niversity of Illinois
Tau . .........
.. .......
. ... .. ........
.. .. . . . .. .. .. Randolph-~Iacon College
psilon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . orthwestern University
Phi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . niversity of Richmond
Ps i . . .... . ....................
.. ..... . ... . .......
Pennsylvania State College
Alpha Alpha ......

. .. . . . . . ....

Alpha Gamma ...........
Alpha Del t a .....

.. ........

. .... Washington and Lee University

. ... . ... . . .. . . .. . ... . . . . University of West Virginia

. ......

. .....

. ..........

. . . ........

Alpha Epsilon .. . .. . .....................
Alpha Zeta .........
Alpha Theta

.....

.. ... Armour Institute of Technology

. ................

. .. . ...........

University of

. ..............................

Alpha Iota ............

. ..........

Alpha Kappa . . ...............

.. .. . .. . .. . .....

Alpha Lambda ....................
Alpha Nu ...............

1aryland

. ... Universi ty of Wisconsin

. ..........
. ........

. .. . Vanderbilt

. .. . .........

. ........

Alpha Mu ...................

. . . Univer ity of Maine

niversity

University of Alabama

. ........

University of California

. . Massachusetts Institute of Technology

. . . . . .. . .....

. ........

Georgia Sc~ool of Technology

Alpha Xi ........................................

. ......

Purdue University

Alpha Omicron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

niversity of ;\lichigan

Alpha Pi .....

University of Chicago

. ...........

Alpha Rho ...............

. .......

. ...................

. ..............................

Cornell

Alpha Sigma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alpha Tau
Alpha

.............

. .....................
. .....

. ........

niversity of 1Iinnesota

. .. Leland Stanford University

psilon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Alpha Phi ... . ..............

niversity

. ........

niver ity of Washington
State University of Iowa
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Jqt il(appa~tg1na
Founded at the

niver ity of Pennsylvania , October 19, 1850.
PHI CHAPTER.

Established at Richmond College in 1873.
Flower:

Colors : Old Gold and Black .
Publication:

Goldenrod.

"The Phi Kappa Sigma News Letter."
FRATRES

W. S. Mc

IN

FACULTATE.

eil, B.A. , Ph .D., LL.D.

FRATRES

I~

L

COLLEGIO.

Garland Gray

T. T. Ruffin

F. S. Barrett

J. T. Knight

J. P.

J.

R. L. Ylann

C. H.

R. C. Mottley

R. C. Walden

J. C. Puckett
H. W. Riley

W. A. Ziegler

S.

J.

Adams

G . Bell, Jr.

R . : \I. Copenhauer
H. H. Edwards

H . A. Ford

adler, Jr.
ales

:\I. A. Weaver

T. L. Ruffin
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Jqi 1Kappa~igma
FRATRES
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.... ..........
Alpha-l'psilon
. .... Ames, Ia.
. ... .. ......
I. S. C.-"Ame s" . ... . .. ... ..... ......
Alpha-Phi .................
.. ..... Syracuse, N. Y.
. . . ......
Svracuse University ..............
Alpha-Chi ..................
J.
~ew Brunswick,~:
Rutger s College .... .. ......................
. ...........
Alpha-Psi ......
. Manhattan, Kan .
.....................
X. S. A. C.-"Manhattan"
Alpha-Omega ... . ..........
State College, Pa.
Pennsylvania State College .... .. . ...............
Beta-Alpha .................
. . . . Seattle, " '!sh.
Univer ity of \Va hington .... .. .. . .. .. ........
Beta-Beta . .................
.. ..... . .. Lawrence, Kan.
. ........
Univer sity of Kan sa s .........
Beta-Gamma ...............
Albuquerque, N. Mex.
. ... University of 1ew Mexico .................
Beta-Delt:i .... . ........
• •Cleve land, 0.
. ..........
.. .\Ve stern Re se rve U niver sity . . .........
Beta-Ep silon ..... . .......
Dallas, Tex.
Southern Methodi st University .......................
Beta-Z eta
Champa ign, II!.
·.:::·.:: University of Illinoi s .............................
Beta-Eta .:'.'.'.'.·.·.'.:'.'.
·· ··· . ltha ca_. N\\'~ ·
• .. •••• •• .•••••·••
Cornell University .........
Beta-Theta .................
,is.
Beloit,
. ...........
.. ................
Beta -I ota . . . .. .. ... . . . . .... Beloit College . . ......
. .. Adan.ta, G a .
. .......
.. ..............
Emory Univer ity ........
Beta-Kapn ~·. ... . ...........
1o.
... ... •• .. ••• • .St. Lo~is,
... Wa shington Univer sity . . ...........
Beta-LambdJ . ...........
Tex.
Aust1.n,
.......•........
.
............
.
...
s
Texa
of
ity
Univer
.
..
Beta- fo ................
. Corv~lhs, O;.e·
College .....................
. ...... Oregon Agricultural
Beta-Nu .............
~ladison, "1 s.
U niversity of \Vi sconsin . . ..... . ...................
Beta-Xi ....................
. .... :'orman,. Ok la .
.. .......
University of Oklahoma.: . . .. .......
Beta-Omicron .... .. . ........
Pl11~ae~lph1a, Pa .
.. ..... . ......
University of Penn sy lva111a. . ......
Beta-Pi ....................
Colorado vp nn gs, Colo.
Colorado College .. .. .....................
Beta-Rho . . ... . ... . .........

Page One fl 1111dredSeventy-three

Page One Hundred Seve11ty-fo11r

. Founded at Univen-ity of Virginia March 1, 1868.
OMICRON CHAPTER.

Re-established at Richmond College, 1901.
Flower:

Color: Garnet and Gold.
Publications:

"Shield and Diamond," and "Dagger and Key".
FRATRES

A. H. Blankingship
\V. R. Broaddus
J. L. Durham
p__M. Duval

Lily-of-the-Valley

J. W.

IN COLLEG10.

Ellet

0. L. Hite
R. E. Lewis
".I. H. McCall

C. W.
ewton
R. T. Newton
F. W. Malde

Page One Hundred Seventy-five

Jt il(appaAlpqa
FRATRE

C. Atkin on
R. L. T. Beale
\V. B. Blanton
H. W. Blanton
R. A. Brock
E. L. Berni s
J. K. Bowman
0. E. Buckholz
J. H. Brant
J. A. Cabell
J. W. Cabell
M. A. Chamber , Jr.
R. T. Coleman
W. C. Coulbourne
E. P. Cox
I. G. Craig
P.. J. Duval
H. G. Duval
T. B. Duval
R. C. Duval
G . A. Edwards

Page One llundred Se.enty-six

R ..

IX

RBE.

Elli

J. X. Gardner, Jr.
J. G. Frazier
J. T . Graham
H. C. Gregory
G. i\I. Howard
L. Hodges
A. }I. Kimbrough
N . B. Langhorne
H. Leach
J. L. Leary
?. W. Lee
\V. B. Lorraine
H . . ~Iann
W. H . ~Iann, Jr.
w. w . ;uartin
C. W. l\Iontgomery
E. D. :\Ioore
W. A. l\IcGee, Jr .
\V. D . Porterfield
D. L. Power

T. H. Rice
1. C. Roe
A. V. Rusell
W . K. Saunder
W. S. hackelfor<l
W . A. hepherd
C. A . tedman
R . A. tewart, Ph .D.
0 . Swineford
C. E. Talman
R. W. 1ador
H. Taylor ·
W. L. Tiller
J. A. Tipton
T. P . Trigg, Jr.
T . B. \ Vashington
D . . ·watkins
R. :\Icl. Whittet
R. . Wingfield
D. D . Wright
G . D. \Vright

ratrruity
~i91na J~i itpnilnu 1J1
ACTIVE CHAPTERS.
. . .... Univer ity of Richmond
.... ......
Virginia Alpha · ·• • • •• •• .•.• .... ... .. ... ............
\Ve~t Virginia University
.. ...............
.... .. .. ................
\\'est \'a Beta ... ........
.. Universitv of lllinois
.........
...
.
.
..
....
.
.
......
.
...
.
.......
.
...
•
...
••
...
.•
lllinois Alpha
Colorado Alpha • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . niversity -of Colorado
. . . . Univers ity of Penn sy lvania
. ..........
Delta . .. •• ..........................
Pennsylvania
\O\'illiam and Mary College
. ...........................
Virginia Delta ......................
North Carolina A. & E. College
.. ...................
ar olina Beta ..... . . .. ... .' .......
~orth
Ohio Northern University
. .... ..... ... ... ......
. . .........
Ohio Alpha ... •• . . . ... •• .........
Purdue University
..... .........
. .•....
.... .. . .......
. ............
lndiana Alpha . . .........
. Syracu e University
. . ......
New York Alpha ..............................................
.. .. . . \,Vashington and Lee University
.. .......
... ......
Virginia Epsilon .... .................
.... ..... Randolph Macon College
. .... . ........
. ..... . ........
\'irginia Zeta .... .. . . .......
Georgia School of Technolog y
......
.
.........
..
..
...
.. ......
Georgia Alpha .... ... . . ........
Delaware State College
.. . .. ....................................
Delaware Alpha ...........
. ... .. ..... ... ... . .... U niver sity of Virginia
.......
......
.. .......
Virginia Eta ... ... . ......
Univer ity of Arkan sa
. ...........
. ...•....
Arkan sa s Alpha .... . ...........................
Lehigh University
. . . . .. .......................
......
......
Penn sy lvania Epsilon ............
Ohio State University
......
.. ........
......
. . . .. ... .......
.. . . ..........
Ohio Gamma ......
niver sity
Norwich
Vermont Alpha .........................................................
Alabama Pol y technic In stitute
. .......................
.. ........
Alabama Alpha ..... . ......
. .. . . Trinity College
.... ..... . . ... . ...............
North Carolina Gamma .... . .............
.. . .. . . . ... . .. . Dartmouth
. ... .... ... .... ................
~ew Hamp hire Alpha .. . . . .......
niver sity
. . . George \Vashington
. ...................
Di strict of Columbia Alpha ............
University
Baker
.
.............
.................................
.....
.......
.
Kan sa Alpha
University of California
. .. . .... ... . . .........
alifornia Alpha ... . ..... .. . ... . ... ..........
Univer ity of 1 ebraska
. .......
.... ..... . .......
. .. ...........
1 ebraska Alpha ..............
tate College
shington
\Va
........................
.
....
.
.......
..
.......
..
Alpha
\\ ' ashington
.. ... Ma sac hu etts Agricultur e College
Mas sachusetts Alpha ..................................
.. Cornell University
.. ..... ......
.. .... ......
. ...................
New York Beta ..........
U niversit y of Michigan
.. .....................
Michigan Alpha .............................
Iowa \Ve sley an College
Iowa Alpha .........................................................
Denver University
............
....
............
..
..........
...
.
..
...........
.
.
Colorado Beta
University of Tenne see
. .... ... . -~- ...................
Tenne ee Alpha ...................
.. .... . . . •. .. ..... .... ... .. ... • ... • . ... • U niversit y of Mi ssouri
1i~sotiri Alpha ... . ..........
.. ... . . • ... . .... • • . • • • • .. • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • •Lawrence College
......
......
....
Alpha
sconsin
\Vi
. . Penn sylvania State College
. . • • • • • • .........
.. ...................
Eta ........
Pennsylvania
Ohio \Ve leyan Univer ity
....
...
.......
..
.......
....
..
..... ......
......
Ohio Epsilon .......
College
. . • ... • • . . • • • ... Colorado Agriculture
. .. . .. ...........
Colorado Gamma ............
. University of Minnesota
. .. ........
......
..... ...............
Minnesota Alpha .............
. .... .. ... . . • ... . • . ... • . .. • • ... • • ... • · ... • • .. Iowa State College
. .. . ......
I owa Beta .......
of Iowa
.. ..... ... ..... ... .. State University
. .. .... .........
Iowa Gamma .................
. ..... . .. •• . .. ••• .. •• ..... •• .. University of Montana
. ...........
Montana Alpha ............
College
... • . ... . ..... Oregon Agriculture
. ... ......
Oregon Alpha . . . . ... . . .. . ... . ..........
College
. .... . .. .... ... .. . . .. ... ... .. .... .. ..... Kan sa Agriculture
Kansas Beta ............
· · ..... · · .... · .. ··O klah oma A. & M. College
.... . .... . ...............
Oklahoma Alpha ......
U niver sity of \Vi scon sin
.. .... . .... .. ... . ........................
Wisconsin Beta .............
• • ..• • • ... • • ... · · ... · •. . . niver sity of North Carolina
North Carolina Delta ..................

Pag e One lJ u11dred Se'Venty-se'Ven

Page One Hundred Seventy-eight

~igma Jqi 1.Epnilou
Founded at Richmond College in 1901.
ALPHA CHAPTER.

Flowers: American Beauties and Violets.
Colors: Royal Purple and Red.
Publication: "The Sigma Phi Spsilon Journal."
District Deplty: J. E. Woodward.
FRATRES

F. W. Colona

F. A. Brown
H. S. Bergert
R. B. Gayle
U. H. Mills
E. H. Snead

IN COLLEGIO.

T. W. tephens
B. T . Turlington
J. B. Bradshaw
Seth Gayle
E. G. Jeffreys
L.B. mith

H. C. pencer
C. C. Thompsont
H. A. Wright
J. N. Wright
t Pledge.

Page One Hundred

Se'Venty-nine

@,igwuJqi 1Ep
nilon
FRATRES

D. C. Ashton
T. R.Aaron
H. P. Bayler
R. C. Berry
M. G. Billups
S. L. Billups
J. B. Bradshaw
Anderson Bland
R. E. Blankenship
D. W. Bowles
J. C. Bristow
S. B. Brown
F. Z. Brown
B. F. Brown
F. W. Brown
F. A Brown
J. W. Cammack
C. W. Carneal
J. H. Cato, Jr.
0. L. Clark
T. D Clements
J. D. Clemments
C. W. Colonna
A C. Cooper
W. J. Crawford
W. H. Crosswell
E.G. Currin
J. M. Currin
W. S. G. Dulin
E. B. Dunford

Page One Hundred Eighty

IN URBE.

R. W. Eanes
H. V. Percival
\V. S. Eanes
Charles Phillips
R. D. Garcin, Jr.
W. L. Phillips
G. G. Garland
B. P. Pettus
J. V. Gary
H. H. Redfield
R. B. Gayle
G. S. Richard on
Seth Gavle
H . C. Spencer
W. C. Galleher , Jr.
W. E. Sullivan
H. H. George III
C. W. Sydnor
J. W. Gearing
B. E. Timberlake
H. G. Graves
C. W. Throckmorton,
W . S. Greene
R. J. Throckmorton
W . E . Harvey
L. W. Throckmorton
C. M. Hull
D. G. Tyler
W. G. Jackson
L. B. Tyson
Rev. C. A Jenkins, Jr.
J. T. Tyson
C . B. Jones
E.G. Wall
J. B. Kite
C. L. Walp
W. P. Lewis
D. J. Walton
W. S. Long
C . H . Watkins
F . G. Louthan
L. H. Williams
R. J. Martin
Rev . R. M . White
W. F. Meininger
T. E. Woodward
E.W. Miller
. F . W. Wingett
M. R. Mills, Jr.
G. V. Wray
U. H. Mills
Westley Wright
W. W. Mountjoy
H. A Wright
G. H. Nash
J. N. Wright
E. K. Patterson
George H. Yow
T. B. Pearman
Representative Pan-Hellentic Council
J. B. Smith

Jr.

ACTIVE

CHAPTERS.

Alpha .....................
.. .............
... ..........
Norwich University
Beta ...................................
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Gamma .. .. . ...........
. .....
. .......
.... ... ... . ... ... University of faine
Delta ........................................
Rensselar Polytechnic Institute
Epsilon ............
... ..............
.........
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Zeta ..........................................
New Hampshire State College
Eta ..... : .......................................
Rhode Island State College
Theta ............
. .......................
l\liassachusetts Agricultural College
Iota ...................................................
Colgate University
Kappa ........................
.. ................
. University of Pennsylvania
Lambda ......
. .........................................
Cornell University
1\/Iu ...............................
.. .........
. .... University of California
u .............................
.....
.. .. ........
Hampden-Sydney College
Xi .....................................
... ..........
University of Virginia
Omicron .......................
. ..........
... ...........
Richmond College
Pi ......................................................
Dickerson College
Rho .....................................
. ......
. ... .. University of lllinois
Sigma .......
. ..................................
Oregon Agricultural College
Tau .................................................
University of Florida
Upsilon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ew York University
Phi .......
. ..............................
North Dakota Agricultural College
Chi ..........................................
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Psi ................................................
University of Wisconsin
Omega .........................................
. Pennsylvania State College
Alpha Beta .........................................
University of Pittsburgh
Alpha Gamma ...............
. .................
. . .. .. University of Michigan
Alpha Delta ...........
. ............................
. ..... Purdue University
Alpha Epsilon ....................................
Leland Stanford University
Alpha Zeta .........................................
University of Rochester
Alpha Eta ......................................
University of orth Carolina

Page One H,mdred

Eighty-one

Page One Hundred Eighty-two

Founded at

orwich University, 1856.

OMICRON CHAPTER.

E tablished at Richmond College, 1915.
Flower:

Colors: Red and \Vhite.
Publication:
FRATRES

T. :\I. Alderson, Jr.
S. H. Bennet, Jr.
P. J. Bundy
H. L. Carter
E. B. Robertson
M. R. Sale

Carnation.

"The Rattle."
1

T

CoLLEGIO.

C. ~I. Clay
R. R. Orrell
W. H. Pettus, Jr.

J. C . Repass
\V. E.

J.

cribner
T. Tucker

Page One Hundred Eighty-three

FRATRES

H. G. Allen
E. G. Ancarrwo
R. C. Ancarrow
J. H. Beazley
J. E. Burns
R. Calvert
H. L. Carter
T. M . Carson
F. Combs
]. F. Cropp
N. T. Crossley
]. F. Ferneyhough
W. L. Foley
Dr. C. H . Graham
J. Heinz
E. B. Hazelgrove

Page One Hundred Eighty-four

IN URBE .

] . W. Huffman
C. C. Johnson
R. B. Lawrence
C. H. Leubert
]. S. Ligga n
W.]. Moll
W. P . Macks
L. W . Morton
L. Miller
B. A. Mcllhaney
S. W. Owens
W. I. Owens
W.R. Payne
0 . A. Pollard
M. B. Porter
L. G. Por ter

P. G . Perdue
G . W . Shepherd
G. B. Simpson
W. A. Simpson
E. A. Smith
A. L. Steele
S. Sutherland
H. C. Timmins
]. T. Tucker
H . A. Wall
S. H. Ellyso n
P . W . Orchard
]. K. Richardso n
W. ]. Sydnor
C. W . Thompson
C. W. Calvert

1Jjamb~aQlqi Alpqn
ACTIVE
CHAPTERS.
Alpha ...............
.... ...............................................
-Boston University
Ga':1ma ................................................
Massachusetts
Agricultural
College
Epsilon ... • • ... .. . . ..........
... ..........
.......
................
U niersity of Pennsylvania
Zeta ..........................
. .. .... ..... .. .... .......
... ... .. Pennsylvania
State College
Iota · · • •. · · • •. · · ... · · ... • • ... • • ... • • .. . • • .. . .. . ........................
-Brown University
Lambda ........
........
......
.........
..........
. .. .. Massachusetts In st itute of Technology
0
~~;;
•..•·•...
· :•· ·•· ·•. •·. •·• .·: · •·. •···•·••·· •. •...• •·•·..••.........
•·•·•·•·. •·•·•·•·•···
•·• •·•• •·•·. ••·
•·•·•·•·•·•·
Phi . ......···.•·•··
.......................
.........
. Worcester

·'::1~;rr~~,~
~~;~~:-~f;;
Polytechnic

Institute

~:t~r_o_n_.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
·_·.·. ::::: ·.:: :: ·.: ·. ·. ·.:: ·_: ·. ·.·. ·_·.: ·. ·.u ~i~~~rt;e~f
Tau ... • • ... • .......
. ............................................
Washington
State College
Eta .. . ... . . .........
..........................
. ............
. ... Rhode Lsland State College
Theta .. . • • ..............
- .................................
. .... .. .... . . Dartmouth College
Up ilon .. . . • ..... . ... ... ..... ...............
.. ........
. ......
.. -Louisiana State Un!vers\ty
Xt ... • • ... • • .. ... ... . . ......
. . .. .......
. .........
......
.. . ..... .... . . De Pauw Umverslty
Chi ...........
. ...............................
.... ...................
University of Illinoi s
Omega .. ... -· ...............................................
Alabama Polytechnic In st itute
Kappa .................
.. .........
.. ... .. ..... .......
.......
... .............
Knox College
u .......
.. ..........
. .... ... . .........
. .... . .... .. ................
University of Georgia
Rho ..... . .... ... ..................................
........................
. Union College
Psi ..........
. .......................
......
.............
........
.. ......
Purdue University
Alpha Alpha .....
.. ..............
... ... .......
.. ...........................
Butelr College
Alpha Gamma ......................
. ...........................
Un iversity of South Dakota
Alpha Epsilon ........................................................
. Harvard University
Alpha Zeta ... ..........................................
. ...............
Colgate University
Alpha Iota ........................................................
Northwestern
Unive rsity
Alpha Lambda ...............................
. ................
Oregnn Agriculturai
College
Alpha Beta .................
. ......................................
Unive rsity of Wisconsin
Alpha Sigma ......
. ....................•.
.. .........
.. .............
Cumberland University
Alpha Phi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Univers ity of Alabama
Alpha Delta .....................................................
Missouri School of Mines
Alpha Pi ............................................................
University of Denver
Alpha Omicron ............
.. ..........................
..... .........
University of Indiana
Alpha Mu ......................
. ............................
.. ..... - . University of Texa
Alpha Tau ........................................
.. ..................
Iowa State College
Alpha Eta ........................
.. .. ........................
Oklah-,ma A. and M. College
Alpha Theta ....................................•..................
Franklin and Marshall
Alpha Upsilon .....
. .................................
- - ..........
•• .... Syracuse Univer ity
Alpha Xi ..............
... ........................................
Ne~ Hampshire College
Alpha Chi ........
.... .....................
... .......................
Ri chmond U niver sity
Alpha Omega ................................
... .... .. .... . .. .. ..........
-Ohio Univers ity
Alpha Kappa ..............
. ...................................
· · . .. · · . . .. \,Vaba h College
Alpha
lu ... .... ...........
. ..................................
\Vestern Re serve University
Alpha Rho ............
.. ........................
... ........
.. .. ........
. ... Colby College
Alpha Psi ..................
.. ..............
......
........
. ......
Univer: ity of_ \Vashington
Gamma Alpha ... . ... .. ..............
. .................
.. ............
• U01vers1ty of Akron
Gamma Gamma ................
. . ................
. . ...............
University of Cinci nnati
Gamma Epsilon ......
.. ... . ..........
. .......
... .... .. .........
. . - Gniversity of Pittsburgh
Gamma Zeta . . ........
. .. ... .............................
\Va •hingt~n and Jefferson College
Gamma Iota ........
.. ...................
- ... - - .......
• • • ... • .... •
. Denison University
Gamma Lambda ..................................
. .................
U ni versity of Chicago

Page One Huudred Eighty-five

Page One Hundred Eighty-six

Founded at Boston U n(vexsity, November 2, 1909.
ALPHA CHI ZETA

Established at Rochmond College, Maq, 1918.
Flower: Violet.

Colors : Purple, Green and Gold .

Publications "The Cross and Crescent" and "The Purple, Green and Gold" .
FRATRES IN COLLEGIO.

Withers Massie, Jr.
William E . Hatcher
Dudley George
W . J. Harahan, Jr .
Donald M. Wilkins
·j·Everett Bryant

Paul M . McDaniel
Donald P . Lynch
tJohn Allen
Albert A . Klemsahl
·j·Pledged.

Page One Hundred Eigh ty- seven

atqtJ\lpqa
1.Gamhha
FRATRES

Gate W. Kidd
J. F. treet
H. E. Eacho
J.B. Loving
J. F. Hafling

Page One Hundred Eighty-eight

I

RBE.

D. Temple Allen
A. Buford Luck
Scott Henning
C. :\I. Caravatti
E. R. ~Iickle
\V. B. Loving

J. R. Brame
W. A. Pollard

J. W. Williams, Jr.
H. C. Shotwell
J. C. Kidd

IDuuil(uppuAlpqu
DEBATI

G AND

FORE

SIC FRATER

ITY.

Founded at Indianapolis, Ind ., May 13, 1908.
Established at Richmond, 1917.
FRATER

IN FACULTATE.

T. ]. Moore, B.A., LL.B.
FRATRES

IN

CoLLEcr

o.

R. F. Edwards

W.

B. U. Davenport

R. F . Caverlee

J. R. Johnson
.r\.. H. Blankin gship

R. L. Mann

E. B. Willingham

]. G. Tarrant

W . A. McNeil

ACTIVE

University of Alabama
University of Arkansas
Bethany College
Butler College
University of Cincinnati
Clarke U niversity
Colorado College
University of Denver
Dickinson College
Emory and Henry College
University of Illinois
Indiana University
Kentucky University
Lafayette College
Lawrence Univer ity
Louisiana State University
Miami University
Middlebury College
University of Missis ~ippi
Monmouth College
Muskingum College

. Beehler

W. G. Keith
]. H. Miller

CHAPTERS.

University of North Carolina
Occidental College
Ohio University
University of Oreg on
· niversity of Pennsylvania
Purdue U n iversity
P andolph-Macon College
Rhode Island State College
U ri versity of Richmond
St. Lawrence University
Southern California College
University of South Dakota
Southern Methodist College
University of Tennessee
Trinity College
University of Utah
Vanderbilt University
Wabash College
University of Washington
Westminster College

Page One Hundred Eiglity -nine

Page One Hundred Ninety

®mirron111.elta
il(appa
Omicron Delta Kappa Honorary Fraternity at the University of Richmond came
as no ash from the clear sky but attributes its being to a natural development and
evolution. Just where and when the basic idea was conceived i unsolvable as several
strands have contributed to the thread that eventually, in the fall of 1919, brought
together such student spirits as J. L. Lane, S. T. Bowman, and R . A. O'Brien with
the early induction of Faculties H. B. Handy, Frank W. Dobson, and F. W. Boatwright, into what was known as the Chi Eta Upsilon (local) Honorary Fraternity,
the purpose of which was to band together men "who had attained a high standard
of efficiency in collegiate activities", into an organization which in turn would
actively but unostentatiously labor for the betterment of Spiderdom.
Having this
purpose at Richmond the Chi Eta Upsilon responded to the call of affinities and
on ............
. ... . petitioned the Omicron Delta Kappa (national) Honorary
Fraternity in National Convention at \Vashington and Lee
niversity and receiving
favorable action on its petition arraged for installation exercises, which took place
Saturday, :'.\Iarch 12, 1921, at which time General Secretary of Omicron Delta
Kappa Carl Fisher of Baltimore officiated. and on behalf of Omicron Delta Kappa
granted a charter to the local group to constitute the Epsilon Circle of Omicron Delta
Kappa. Omicron Delta Kappa was organized at Washington and Lee in 191.J., and
granted charters later to circles at Johns Hopkins, Pittsburgh and Davidson before
installing the Epsilon Circle at
niversity of Richmond.
ACTIVE

R.
A.
E.
W.

F. W. Boatwright
F. M . Dobson
H.B. Handy
D. W . Hartz

ALUMNI

:\lE:srBERS

J.

11E:\1BERS.

A. O'Brien
H. Blankingship
B. Willingham
R. Broaddus

OF CHI ETA
IN OMICR O

UPSIL ON ELIGIBLE
DELTA KAPPA.

W. E. Jones
C. F. Leek
H. A. Ford
R. F. Caverlee

FOR INITIATION

Lester Lane

H. :'.\l. Thomas

\Vm. :H. Pettus

S. T. Bowman

Paqe One Hundred Ni11ety-011e

Page One Hundred Ninety-two

iGoralJJrraternitie.a
Petitioning Nationals

J4i ilrlta @mrga
IDriJl1i

Page One l/u11dred

i11ety-t/Jree

Paqe 011e Hundred Ninety-four

Jqiirlta

®mrg~

Founded at Richmond College in 1916.
Flower Daffodil.

Colors Green and Gold.
FRATRES

B. U. Davenport
P. K. Dudley
F. E. Edmunds
W . R. Gladding
E. A. Harrison

1N CoLLEGIO

D. W . Hartz
H. R . Hutchinson
J. R. Seward
R . L. Seward
V. 0 . Smith
FRATRES

P. C. Adams
L. M. Latane
F. L. Butler, Jr.
W. T. Clements
J. T. Coburn
R.H . Dowdy
J. H. Fanney

.

W. M . Smith
W. T. Townsend
G. H . Wescott
W. H . ·woolfolk

IN ALUMNI.

\V. ":\I. Godwin

G . F. Smith, Jr.
W. F. Mat thews
J. H. Poteet
A. G . Sage
B. P. Seward
W.R . Silvey

W. S. Beazley, Jr.
L. 0 . Snead
S. P. G. Spratt
J.E. Trainum
C. M. Tucker
G. M. Turner
D. E. \Vesterman

Page One Hundred Ninety-five

Page One Hundred Ninety-six

IDrtJqt
Founded at the University of Richmond
Colors: Blue and \Vhite.

I 917.
Flower:

FRATRES

\V. L. Ball
F. C. Baugh
R. F. Caverlee
\V. S. Drewry
V . R. Goode

111

Cream Rose.

rrs CoLLEGIO.

·1·R. L. Harris, Jr.

P. . Jester
W. L . l\lahaney, Jr.
R . T. Marsh, Jr.
G . C. Patterson

John Prince

J. H . Saunders

:u. H. Sea>Aell
W. R. outhward,
T. B. Towill

Jr.

-j-Pledge .
FRATRES

F . L . Albert
B. F . Anderson
]. F . Barnes
W . S. Beckett
G. G. Burnett
C . I. Cavenaugh
A. C. Cheetham
H. L. Claude
l\I. R. Comb
A. B. Cook
G. \V. Diehl

ALUl\l

' I.

S. W. Duke
YV. A. Hall

R . A . Hibbs
E . C. Hoover
H. G. Hubbard
0. C. Jones
C. T . Kincanon, Jr.
]. B. Kincanon
R. L. Lacy
J. L. Lane
A. W. Perkin , Jr.

L. R . Ramsey
]. A. Robbins, Jr.
C. H. Robin .on
H. A. Russell
H. P . Simpson
Taylor Smith
\V. L. Tiller
G. W . Toms
Joseph Weeks
B. K. Skinner
. D. Turner

Page One H undred Ninety-se<Ven

Page One Hundred.Ninety-(ight
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Wqr~tu.bent~nurrnmrntA.a.anriatinn

STUDENT

rnNATE.

.... President
.....
K B. Willingham ............................
R epresentative at Large
Hugo Blanking hip .. . .. . ..... ... ..........
... .. . ... R epresen tative at Lar ge
. ........
H. A. Ford ............
.... ... .. ·. . ..... R epresentative at Lar ge
Frank Bently .............
. Repr esent at ive at Lar ge
: ............
Ru sh Loving ...............
Sinior Cl ass
...................
..
..
.
...
.
............
Sale
C. H .
. . . . . .. Juni or Clas
.. ............
R. E. Garst .. . . . .............
. ... Sophomore Class
. .........
. ........
D. W. Wood ...........
... . . Freshman Cla ss
J. C. Bri stow .. . .. . .... .". .. . ...............

.. , ..•.
H.1,mjr.etf.
Pa_qe T'IJ.,'O

irhattug nub 1J1nrru
ntr Qlnuurtl
R . F. Edwards ..........
H. B. Ha ndy ... . ....

. . . ....
. .....................

Phi lologian
Oscar L. H ite

.. . . . . ... . . .. .. . .. .. .....

. .. . .. . .. Secretary

. ... .. .. .. .......
R. F. Edwards
l\Iu Sigma Rho

Faculty Advisor

12. U . Davenport
• . :lliam Ellyson

Paqe Two Hundred One

Page Two Hundred Two
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E. C. Harrison

. . . .........

..............

C. F. Leek . . .....

_fC~urch Affiliation
lB1ble Study Classes
Membership
. .........

D . W. Hartz ..... . .....................
. ........
R. S. Bristow ...........

R. S. Booker .. . ................

R. S. Sadler .. . .................
. . . ........
0. L. Hite ..........
Secretary of Missions
CABINET.

. .... . .. . ..... President
Hugo Blankingship .........
Vice-President
M . L. Skaggs .......................
C. G. Carter .. . ............................

OFFICERS.

I. :IH!.(lt. A.
Secretary
Treasurer

Employme ~t
. . . Music
. .. Entertainme nt
. ......

. ........
.. ·......

Page _Two Hundred

Four

ilinintrrial Annnriation
R. S. Booker ....

President

. ..............................

P. E. Brame ......................
.. .. . .........

. Vice-President

. ............................

Secretary

D. E. Wood .....................................................
C. L. Caldwell ....

. . . ....

.....

.........

. . ........

......

. ...............

W. B . Johnson ...........................

... ........

Trea urer

A sistant Secretary

MEMBERS.
E. Alley
B. Anderson
F. Barker
S. Booker
\V. N. Beehler
A. H. Blankinship
P. E. Brame
K. E. Burke
C. L. Caldwell
H. R. Carlton
W. R. Carner
C. G. Carter
E. T. Clark
R. F. Caverlee
P. J. Chung
C. H. Coleman
W. J. Crowder
H. S. Cummin
H. H. Davis
I. C. Deaner
T. A. Dekle
G.D. Eubank

R.
H.
A.
R.

M Fox
T. Goode
A. Harris
A. Harrison
\V. C. Hender on
R. L. Hightower
H. S. Johnson
J. R. Johnson
\Y. B. Johnson
W.R. Keefe
W. G. Keith
L. \V. Kersey
R. J. Kirby
C. F. Leek
R. E. Lewis
W.R. Loving
R. W. Mapp
J . H. tiller
B. E. Mitchell
A. R. Moody
B. H. Moody
B. L. Mozingo
N.
H.
T.
E.

D. E. Murray
L. C. Northern
S. R. Orrel
L. A. Parker
G. C. Patterson
E. H. Puryear
H. \V. Riddle
Jos. Rotella
R. S. Sadler
J. R. Saunder
D. Slabey
W. V. Smith
E. S. Snead
G. D. Steven
T. B. Towill
\V. T. Vandever
G. C. Venable
\Y. L. \Vhite
E. B. Willingham
D. E. Wood
A. E. \Ve! h

Page Two lltt11dred Five
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RICHMONDMEETS TECH GREAT TRIUMPH OVER
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C. W. NEWTON
0. L. HITE
K. E. BURKE
P. H. DAVIS
M. L. SKAGGS
Exe. Editor
Asst. Bus. Mgr.
Asst. Editor
Asso. Editor
Asst. Editor
PEGGY
CATHERINE
E. B. WILLINGMARY FUGATE
BUTTERFIELD
SPICER .
HAM
Bus. Mgr.
Exe. Editor
Editor-in-Chief
Editor-in-Chief

Wqrflraarugrr~tnff

VIRGINIA
NEWBILL
Asst. Editor

W. E. HATCHER
Asso. Editor

RUSH LOVING
Bus. Mgr.

B. U. DAVENPORT
Asso. Editor

Page Two Hundred Eight

l\lp4a J4t 1£pniloulliitrraryeorirty
Mu Sigma Rho (Charter Chapter) .
Colors: Garnet and Green.
:Motto:

Flower : Red Rose.
Mousa, Sop hia, Rh etorica .
OFFICERS .

Fall Term.
T_ M. Fox .......
. ........
President
M. L. Skaggs ..... . ... Vice-President
B. U. Davenport ........
.. . Secretary
Bee Stockton ......
.. ...... Treasurer
W . B. Johnson . . .....
E. -T. Clark ...........

Winter Term.
.. . . ......
President
D . E. \Vood ...........
Vice-President
H. H. Davi .. ... ..........
Secretary
Bee Stockton ..............
Treasurer

B. L. Skaggs .....

Spring Term.
. ..... President
A . B. Clarke ...............
Vice-Preside nt
Bee Stockton ... . .........

Secretary
. Treasurer

MEMBERS.

I. 0. Beatty
B. A. Brann
J. P . Broaddus
L. C. Carlton
E . T. Clark
A. B. Clarke
J. P. Coleman
B. U. Davenport
H. H . Davis
P. H. Davis
A. J. Eastwood
William Ellyson, Jr.
N. M. Fox
R. E . Garst
Seth Gayle

J. B.

Gordon

J. B. Guthrie
T. A. Harris
E. A. Harrison
M . H . Harwell
T. W. Hundlev
R. Johnson ·
vV . B. Johnson
W.R . Loving
M. H. McCall
B. C. McCary
W. A. McNeil!
L. P.. Parker
L. M. Phippins
R. T. Price

J.

John Prince
E. H. Puryear
B. T. Quillen
A. B. Rudd
M. L. Skaggs
A. G. Smith
A. M. Smith
C. . Snead
Bee Stockton
T. G. Tarrant
A. E. Welch
L. M. Whitehurst
H. S. Whitted
E. B. \Vilfr1gb am
D. E. Wood

Pag e T'U:o Hundred

Nine

Page Two Hundred Ten

Jqtlolngian1.Gitrrary
~orirty
OFFICERS

R.
C.
C.
R.

Fall Term.
F. Edward s .............
President
H. Sales . . .. . ...... Vice-President
V . Bishop .. . ..........
Secretary
S. Sadler .......
. ......
. Treasurer

.

Winter Term.
C. H. Sales ... . ............
President
0. L. Hite ............
Vice-President
H. W. Riley ...............
Secretary

Spring Term.
K. E. Burke ..........
. .... President
0. K. Burnette ..... . .. Vice-President
C. W. Newton .............
Secretary
MEMBERS.

R.
G.
P.
C.
K.

E . Alley
G. Atkins
E. Brame
V. Bishop
E. Burke
0. K. Burnette
A. F. Barker
S. W. Bristow
A. H. Blankenship
]. B. Blanks
Clarke Caldwell
H. R. Carlton
W. R . Carner
C. G. Carter
R. F. Caverlee
C. H. Coleman
H. S. Cummins
I. F. Chu .

R . F . Edwards
H. H. Edwards
vV. D. Frazer
T. E. Gilbert
W . C. Henderson
0. L. Hite
C. Y. Hui
R. L. Hightower
Y. l\11. Hodges
H. :.VI.Herman
E. C . Healy
S. W. Johnson
Warren G. Keith
Randolph Keefe
C'. F. Leek
R. W. l\lapp
B. E. l\I itchell
]. H ...'.\Iiller

R. T. Marsh
R. W. Nuckols
C. W. Newton
Rufus Newton
G. C. Patterson
W. H. Price
H. W. Riddle
H. W. Riley
J as. Rotella
R. S. Sadler
C. H. Sales
R. L. Seward
Lewis Shackett
G. D. Stevens
T. B. Towill
H.P. White
K. E. Winder

Page T,uJo Hundred Eleven
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Page Two Httndred T'mrteen

Page Tv:o Hundred Fo1trtee11

~lee (!tluh
FIRST

FIRST

ORS.

SECOND TE

TENORS.

N . M. Fox
R. C. Walden
P. M. McDaniel
A. B. Clarke

H.
T.
R.
H.
G.

BASSES.

A. Ford
S. Dunnaway
T. Marsh
W. Riddle
C. Venable
SECOND

E. M. Johns.on
H. S. Cummings
W.R. Carner
W. B. Johnson
Joseph Rot ella
C. Y. Hui

BASSES.

R. S. Booker
D. W. Hartz
M. L. Skaggs
W. T. Price
B. E. Mitchell
OFFICERS.

Dr. F. Flaxington Harker .. . ....................
.. ..........
M. L. Skaggs ................
N . 1\1. Fox ...............................
Co
University of Richmond

... . .. . Director
.' . ... .. ..... President
... . Business Manager

CERTS.

Fredericksburg

Lynchburg

Page Two Hundred Fi/tun

~lrr QHuh(@u~rtrttr
"Dick" Walden ...........................
· ...................
"Jitney" Ford ................
"Nelson" Fox .....................................
"Dink" Hartz ....................................
REPRESENTATIVE

. .. . ....

First Tenor
Second Teno.r
. First Bass
Second Bass

SELECTIONS.

"Bile 'em Down"
"Ski1rni-mi-rink"
"The Heart of a Rose"
"Sail on Silvery Moon"
Track"
Railroad
the
on
"Sat a Cow

Page Two Hundred Sixteen

Page Two Hundred Se'Venteen

Colors Blue and White.
OFFICERS.

A. H. Blinkingship . . .........................
~- ..................
President
R. C. Walden .... ... .. ......
..... ........
...........
. .......
Vice-President
J. P. Sadler, Jr ..................
."...................
Secretary and Treasurer

YI EMBERS.
R. Andrews
H. Blankingship
L. Ball
B. Bradshaw
K. Burke
E. Cocke
P. Cohen
W. Crowder
B. Davenport
W. Ellyson
G. Freedley
S. Flournoy
S. Gayle
P. George

Page Two Hundred Eighteen

E. Harrison
M . Harwell
T. Ha ynes
H. Herman
:11.Hutchinson
L. Jacobs
E. Johnson
R. Loving
M. Luby
R. Mann
Mills
B. Moody
Pa ssamareck

Ratcliffe
I. Rifkin
M . Rosenthal
H. Rucker
A. Rudd
J. Sadler
M. Seawell
W. Trevillian
J. Tucker
R. Walden
M. Weaver
E. Willingham
L. Whitehurst
S. Hhitehurst

Page Two Hundred Nineteen

0TILLIDN
CLUB
HA

FORD

PREsmtNl:

EASTE:;R

OPENING
DANCE

HOP

MARCH TI-!IRTIE'.TH

: SEPTrM8tlHW[NTYNIHTII

TRAY-8(](STUDIO

JfJTf:RSONHOTCL

THANKSGIVf
NG·

MIO-WINTER

HOPS

DANCES

NOVEMBER
TWf/fTYF/fTH

JANUARY TWENTTRl?ST

ANO TWENTYSIXTH

f£8RVARY TW(NTYfJFTH

J£ff[RS(111 HDT£L

TRAY-BOY
STUDIO

FINALS
JUNE: f OUli'TH ANO nrTH

COUNTRYCLUBor VIRGINIA
Gu i3

Page Two Hundred T<t.unty
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Pag e Two Hundred Twenty-one

~rqool Qeluh
IDrnining
<trqntqnm
Colors Orange and Blue.

Motto Do It or Bur t.

Favorite Song: "Hang John Brown to a Sour Apple Tree ."
OFFICERS.

President
R. S. Bristow ........................................
Vice-President
. . .-.......................
C. F. Leek ............
Secretary
. .... . . . ................
W. C. Hender on .............
Treasurer
. ..........
J. R. Saunders ............................
Annual Representative
G. A. Carlton .............................
Press Reportt'T
A. G. Smith .....................................
:MEMBERS.

R. S. Booker
R. S. Bristow
0. K. Burnette
G. A. Carlton
W.R. Carner
T. E. Gilbert
W. C. Henderson

Page Two Hundred Twenty-two

C. F . Leek
Spiu g
L. C. orthern
Roy Orrell
W . H. Pettus
H. M. Riffe
J. R. Saunders

A.G. Smith
V . 0. Smith
W. M. Smith
C. N . Snead
T. B. Towill
C. M. Treadway
A. E . Welch

fiurktugqam<!louutyQllub
Flower: Tulip (s).
Favorite Pastime Scrambling Eggs.
Motto: l\liake hay while the sun shines (if you can work in the shade).
Hymn: Sing l\Ie to Sleep With a Brick, l\lother.
Color Goslin Green and :\Iulbery Red.
0FFlCERS.

. .. . .. President
. .........
. ......
J. R. John son .................
Vice-President
..............
.
.. ....
J. H . White ................
. ... Secretary and Treasurer
H. P. White . . . . ..... . ...............
Annual Representative
. .............
W. C. Hrnderson ...........

YI EMBERS
E.T. Clark
W. C. Hender on

.

J. YI. Johnson
J. R . Johnson

H.P . White
J. P. White

Faculty ·Member: F . W . Boatwright.
Spon or: l\Iiss Emmie Stone Ferguson.

Page T<t~oHundred Twenty-three
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J. F.
P. J.

C. Y. Hui .......
Chu
Chung

President

J.

B. C. Feng
C. Y. Hui

l\lE:\rBERS.

A. Paau .......

OFFICERS.

Secretary

A. Paau

S. D. J. Yuen

J.

B. C. Feng ......

Olqtnrnr
@,tuhrnt
n Qlluh
Treasurer

IDarqrrl
Qlluh
Colors:

Favorite Drink:

Blue and \rVhite.

:Monke y Rum.

Song: "Carolina Sunshine."
OFFICERS.

M. B. John son .......................................
F. S. Isenhour ........
. .. ...........
F. E. Edmunds ... : .... ·...................
G. C. Venable ............................

....

President
... . ..... Vice-Preside .:1t
Secretary and Treasurer
Annual Representative

MEMBERS.

K. E. Burke
F. E. Edmunds
A. W. Gard , Jr .

F. S. Isenhour
W. B. Johnson
D. E. Murray
FACULTY

Prof. C. 0. Meredith

R. W. Ramsey
P. D. Snyder
G. C. Venable

MEMBERS.

Prof \V. C. Doub-Kerr

Page Two Hundred Twenty-five
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'21
'21
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Frank Bentle y, Jr .. . .. ...... , .. . ..... Football ,
R. S. Bristow .........
.. ... . .... . ... Tennis,
H. A. Ford ..........
., ...........
Basketball ,
N. M. Fox ...........
.' .... •......
Glee Club,
Garland Gra y ..............
: . . . ... Baseball,
D. W. Hartz .............
.. ...... Collegian ,
. ..... Spider, '21

.

·_ ..-~ ··..·.'~ ..

ilanagrrs Qlluh

'

.........
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•-:-.~....
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vV. B. John rnn ..... .. ............
Volley Ball, '21
C. F. Leek ........
.. .... . ........
l\tfe£senger, '20
W. R. Loving ....................
Messenger, '21
R. W. Nuckols ... . ..............
. ..... Track, '21
C. H. Sales ..................
. .... Basketball, '21
A . G. Smith ........
.. ...............
Tennis, '20
H. C. Spencer .... . ...............

,

. ..

'(

.• ~-. ,·.•

•
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1Jnltnf DltgqtQlluh
Motto: Boost Home.
Song: "Alcoh olic Blue s."
Habitat:

Favorite Pastime: Loafing.
Favorite Drink: Ja ck's D ope.
Thomas Hall.

OFFICERS.

R.
R.
A.
R.

L. Seward, Jr .....................................
. . .' .....................
S. Atkins .............
. . .. .....
W. Gard . . ..................
F. Edwards ............................

Pr e~ident
Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Annual Repre sentative

MEMBERS.

R. S. Atkins
G. G. Atkins
T. S. Dunnaway, Jr.

R. F. Edwards
H. H. Edwards
A. W. Gard
FACULTY

R EPRESENTAT

R. L. Seward, Jr.
J. R. Seward
G. H. Warren
IVE .

Prof. W. L . Prince

Page Two Hundred Twenty -seve n
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lffnrk Union (!tlnh

H. S. Berg er
W. C. Scribner
J. A. Paau

D. l\.I. Wilkin s
T. W. Steph~ns
J. C. Fray

R. A. Witten
C. C. Thompson

' E. H. Snead

MEMB ERS.

H. W. Riddl e
L. R. Hall
W. E. Jon es

W. E. Jone s . .. ... .... ..... .... . .. . . ..... ..........
.. Pr esident
E. H. Snead ."....................................
Vice-President
H. W . Riddl e ........................................
Secretary
T. W. Stephens .... . . .. .... .. .. .......
... : ...........
Treasur er

Colors: Red and · Blue.
Motto : All-For One-One-For-All.
Song:_ Wh at' s the matt er with F. U. lVI. A.? She's all right.

'ij.,
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Gladding, W. R.
Nottingham,

.... .. .....
R. W. M app ......................

G. H. Wescott . ......

W. R. Gladding ..... .. ... . . Secretary and Treasurer
. Annu el Repre sentative
B. T. Gunter ...............
M EMBE RS

.. Pre sident
Vice-President

Favorite Pa stime: Goin g to Town.
l\tlotto: Go East, youn g man , go East.

Westcott, G. H.
Mapp, R. W.
Gunter, B. T.
Townsend, W. T.
Ri chard son, W. A.
F. A.

.. ....

Favorite Flower : Am er ican Beaut y Rose.
Fa vor ite Song : H y' n Dr y.

ifantrrn~qnrr 0.lluh

,t'

!!Hr
qmonhQ.lollrgr
fflramatir
Q.lluh
B. U . Davenport
H. H. Davis
H. A. Ford
E. M. Harri son
W. E . Hatcher
W. G. Keith

R. T. :Marsh

M. H. McCall
W. A. l\/Ic eill
F. S. Miller
R. C . Motley
G . C. Patterson

'
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W . H. Pric e
H. W. Riddl e
W. R. Southward
A. M . Smith
_T.R. Saunders
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Atkins
R. Atkins
R. Bristow
J. Bristow
R. E. Booker
B. Brann
Durham
H. H. Edwards
Ford
Gunter

Bernard Brann ..........................
Robert Bristow .. ·.·· ..................
l\I
Gard
Grey
Hartz
E. C. Harrison
E. C. Healy

President
Vice-President

E:\1 BERS.

F. Healy
Lewis
l\Iiller
Minor
Nottingham

Dennis Hartz ...............
E. C. Harrison ...............

WiheBater (!Huh
Neal
Phippens
Ransome
Richardson
R. Sadler

Westcott
Winder
Warren
Williams

Secretary and Treasurer
Annual Representative
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S. H. Franklin
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T. E. Gilbert
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CHIEFS.

FELLO\'v

Copenhaver
H. S. Cummins
E. l\I. Ramsey
J. YV. Ellett

BUSHWHACKERS.

T. l\I. Alder son
A. F. Barker
P. J. Bundy
C. G. Carter

Jos. Rotella

G. D. Stevens
M. L. Skaggs
B. T. Quillen

.

-
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C. Repass
H. W. Riddle

R. W . Ramsey

J.

. Secretary
. . Treasurer

" Corn Tassel."
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~ ~ '..·.~-

. . . ... . ..........
H. \V. Riddle ... . ......
President
G. D. Steven s ..........................
Vice-President
Annual Repres entative
C. G. Carter ..............................
. ..........

Rufus Newton
R. T. Price
\N. H. Price
R. C. .Uottler

R. C. :'.\Iottle y .. ..............
;\l. L. Skaggs . .......................

L. C. Addington
P. K. Dudley
l\I. H. l\IcCall
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Flower:
:\lotto: "Never be out of spirits."
Colors: Chestnut Sorrel and Roan.
Favorite Pastime: "Crapshooting."
Drink: "l\!Iountain Dew." ·
Song: "I'll be true to the moonshiner's daughter because I love her still."

I

[s.;a

-

Johnny :-C'mon Skinny, Ford 'em, Ford 'em.
mean, Ford 'em, Ford 'em?
Skinny :-Whatchu
Johnny:- You know what I mean. I mean Shake,
RATTLE A D ROLL, SHAKE, RATTLE
A D ROLL THEM DICE.
Soph :- How's classes Rat! Is your boat ( w) right
for sailing this term!
Rat: Yeah, if it were not for Loving I could pass
I have a
phy,:.ics, but all I lo e doctor Gain(e)s.
Prince of a dean with a Lightfoot assi_tant which
comes in Ha,dy.
Soph :-Oh, I see.
Dr. Me l eil ( in law class) :-Of what did the man die
Mr. Shands.
Mr. Shands ( in most professional tone) :-Of drinking
whi~key, Doctor.
Davis, ( dreaming in the back of the room) :-0 Lord,
what a wonderful death.
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A ''SPIDER

OF COLOR"
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•
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FACULTY

•

PRESIDENT

F. H.

BOATWRIGHT.
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Thirty-se'Ve11

ROBERT EowJN GAINES, M.A. , Litt.D.
D ean and Prof essor of Math ematics

Sigma Alpha Epsilon; M.A ., Furman
University, 1886; Litt.D., ibid., 1908; Instructor in Furman University, 1882-'81;
Student, Johns opkins University, 1887'88;
Instructor,
Wright's
University
School, Baltimore,
1888- '89;
Student,
Iarvard University, 1889-'90; Professor
of Mathematics since 1980.

WILLIA

1

LOFTIN PRINCE, l\I.A.

D ean of Freshmen
Prof essor Secondary Education.

B.A., Richmond College, 1898; M.A.,
Columbia University, 1919; Dean of Richmond Academy, 190-'18; Superintendent
of Schools, Henrico County, Virginia,
1918-'19;
State Supervisor
of High
Schools for Virginia, 1919-'20; Professor
Secondary Education, 1920; Direct or Summer Session. 1921.
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WILLIAM ASBURY HARRIS, M.A., Ph.D.
Professor

of Greek.

Kappa Kappa; Fellow Johns Hopkins University, 1891-'92; M.A., Richmond College, 1886;
Professor of Greek, Baylor University, 1893-'0l;
Professor of Greek in University of Richmond
since 1901.
SAMUEL CHILES MITCHELL.
Professor

of History

and Political Science.

M.A., Georgetown College, 188l!; Student University of Virginia, 1891- ' 92; Ph.D., University
of Chicago, 1899; LL.D., Brown University,
College, 18921910; Professor in Georgetown
'95; Richmond College, 1895-'08; President, University of South Carolina, 1908- ' 13; Medical
College of Virginia, 1913-14; Deleware College,
1914-20; Professor of istory and Political Science,
University of Richmond, 1920GARLANDRYLAND, M.A., Ph.D.
Professor

of Chemistry.

Phi Gamma Delta; M.A., Richmond College,
1898;
1892; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University,
Associate Professor of Chemistry, University of
Professor of Chemistry, ConMaine, 1898-'0l;
verse College, 1901-'03; Professor of Chemistry,
of
Professor
1903-'17;
College,
Georgetown
Chemistry since 1917.
HERBERT BRANTLYHANDY, M.A.
Professor

of English.

Kappa Alpha; B.A., Richmond College, 1906;
University,
M.A., ibid., 1909; M.A., Harvard
Student, Columbia University,
1913; Graduate
Summer School for
Summer, 1915; Director
Boys, Sebago Lake, Maine; Associate Profes or
of English since 1914.
C. C. MEREDITH, M.A., Ph .D.
Professor

of German.

ROBERT COLLI S ASTROP.
II ssista11t Professor of English and Psychology.
M.A., University of Virginia, 1913; Student
Columbia University, 1914-'15; The Sun, Baltimore, 1915; Associate Editor Kappa II /pita Jourewport News, 1917;
nal, 1915-'17; Daily Press,
r ews High
in Hi tory, Newport
Instructor
School, 1916-'17; Instructor in English and HisSchool, 1917-'18;
University
tory, McGuire's
Principal Dendron High School, 1918-'19; Instructor in English and History, Randolph-Macon Academy, Bedford, Va., 1919-'20; Member
Member Sigma UpsiKappa Alpha Fraternity;
Fraternity.
lon (Literary)
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ROBERT COLLINS AsTROP

Assistant

Professor

of English

and Psychology

M. A. University of Virginia, 1913; Student
Columbia University, 191+-'15; The S1111,
Baltimore, 1915; Instructor in Engli h and History;
Randolph-Macon
Academy, Bedford, Va., 1919'20; Member Kappa Alpha Fraternity;
Member Upsilon (Literary)
Fraternity.
E. D. EHRMA ' M.A.
B.A., Roanoke College, 1911; Electrical Engineering and Graduate Courses, University of
Virginia, 1913-'17; M.A., University of Virginia, 1917; Instructor in Mathematics, Jeffer on
School, 1913-'15; Instructor
in Mathematics
in
Engineering Department, University of ,visconin, 1919-'20; A si tant Professor of Iathematics, University of Richmond, 1920FRANK MILL DOBSON.

A th/ etic Director.
Coach, Rose Polytechnic Institute, 1907; Coach,
University of Georgia, 1908; Athletic Director,
Clem on College, 1909-'" 2; Athletic D.irector,
Richmond College, 1913-'17; Athletic Director,
Camp Jackson, S. C., 1918-'19; Athletic Director, Richmond College, 1919, 1920, 1921-

HORACE EDWIN HAYDEN, JR., M.A.
Professor of Biology.
A.B., Princeton,
1905; M.A., University
of
Virginia, 1907; Graduate of Biology, ibid., 1910;
Fellow and Assistant in Geology and Biology,
Vanderbilt
Univer icy, 1907-'08; Instructor
in
Biology, A. and M. College of Texas, 1910-'12;
Assi tant Professor of Biology, ibid., 1912-'17;
A sociate Professor, ibid., 1917-Jan., 1918; Instructor in Biology,
ew York
niversity, Feb.June, 1918; Acting Profes or of Biology, William and Mary College, 1918-'19; Professor of
Biology, 1919; Member of A. A. A. S.; American Micros. Society.
ARCHIE G. RYLAND,B.A.

Assistant

Professor of French and English.

B.A., Richmond College, 1908; Graduate Student, Harvard University, 1913-'H-; Professor of
French and English, Richmond Academy, 191+'17; Red Cross Secretary,
1917-' 19; A sistant
Professor of French and English, 1919.
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WILLIAM CLARKE DOUB-KERR.
Davidson College; A.B., University of North
Carolina; University of Chicago Fellow in Romance, 1915; Instructor
in Romance, Armour
Tech., 1916; Interpreter,
A.E.F., 1917; Instructor in Military French, Ft. McPherson,
1918;
Iuterpreter
A.E.F., 1918; Univer~ity of Chicago
in Romance, 1919; Instructor in Romance Columbia University, 1920.
HAYNIE H. SEAY, JR., M.A.
Professor of Eco110111ics.

1/ssociate

Kappa Alpha; Phi Chi; B.A., Richmond College, 1913; M.A., Columbia University,
1915;
Graduate
Student, Johns Hopkins University,
1917-'18; South East Club Fellow in Political
Economy and Social Institutions, P1;nceton University,
1919-'20;
In tructor
in English
and
Modern Languages, Chatham Training
School,
1913-'1-I-; Instructor
in Economics, vVashington
College,
1916;
Instructor
in Economics,
St.
John's Military School, 1916-'17; A . sociate Professor of Economics,
niversity of Richmond,
1920-

ROBERT LowE How ,\Ro, B.A., M.S.
Associate Professor of Chemistry.
B.A., State University of
Instructor
of Chemistry,
Iowa, 1917-'19; M.S., State
1919; Associate Professor
mond College, 1919.

South Dakota, 1917;
State University
of
University of Iowa,
of Chemistry, Rich-

CLODIUSHARRISWILLIS, B.S ., B.S.E.
Acting Professor of Physics.
Phi Gamma Delta; Arachnidae;
B.S_, Rich mond College, 191-1-; B.S.S., Johns Hopkins University, 1916; Instructor of Physics, Richmond
College, 1912-'13; Mathematics,
ibid., 1913- ' 14;
Associate Professor of Mathematics and Phy ics,
ibid., 1916-'17;
Instructor
in Army
Signal
School, Langres, France, 1918-'19; Acting Professor of Physics, 1919.

PAUL MERRlMA ' , A.B.
A.B., Miami University, 1903; Instructor and
Principal, New York State igh Schools, 1903-'17;
Harvard
University Summer School, 1911; Assistant in Botany, Cornell Summer School, 1920;
Graduate
Student in Botany, Cornell Summer
Term, 1915-'20; Associate Profes or of Botany,
University of Richmond , 1920-
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V\TALTERSCOTTM'

EILL, B.A., Ph.D., LL.B.
Professor of Law.
Phi Kappa Sigma; B.A., Richmond College,
1899; Ph.D., University of Berlin, 1902; LL.B.,
Harvard University, 1905; Associate Professor
of Law, 1905-'09; Professor of Law since 1909.

JOHN RANDOLPHTUCKER, B.A., LL.B.
Associate Professor of Law.
Delta Theta Phi; B.A., Washington and Lee
University, 1900; LL.B., ibid., 1902; Graduate
Student Harvard University, 1902-'03; Associate
Professor of Law, 1909-'18; Associate Professor
of Law, 1919.

CASSIUSMONCURE CHICHESTER,A.B., LL.B.
Associate Professor of Law.
Kappa Alpha; Phi Beta Kappa; AB. William and Mary College; LL.B., University of
Virginia; Instructor in Law, University of Virginja; Associate Professor of Law since 1912.

THOMAS_JUST MOORE,B.A., LL.D.
Associate Professor of Law .
..l0<I>; TKA;
B.A., Richmond College, 1908;
LL.B ., Harvard
University, 1913; Instructor in
Richmond Academy, 1910; Associate Professor
of Law since 1910.

··:

JAMES H. BARNETT,B.S., LL.B.
Secretary of Law School.
Kappa Alpha; Delta Theta Phi;
Alpha; Instructor in Law School.
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Tau Kappa

EDWARD

ROBERT

LOVING,

Phi Gamma

M.A., Ph.D.

Delta .

of Physics.

Professor

M.A. Richmond Co llege , 1898; Fellow Johns
Hopkins University, 1901-'02; Ph.D. ibid, 1905;
Professor Ph ysics and Chemistry, Blackburn College, 1905-'06; Professor of Physics, Cornell College, 1906-'07; Associate in Physics, University
of Missouri, 1907- '08; Professor of Physics since
1908.
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T.

C. WILLIAMS,

. Pr esident

EsQ ..........................................

PATTERSON,

Vice-President

JR ..........................................
MEMBERS.

WILSON,

A.

M.

R.

L. T.
J.

SMITH

w.
D.D.

PILCHER,

M.

D.D.

w. s. FORBES
T.

C.

w ATKINS

T.

w.
R.

C. WILLIAMS

A. R.
H.
J.
C.

BAYLOR,

H.

LoNG

w.

STARLEY

L. CAMP

J. BILLUPS

D.D.

C.

E.

NICOL

J.

T.

B. TAYLOR,

Sw ANN

I.

, M.D.

MONTAGUE
PITTS

H.

D.

D.D.

LANKFORD

BURNEY
J. J.

STINSON

HARGROVE

HUNT

GEO.

PATTERSON

B. McADAMS

REV.

GRIFFIN

JOHN

w.

JUDGE
T.

P. WILLIS

B.

J.

B. VEST

B. LAKE,

D.D.

PROF.

GEO.

JUDGE

w.

R. BARKSDALE

STUART

l\licGumE,

LL.D.

JAMES

D.

CRUMP

J. A.

CHANDLER,

PH.D.

T.

C. WILLIAMS,

T.

C.

N.
B.

M.
T.

SKINNER,
WILLIAMS
GUNTER

JR.
D.D.

C.
A.

w.
R.

w.

C.

V.

MEREDITH

J.

l\foNTAGUE
D.D.

C. JAMES,
H.
J.

PITT,

D.D.,

LL.D.

PARRISH
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University

of Richmond
INCLUDES

1.

2.
3.
4.

RICHMO D COLLEGE, a College of Liberal Arts for men.
WESTHAMPTO COLLEGE, a College of Liberal Arts for
women.
THE T. C. WILLIAMS SCHOOL OF LAW, a professional
School of Law, offering the degree of LL.B.
THE S MMER SCHOOL, W. L. Princ e, M.A. Dir ector.

RICHMOND COLLEGE FOR ME
R. E. Gaines, M.A., Litt. D., Dean
W. L. Prince, M.A., Dean of Freshmen
Richmond College for men is an old and well-endowed
College of Liberal Arts, which is recognized everywhere
a a standard American College. Its degrees and its preprofessional
cour es are accepted at face va lu e in th e
graduate
chool of America.
Its alumni are so widely
scattered through the nation that the new graduate immediately joins a large and friendly group of men holding
positions of power and influence.
The Co llege occup ies
modern and well-equipped buildings, on a beautiful campus
of 140 acres in the western
uburbs of Richmond.

WESTHAMPTON COLLEGE
May Lansfield Ke ll er, Ph. D., Dean
Westhampton
College for women , co ordinate
with
Richmond College for men, requires fifteen unit s for entrance , and four years for the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor
of Science Degree.
The College is housed in handsome
buildings on a campus of 130 acres, separated from th e
Richmond College campus by a lak e of about nine acres.
All degrees are given by the University of Richmond, and
those conferred on women are, in all respects, equivalent
to tho e conferred on men. While the two institutions are
co ordinate, they are not co-educational.

THE T. C. WILLIAMSSCHOOLOF LAW
J. H. Barnett , Jr.,B.A., LL.B., Secretary
Three years required for degree of LL.B.
Strong faculty of seven profes ors . Large librar y . Evening classes.
Moderate fees.
For catalogue, booklet of views, or other information
concerning entrance into any Co ll ege, address the Dean
or ecretary.
F. \V. BOATWRIGHT,
President.
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FOURTH

CORNER

ANO

p ·el s ~• B rr~
30

0

CREA

THE

BROAD
~f')

Billiardand PocketTables -

STREETS

Pr ~ps ~
4

FineBowlingAlleys

FINEST ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTH
Ventilation

Elevator Service

Bowl and Play Billiards for Health's

Sake .

ALLEYS AND TABLES RESERVED.
College Men's Headquarters

W. S. PEYTON
Shop

Barber

Phone Randolph 541

· MRS.COOK
of Mrs . Cook's Cafeteria

BASEMENT

S. W. Corner 10th and Main
HAIR CUT 25c
SHAVE -

15c

Nifti est and mo st sanitary place in town

SEVE

exte nds he r t hank fuln ess to
to you college men who have
patronized her so liberally in
t he past and have helped her
to atta in t he success she now
enjoys.
To you young men going
forth into the world we wish
unpa rallelled success in a 11
t hings you unde rt ake.

BARBERS
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HOTEL RICHMOND
PROOF"

"FIRE

Virginia

Richmond,

Convenient
Large

to All Business

Sample

A Hotel

CAPITOL

BEAUTIFUL

OVERLOOKING

and Theatres

Cuisine Unsurpassed

Rooms

with

Houses

PARK

a Home-Like

Atmosphere.

Hotel Richmond Realty Corporation
OWNERS

W. E. HOCKETT , Mgr.
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S. B. VALENTINE, Ass't. Mgr.

Buy Your Jewelry
AT THE SIGN

of the Electric Ring

St.ElmoBilliardParlor
UNDER

LYRIC

THEATRE

Ninth and Broad

18 TABLES

Cocke &L Co.
JEWELERS
533 W. Broad Street

Headquarters

for college men.

Official Railroad Watch Inspectors

TARRANT DRUG
f:OMPANY
1 We s t

Broad

St re e t

Mr.Collegeman:
If you want
Suit

PRESCRIPTIONS
Candies, Cigars and Sodas

or Overcoat

different
you

that snappy
a little

from those

have had,

we

that
have

them , and at the right price

Send Us Your Order

Tarrant

Drug Company

McRae Clothing Co.
622 EAST BROAD

RICHMOND , VIRGINIA

Nex t to Gr ant Dru g Co .
Seventh Street
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Leading Barber Shops
of Richmond

Your Last Year's Hat
TURNED INTO NEW
We have the latest method
of cleaning and blocking.

Mur ph y' s H otel B arb er Shop
H ot el R ichmo nd Barb er Sho p

Why Pay the High Cost
of a New One?

E h m ig' s Barber Sh op
212 N. Sevent h t.

MANICURI G AND
CHIROPODIST PARLORS

We can reshape , clean and
renovate it at a small cost.

DIAMOND BLEACHER USED

T. Sotos & Co.
GEO. C. EHMIG, Prop.

RELIGIOUS
HERALD
Organ of the Baptists
of Virginia

711 E. BROAD ST.

Established

1873

A. H. FETTING
MANUFACTURING
JEWELRY CO.
MANUFACTURERS

Greek Letter
Fraternity Jewelry

$2.00

213 N. LIB ERTY STREET

PER YEAR

Baltim ore, Md .

Pa ge T wo Hundr ed Fifty

BROAD STREET BANK
BROAD AT SIX TH

RICHMO

D, VIRGI

IA

Three Per Cent Interest In Savings Department
Safety Boxes For Rent

OPE

SATURDAYS U TIL 7 P . M .

Cottrell & Cooke

Business

Building

PRINTERS

College Work a Specialty
CAPITAL
SURPLUS

3 and 5 Governor St .

·

-

$1,000,000.00

-

-

ESTABLISHED

900,000.00
1892

RI CHMOND , VA.
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CHESAPEAKE & OHIO
Coal Agency Company

«:A W~ID)(Q)~~
Wrrnnt ~fr@rr®
FLOYD A VE. AT ROBINSON ST.

COAL
COKE
The Up -Town Store
WITH

E. S. TURPIN, General Agent

Down - Town

Prices

Richmond, Virginia
No. 2 North

Ninth

Street

Phone Mad. 379

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Richmond

'Gfe

Baughman

Stationery

Company

Manufacturing
Stationers
Printers

end

Paper Dealers

College Students

USE

MONOGRA
77M
Varieties of Pure Foods
They

Are

Brain

Builders.

E. A. Saunders' Sons

& Company
Warehouses

RICHMOND,
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VIRGINIA

Seventeenth

and Dock Street s

RICHMOND, VA.

BOICE
STUDIO

Portraits of Distinction

719 EAST GRACE STREET

Ri chmon d , Virginia
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OFVIRGINIA
COLLEGE
MEDICAL
(Stat e Institution

Medicine, Dentistry,

)

Pharmacy

New Building s, Well Equipped Laboratories
Under the Direction of Full-Time,
Competent Teachers.
The Memorial Hospital, D ooley Hospital, Colored Hospital are
owned and controlled by the Medica l College of Virginia, an d
offer every facility for thorough Clinical Teaching. Staffs com posed of the faculty of the college. Additional Clinical Facilities
are offered through the Virginia Hospital, City Home, City
Jail, etc .
For Full Information

and Catalogue,Address

J. R. McCAUDEY, Secretary
Twelfth and Clay
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Grace Sign
Company
116 North 7th Street
Baked by the most scien tifi c
baking plant in the world.

SIGN PAINTING
Every Description

of

Ou t of town orders given prompt
Attention

PURE , DELICIOUS
Sold

Everywhere

CO.
BAKING
CORBY
Bak ers of Corby's Mothers Bread
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For "GOODNESS" Sake Use

. T
THE NATIONALEXTRAC
VANILLA

The

AND

.32

FLAVORS

OTHER

C. F. Sauer
RICHMOND,

Company
VA.

LARGESTSELLINGBRANDIN THE UNITED STATES

THE

Hanover Shoe
$5.00

AN D .

$6.oo

The GreatestShoe
Value On Earth
FACTORY TO CONSUMER
EXCLUSIVELY

65 STORES IN 43 CITIES
Factories , Hanover , Pa.

Murphy's
RICHMOND

Hotel
, VA.

The largest and most central
hote l in the city . All car
lines pass Murphy's.
Headquart ers for college
men, women and girls.

RATES $1.50 AND UP
Write for book let .

R ichmond St ore , 609 East Br oad St reet
SEN D FOR CA T ALOGUE AND
ORD ER BY MA IL

JAMES T. DISNEY
Pr esid ent and Mana ger

Pa _q e T'l.uo Hundred

Fifty-fi'V e

Out In the World You Will Find
"Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or faster man,
But soon or late the man who wins
Is the fellow who thinks he can."
This is our motto, and the motto of many of our customers
who started years ago with us, with an
investment of only $100.

THE 6 PER CENT FIRST MORTGAGE HOUSE OF

Pollard & Bagby, Inc.
RICHMOND , VIRGINIA

BAPTIST STATE
MISSION BOARD
Bibles, Church Hymnals,
Course

Text

Books,

Normal
School

Sunday

THE S. GALESKI
OPTICAL CO.

and B. Y. P. U. Supplies.

Leading , Largest , Oldest
Optical House South.

Bureau of Sunday School

Kodak Headquarters

Information
Book and P eriodical Department
OLD

DOMINION

Room 408

TRUST

BLDG.

Richmond , Va .
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Main and Eighth Streets
223 East Broad Street
RICHMOND,

VIRGINIA

Oth er stores in Norfolk, Roanoke
and Danvill e, Va .

THE JEFFERSON
0. F. WEISIGER, Manager

The Most Magni~cent Hotel in the South
Rooms single and en suite,
European Pl an. 400 rooms, 300 baths.
Turkish and Roman baths.
with and without private bath.
Every conSpacious sample rooms . Large Convention Hall.
venience for the traveling man. Every comfort for the tourist.

Rates $2.50 and Upwards

RICHMOND, VA.

E. A. WRIGHT

COMPANY
Established

ThisAnnualEngraved
and Printed by

1872

Bank notes and general engravers, printers, lithographers, stationers

Broad and Huntingdon
PHILADLEPHIA

PA.

Hammersmith
Kortmeyer Co.
Milwaukee, Wis,

Sts.
GET OUR PROPOSITION
ON YOUR NEXT ANNUAL
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HAMMERSMITH
KORTMEYER
ENGRAVERS

MILWAUKEE

•

CO .
PRINTERS

. WIS.

